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In the nineteenth century, theatre and newspapers were the dominant expressions 

of popular culture in the northeastern United States, and together formed a crucial 

discursive node in the ongoing negotiation of American national identity. Focusing on the 

five decades between 1820 and 1870, during which touring stars from Great Britain 

enjoyed their most lucrative years of popularity on United States stages, this dissertation 

examines three instances in which English performers entered into this nationalizing 

forum and became flashpoints for journalists seeking to define the nature and bounds of 

American citizenship and culture. In 1821, Edmund Kean‘s refusal to perform in Boston 

caused a scandal that revealed a widespread fixation among social elites with delineating 

the ethnic and economic limits of citizenship in a republican nation. In 1849, an ongoing 
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rivalry between the English tragedian William Charles Macready and his American 

competitor Edwin Forrest culminated in the deadly Astor Place riot. By configuring the 

actors as champions in a struggle between bourgeois authority and working-class 

populism, the New York press inserted these local events into international patterns of 

economic conflict and revolutionary violence. Nearly twenty years later, the arrival of the 

Lydia Thompson Burlesque Troupe in 1868 drew rhetoric that reflected the popular 

press‘ growing preoccupation with gender, particularly the question of woman suffrage 

and the preservation of the United States‘ international reputation as a powerfully 

masculine nation in the wake of the Civil War. 

Three distinct cultural currents pervade each of these case studies: the new 

nation‟s anxieties about its former colonizer‟s cultural influence, competing political and 

cultural ideologies within the United States, and the changing perspectives and agendas 

of the ascendant popular press. Exploring the points where these forces intersect, this 

dissertation aims to contribute to an understanding of how popular culture helped shape 

an emerging sense of American national identity. Ultimately, this dissertation argues that 

in the mid-nineteenth century northeastern United States, popular theatre, newspapers, 

and audiences all contributed to a single media formation in which controversial English 

performers became a rhetorical antipode against which “American” identity could be 

defined.  
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Chapter One: Introduction 

 

In the spring of 1869, famed novelist and essayist William Dean Howells 

reflected with dismay on the past year‘s theatrical season. It was a year that had seen the 

latest English import—the Lydia Thompson Burlesque Troupe—take New York by 

storm, touring and spawning imitators throughout the northeastern United States. Worried 

that the new import represented a permanent decline in American theatre, Howells 

warned: 

This new taste is not our taste…. Even the actors who present these 

English plays so charmingly are… nearly all English and of English 

training; and it is undeniable what, while the theatre has been growing 

more artistic and popular among us, it has been growing less and less 

American.1 

 

The problem, for Howells, was not that the theatre he saw around him was bad, but rather 

that it was insufficiently American. These English imports were like a noxious weed in 

American culture: if the plays and performers that graced the stages of the United States 

were all English, then native talent and plays reflecting American ideals and experiences 

would be crowded out. Howells wanted the theatre to reflect well on the United States; in 

practice, he feared, it wasn‘t reflecting anything at all. 

The foreignness of these performers presented Howells with a historiographical 

threat: the poor quality theatre that burlesque represented posed a danger to how future 

historians would evaluate nineteenth century Americans and their culture. Howells 

                                                 
1 William Dean Howells, "The New Taste in Theatricals," Atlantic Monthly May 1869: 643. 
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believed that in creating theatre, his contemporaries needed to be concerned not only with 

what American theatre was in the present, but also with the picture of nineteenth century 

life these entertainments would leave for future historians. Looking back at the 1868-

1869 theatrical season, Howells mused:  

This stupid and commonplace present shall yet appear the fascinating past: 

and is it not a pleasure to think how our rogues of descendants—who are 

to enjoy us aesthetically—will be taken in with us, when they read, in the 

files of old newspapers, of the quantity of entertainment offered at the 

theatres during the season just ending, and judge us by it.2 

 

To Howells, theatre was more than a diversion, though he feared that it had been reduced 

to such. Rather, he saw it as reflection of his country‘s culture and national character—

something that future historians, garnering hints from archived newspapers, would 

interpret and use to pass judgment on the artistic mastery or deficiencies of his age.  

Howells was partially correct. The theatre of his age has become a crucial 

historical archive that an assortment of historians—including this one—have sifted 

through as a means of getting to know his culture. In his historiographical musings, 

however, Howells missed two key points. The first is that although these English 

performances may not have depicted American life, their presence here made them a part 

of it. While the theatre Howells described may not have been made in the United States 

in a conscious attempt to reflect or define ―American‖ culture, the persistent presence of 

English theatre on United States stages indicates that, however foreign the plays and 

performers might be, there was something in these performances that resonated with 

                                                 
2 Howells, "New Taste," 635. 
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American audiences. For journalists who used theatre in their quest to define American 

culture as distinct and separate from its European counterparts, however, the popularity 

of these English stars was a troubling complication.  

The second element that Howells overlooked is the vital role that newspapers 

played in the creation of culture. Rather than being mere records of the entertainments 

nineteenth century Americans attended, newspapers also served as a medium through 

which journalists and critics, like Howells, could reflect on the theatre they saw and what 

it meant for their culture, and to intervene in the process of cultural formation they saw 

unfolding in the theatres. Theatre and newspapers were the dominant media in the 

nineteenth century United States. Together, they constituted a key discursive node at 

which performers, audiences, and critics negotiated what ―America‖ was, and how it 

ought to be represented. Whether they treated foreign performers as models to be 

emulated or invaders to be overcome, the journalistic responses to visiting English stars 

are as much a reflection of American culture as any domestically produced performance. 

My project is to be one of the ―rogues of descendents‖ that Howells expected to 

judge his contemporaries by their theatre, but to do so by asking precisely those questions 

that he neglected. How did visiting English stars interact with, reflect on, and come into 

conflict with emergent American culture? How did journalists in the United States use 

these visitors as a discursive tool in the articulation of what they believed their culture 

was, what they hoped it could be, and what they feared it might become? Organizing my 

research into three case studies spanning from 1820 to 1870, I examine how American 
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journalists wrote about controversial visiting English performers and what these press 

characterizations reveal about changes in American culture across this period. By looking 

at a fifty-year period in which touring stars dominated the American theatre, I explore 

how changing ideas of race, class, gender, culture and citizenship across three distinct 

eras—the waning years of the Early Republic, the Age of Jackson, and the years 

immediately following the Civil War—shaped the press response to similar theatrical 

conflicts.  

Three distinct phenomena with overlapping significance run through my 

examples: the new nation‘s anxieties about its former colonizer‘s dominance of the 

popular stage, the competing political and cultural ideologies within the United States, 

and the changing agendas and perspectives of the emerging popular press. This 

dissertation examines the points where these forces intersect, and explores the junctures 

between northeastern American national imaginings and the presence of a powerful 

foreign culture against which this emergent identity was being defined. In doing so, this 

project aims to contribute to the understanding of how popular culture helped shape an 

emerging sense of American national identity in the mid-nineteenth century, and to help 

create a deeper understanding of American culture, its history, and the processes by 

which it is formed. 

To do so, I examine three instances in which visiting English performers became 

focal points for journalists in the northeastern United States who were attempting to 

define the nature and bounds of American national identity. I begin with the arrival of 
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Edmund Kean—one of the earliest English touring sensations to hit the United States—

whose 1821 refusal to perform in Boston became a flash point for journalists in a post 

colonial era caught between conflicting desires for English cultural authority and 

American intellectual independence. Next, I explore how writers in the Jacksonian era 

used the English tragedian William Charles Macready and his American rival Edwin 

Forrest as champions in the conflict between bourgeois authority and working-class 

populism, and how the coverage of both the rivalry and the notorious theatre riot that 

resulted from it transformed a local tragedy into an event of national importance. Finally, 

I turn to the arrival of the Lydia Thompson Burlesque Troupe in the fall of 1868, and 

argue that the highly gendered representations of these performances in the popular press 

resulted from a growing preoccupation with gender, citizenship, and nationalism. 

I chose these examples, in part, because each of these performers arrived in a 

moment of cultural change during which journalists in the United States were particularly 

concerned with what it meant to be ―American‖: the last years of the Early Republican 

and Jacksonian eras in the first two incidents, and the uncertain first years following the 

Civil War in the third. The popularity of these performers during these historical 

moments, furthermore, created significant controversy in the popular press. 

Furthermore—given that each of these controversies represented a nationalistic response 

to an English theatrical figure—these case studies have a shared significance as instances 

in which an American community defined itself in relation to a rejected English 

colonizer. Finally, and most importantly, because each of these controversies was deeply 
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enmeshed in contemporary questions of class, race, gender, citizenship, and nationalism, 

understanding the rhetorical systems that surrounded them provides unique insights into 

the prevailing cultural trends of their historical moments.  

 To understand how these incidents occurred and what they meant, it is first 

necessary to establish the wider social and cultural forces that shaped them. This chapter 

serves as an introduction to the rest of my dissertation, and establishes key historical and 

theoretical concepts that will shape the rest of the project. Throughout the nineteenth 

century, the pervasive practice of trans-Atlantic touring brought English stars to the 

United States, sparking encounters between the two countries‘ media cultures. These 

encounters, however, took place amidst persistent cultural tensions between Anglophobic 

and Anglophilic impulses that shaped their reception and meaning. While these tensions 

were prevalent in the culture of the northeastern United States, they were particularly 

explosive within the dual media context of theatre and newspapers. As the 

communicative pillars of nineteenth century American culture, these two media were 

central to the development of American national identity, and were particularly sensitive 

to the presence of foreign visitors. The chapter concludes with a description of key 

theoretical and historiographical concerns that will inform the rest of my dissertation, and 

theorizes newspapers, theatre, and culture as an interdependent media formation. 
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ANGLOPHOBIA, ANGLOPHILIA AND THE TRANS-ATLANTIC TOURING SYSTEM 

By the turn of the nineteenth century, the United States had established a 

reputation as a lucrative destination for profit seeking English actors, particularly those 

who sought alternate routes to fame and fortune after finding themselves unable to 

penetrate England‘s exclusive patent theatre system. It was in this context that Stephen 

Price of New York‘s Park Theatre established himself as the leading importer of English 

stars in the early nineteenth century United States. Seeking to capitalize on the star power 

of well-known English actors, Price, manager of New York‘s Park Theatre and later of 

London‘s Drury Lane, pioneered the practice of importing itinerant stars from England. 

Beginning with George Frederick Cooke in 1808, Price contracted with English stars for 

a run at his own New York theatre, and coordinated a touring circuit including the major 

theatres of Boston, Providence, Philadelphia and Charleston. Later, as demand for touring 

stars grew, the circuit expanded to include New Orleans, Cincinnati, Mobile and St. 

Louis. While his enterprise suffered a brief interruption during the War of 1812, by the 

1818-1819 season, animosity towards the British had waned sufficiently that Price could 

bring stars across at regular intervals. Edmund Kean—at the time the biggest star to have 

ever visited the United States—would be his next import, and despite the outrage he 

sparked by refusing to perform as scheduled one night in Boston, the tour was 

sufficiently profitable that Price continued contracting with other stars.3 

                                                 
3 Simon Williams, "European Actors and the Star System in the American Theatre, 1752-1870," The 

Cambridge History of American Theatre, ed. Don B. Wilmeth and Christopher Bigsby, vol. 1; Beginnings 

to 1870 (New York: Cambridge, 1998) 304-10, Price, Stephen, ed. Gerald Bordman and Thomas S. 

Hischak (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004), 21 February 2010 
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It was an effective system for both Price and the entrepreneurial stars he imported. 

English actors who contracted with Price could be assured of having enough 

engagements to make the trans-Atlantic voyage worthwhile. Price, in turn, received a 

portion of the profits from the theatres he franchised the stars to, and those profits were 

impressive. For the rest of the nineteenth century, English touring stars remained an 

unmistakable force in the American theatre. By the 1850s, their influence had begun to 

wane somewhat, a change theatre historian Simon Williams attributes partly to a 

nationalistic preference for native-born talent in the wake of the Macready/Forrest 

rivalry, and partly to a decline in the quality of English acting following Macready‘s 

retirement. While subsequent actors carried less critical authority, however, as the 1868 

arrival of Thompson and her troupe demonstrates, enough interest in visiting performers 

remained to make the trans-Atlantic voyage a profitable undertaking.4 

But while English stars routinely traveled to the United States, and while they 

often carried significant artistic authority, their presence was not uncontested. The role of 

England in the national imagination of the nineteenth century United States was a 

complicated one and sentiments towards the country‘s former colonizer ranged from 

nostalgic Anglophilia to an intensely Anglophobic hostility. In each of my case studies, 

visiting stars became focal points for contentious debates about American nationalism 

                                                                                                                                                 
<http://www.oxfordreference.com.ezproxy.lib.utexas.edu/views/ENTRY.html?subview=Main&entry=t149.

e2522>, Bruce A. McConachie, Melodramatic Formations: American Theatre and Society, 1820 - 1870 

(Iowa City: University of Iowa Press, 1992) 22. Douglas McDermott, "Structure and Management in the 

American Theatre from the Beginning to 1870," The Cambridge History of American Theatre, ed. Don B. 

Wilmeth and Christopher Bigsby, vol. 1; Beginnings to 1870 (New York: Cambridge, 1998) 196. 
4 McDermott, "Structure and Management,"  194. Williams, "European Actors,"  330. 
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because their identities specifically as English stars made them particularly fertile 

subjects for the negotiation of a national identity that many nineteenth century Americans 

defined largely in opposition to the European—and particularly English—traits that the 

new nation had rejected.  

In part, the focus on rejected Englishness was an effort to find common ground in 

a nation that lacked many of the traditional bases of national unity. In the years between 

the Revolutionary and Civil Wars, a cohesive sense of American national identity was 

only just beginning to take shape, and the shared rejection of English rule became a 

central source of commonality despite pervasive feelings of regionalism.5 As historian 

Cecilia O‘Leary explains, the emergence of a cohesive sense of American national 

identity was hindered by the lack of those elements that typically encourage the growth of 

nationalism. ―Instead,‖ she writes, ―conditions of disunity prevailed: a weak central 

government; persistent local and regional ties; a heterogeneous population made more 

diverse with each new arrival of immigrants; the absence of threatening neighbors; 

divisive partisan politics; and the dynamics of a population on the move.‖6 According to 

O‘Leary, given the absence of other nationalizing forces, the common experience of the 

American Revolution encouraged Americans to form their sense of national identity in 

opposition to their former colonial rulers. The result was what cultural historian Elisa 

Tamarkin refers to as a pervasive belief ―that cultural nationalism is predicated on a 

                                                 
5 Cecilia Elizabeth O'Leary, To Die For: The Paradox of American Patriotism (Princeton: Princeton 

University Press, 1999) 11. 
6 O'Leary, To Die For 15. 
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separation from Europe.‖7 While nineteenth century patriots engaged in the deliberate 

process of creating a national mythology and culture, the one reliable source of unity they 

could depend on was the shared experience of the Revolution. 

To say, however, that nineteenth century American culture lacked common 

elements on which to base a national identity is a bit misleading: the problem was not that 

these elements were lacking, but rather that in the context of the Early Republic, they 

were too English. Despite nationalist rhetoric that proclaimed the United States to be a 

new nation that had driven out its colonial rulers, the fact that the majority of its citizens 

were of European descent indicates that the dominant threads American culture 

represented the triumph of colonialism as much as its rejection. As historian Cynthia M. 

Koch explains, ―in the usual expressions of culture based on language, literature, religion 

and even political tradition, America‘s ties were the strongest to England, the nation 

against which the United States most needed to assert its cultural independence.‖8 The 

result was a strange paradox: American thinkers sought to differentiate themselves from 

Europe, but the arts in the new nation were overwhelmingly European. Koch‘s study of 

school books of the Early Republic, for example, reveals that between 1785 and 1830, 

nearly three quarters of the materials used to educate American children were the works 

of English authors, particularly Shakespeare, Milton, Pope, Addison, and Blair. This 

national literary tradition that bordered on pastiche was, according to Koch, far from an 

                                                 
7 Elisa Tamarkin, Anglophilia: Deference, Devotion, and Antebellum America (Chicago: University of 

Chicago Press, 2008) xxvi. 
8 Cynthia M. Koch, "Teaching Patriotism: Private Virtue for the Public Good in the Early Republic," Bonds 

of Affection: Americans Define Their Patriotism, ed. John Bodnar (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 

1996) 22. 
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isolated issue. It was, rather, part of a wider ―reliance on European culture [that] led to an 

insecurity in matters of arts and letters.‖9 Americans weren‘t European, but their art was, 

and to those invested in creating a distinct national culture, this reliance was a problem. 

While artists in the United States contributed to a growing domestic artistic tradition as 

the century progressed, the question of whether American art ought to aspire to European 

standards or forge its own remained a persistent cultural preoccupation. 

The tension between conforming to and breaking from English artistic traditions 

was particularly pronounced in the theatre, where a reliance on English models bumped 

up against a nationalistic artistic forum. In many respects, the nineteenth century 

American theatre remained a colony long after Revolution and was, in most ways, similar 

to the British forms from which it was derived. The buildings themselves were based on 

English designs. American plays tended to be adaptations of English models, but on stage 

even these were a relative rarity, outnumbered significantly by English imports. 

American theatres were particularly fond of performing English classics, with 

Shakespeare being the most popular, followed by Sheridan and Farquar. Even when 

performing a relatively new work, American managers generally preferred English 

imports, in part because these plays had already been tested in front of an audience, and 

in part because they could be performed without payment to the playwright. Finally, 

American acting not only conformed to British styles, but looked to London productions 

as the standard for quality work. In addition to the authoritative weight of English 

                                                 
9 Koch, "Teaching Patriotism,"  27-28. 
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traditions, furthermore, the American theatre was burdened by what theatre historian 

Bruce McConachie terms a feeling of ―post-colonial inferiority‖ engendered by the 

young nation‘s relative lack of its own distinctive cultural and intellectual traditions. By 

the 1820s, these post-colonial anxieties translated into a heightened sensitivity to 

perceived national insults from visiting English stars.
10

 Insinuations that American tastes 

were somehow inferior to their European counterparts—such as when Kean refused to 

perform to a too small audience in Boston, when Macready insulted Forrest‘s artistic 

merits, and when Lydia Thompson drew audiences away from her American 

counterparts—were a point of extreme sensitivity that, as the following chapters will 

demonstrate, often drew violent reactions.  

These hostilities towards English stars that were deemed either threatening to or 

insufficiently appreciative of American theatre were exacerbated by the political 

implications of American Anglophilia. According to Tamarkin, American Anglophilia 

was not simply a harmless fascination with a foreign culture; instead, affection for 

English models served as a conceptual aid in the imagination of American cultural 

alternatives in elite circles. ―There are times,‖ Tamarkin notes, ―when a pronounced 

attachment to England registers a critical sense of disaffection with American society, 

including its politics of slavery and its anti-intellectualism.‖11 In this sense, we can see a 

fascination with English culture as a progressive response to American conservatism. 

                                                 
10 Bruce A. McConachie, "American Theatre in Context, from the Beginnings to 1870," The Cambridge 

History of American Theatre, eds. Don B. Wilmeth and Christopher Bigsby, vol. 1; Beginnings to 1870 

(New York: Cambridge, 1998) 134-38. McConachie, Melodramatic Formations xiii. 
11 Tamarkin, Anglophilia xxv. 
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And yet, Anglophilia could also serve a conservative impulse: a nostalgic affection for 

the ordered and hierarchical social stability that colonial rule represented. As Tamarkin 

explains,  

Looking back from beyond independence, Americans remembered their 

experience of empire as an elegiac fantasy of rank, stability, and paternal 

authority…. There are times, in other words, when the nineteenth century 

hesitated to leave behind the settled, hierarchized order against which the 

colonies rebelled.12  

Whether progressive or conservative, American Anglophilic impulses allowed those 

critical of American cultural trends a counterexample they could point to in order to 

highlight what they thought their own country should or should not be.  

But while these Anglophilic impulses served an important conceptual function for 

some Americans, to others it seemed dangerously antidemocratic. Both progressive and 

conservative deployments of English cultural examples also served to align English stars 

with paternalism and intellectual or economic elitism. To those who defined their 

nation‘s freedom and their individual masculinity, in part, in opposition to European 

tyranny and subordination, these elitist appeals to English authority read as slavish and 

effeminate rather than cosmopolitan. As such, American Anglophilia often drew the ire 

of populists, and battles between Anglophilia and Anglophobia became key skirmishes in 

the struggle to define American culture and masculinity.13  

Given these divergent but related tendencies in the deployment of ―England‖ in 

American cultural rhetoric, Kean, Macready, and Thompson each stepped into a context 

                                                 
12 Tamarkin, Anglophilia xxviii. 
13 Tamarkin, Anglophilia. (Page Numnber?) 
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where their identities as English visitors carried contentious cultural meanings. Viewed 

together, the examples of these stars suggest an evolving relationship with English theatre 

in the American cultural imagination. At times England was an artistic authority whose 

approval Americans either sought through recognition from stars like Kean and 

Macready, or rejected as oppressively elitist. Other examples—such as the Jacksonian 

desire to elevate Forrest above Macready, or the post Civil War anxiety that Thompson‘s 

English burlesques were supplanting artistically superior American theatre—suggest that 

the emphasis shifted from meeting English standards to exceeding them. But whether 

English theatre was the standard or the counterexample, it remained an important 

measure against which Americans evaluated their own culture, and an important part of 

the American cultural imagination. Kean, Macready, and Thompson drew the attention of 

the American press because they were both popular and English—and Englishness 

mattered. 

MEDIA FORMATIONS: NEWSPAPERS, THEATRE AND DEFINING “AMERICAN” CULTURE 

While on a micro level this study examines the interactions between specific 

actors and newspapers in the northeastern United States in the mid nineteenth century, its 

larger purpose is to contribute to the understanding of the processes through which a 

national culture defines and expresses itself. In the mid-nineteenth century United States, 

newspapers and theatre were both central to these processes. First, because theatre and 

newspapers were the two most widely circulating media in the nineteenth century, they 
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were the period‘s primary expressions of popular culture. Second, because they fulfilled 

this role in the creation and transmission of mass culture, they also played a key role in 

the emergence of nationalist sentiment, both because of their inherent qualities as mass 

media and because, recognizing these qualities, artists and critics consciously deployed 

either media in a variety of quests to claim and promote their particular visions of 

―America.‖  

―Culture,‖ Raymond Williams famously writes, ―is one of the two or three most 

complicated words in the English language.‖ The product of a lengthy historical 

etymology, and adopted as a key concept by a variety of disciplines, Williams argues, 

―culture‖ has become burdened with an array of definitions, many of them 

contradictory.14 The vagaries of the term make it both more difficult to define it and, 

perversely, more necessary to do so. For the purpose of this study, then, I generally use 

the term ―culture‖ in the manner that it is most commonly understood: as the system of 

ideas, beliefs, behaviors and customs shared by a particular group.  

Since this study deals extensively with popular media, however, my use of the 

word is also informed by the conventions of media studies. As media theorist John 

Hartley explains, in this field of study ―culture‖ is understood to refer to ―the production 

and circulation of sense, meaning, and consciousness. The sphere of meaning, which 

unifies the spheres of production (economics) and social relations (politics). In other 
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words, culture is the sphere of reproduction not of goods but of life.‖15 Culture, then, is 

not only a shared system of beliefs, behaviors and values, but also the mechanism by 

which this system is produced and transmitted. It is also, as Hartley‘s definition indicates, 

intrinsically connected to both social interaction and economic concerns. Particularly in 

popular media, such as the newspapers and theatre that form the basis of this study, the 

mechanism by which this meaning was produced was inextricably linked to the creation 

of wealth. Journalists, performers and impresarios may have their own intellectual or 

political concerns, but the newspapers and plays they produced were primarily 

commercial endeavors that aimed to attract and maintain audiences by reflecting their 

tastes and beliefs. As such, the creation of culture in the nineteenth century cannot be 

separated from the relentless capitalism of the period. 

 If we understand culture both as an ideological and behavioral sphere of 

production and reproduction, and as that which is held in common by a given population, 

then popular media, by necessity, becomes its defining mechanism. In the mid nineteenth 

century northeastern United States, no media were more widely circulating—or, by 

extension, more influential—than theatre and newspapers. If the national origins of these 

touring stars made them convenient surrogates for the negotiation of American 

nationalism, it was the dual-media context of theatre and journalism that created the need 

for this type of surrogacy. Throughout the nineteenth century, both newspapers and 

theatre were media that played significant roles in the formation and transmission of 

                                                 
15 John Hartley, Communications, Cultural, and Media Studies: The Key Concepts (New York: Routledge, 
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American culture and national identity: when English stars performed on American 

stages, they intervened in this process of cultural formation and transmission, inserting a 

foreign presence into a nationalizing space. 

Newspapers, in particular, have often been cited as a nationalizing force. As 

Benedict Anderson notes, the circulation of mass print media plays a fundamental role in 

the creation of what he terms ―imagined communities.‖ Newspapers, Anderson argues, 

encourage nationalistic group affiliation, in part because the repeated act of simultaneous 

shared reading forms a ritual that creates a perception of commonality.
16

 The repeated 

ritual of reading newspapers was, in the nineteenth century, precisely the type of shared 

ritual that Anderson describes. As media historian Thomas C. Leonard notes, reading the 

news was a pervasive activity in the nineteenth century United States that many saw as a 

defining characteristic of American life, to the extent that, as one English visitor noted in 

1863, ―the American might be defined as a newspaper reading Animal.‖17 While it would 

be disingenuous to suggest everyone had equal access to the news, because literacy rates 

approached ninety percent among urban white populations, reading newspapers was a 

pervasive experience and a significant force in the formation of northeastern American 

culture throughout the nineteenth century.18 

But more than just being a widely shared experience, newspapers and theatre also 

allowed large numbers of Americans to encounter the same information and ideas, an 

                                                 
16 Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities, 2nd ed. (New York: Verso, 1991) 35. 
17 Thomas C. Leonard, News for All: America's Coming-of-Age with the Press (New York: Oxford, 1995) 

xi-xii. 
18 Leonard, News for All 7-8, 13, 19-21. 
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experience that encouraged citizens of the young nation to see the vast country as a single 

cultural entity. As Anderson notes, newspapers encourage their readers to remain aware 

of distant people, and to incorporate them into the ―imagined community‖ to which they 

feel a sense of connection and relatedness.
19

 This nationalizing potential was not lost on 

American journalists. As early as 1793, Noah Webster began the first issue of his 

newspaper with the observation that newspapers are ―are common instruments of social 

intercourse, by which the citizens of this vast republic constantly discourse and debate 

with each other… [and by which] in times of danger… a unanimity of opinion is formed 

from Maine to Georgia.‖
20

 While Webster was somewhat overly optimistic in his view of 

the unifying potential of newspapers, his assessment nonetheless illustrates how 

subsequent American journalists—including those whose accounts will be the basis of 

my study—understood the purpose of their critical writings, as well as their place in the 

larger project of news print media. Journalistic accounts of these stars‘ visits were 

preoccupied with questions of national identity because the newspapers in which they 

appeared saw these questions as a significant portion of their raison d‘être.  

These journalists were concerned with the presence of these English stars on 

American stages, however, not only because newspapers were central to the creation of 

American national identity, but also because they recognized the vital role that the theatre 

played in the formation of American culture. Theatre, in contrast to largely disposable 

newspapers, was meant to have an enduring legacy: it is no coincidence that when 

                                                 
19 Anderson, Imagined Communities 33-36. 
20 Qtd. in Leonard, News for All 31. 
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Howells reflected on the 1868-1869 theatrical season, he was concerned with what future 

historians would think of the theater his contemporaries enjoyed rather than the 

newspapers they read. While the performances themselves were as ephemeral as theatre 

always is, in each of these periods newspaper writers made reference to an enduring 

theatrical tradition that the American theatre was trying to conform to, claim, or shape. 

While the form of the problem varied from period to period—whether the United States 

needed to prove it could appreciate European art, to produce art that met European 

standards, or to establish its own enduring dramatic traditions—the same fundamental 

assumption remained: the world was watching, and the ability of the United States‘ 

citizens to recognize or produce quality theatre was crucial to the cultural legitimacy of 

the young nation. Together, newspapers and theatre formed a crucial rhetorical nexus in 

the formation of American culture. 

METHODOLOGY 

 In conducting this study, historical newspapers have been my primary archival 

material. Newspapers are, I believe, a particularly productive entry into the study of 

nineteenth century cultures because they are deeply reflective of prevailing cultural 

perspectives. While they have the disadvantage of replicating the power of privileged 

groups—just about everyone read newspapers, but only a select few had the resources to 

produce them—they have the advantage of being highly responsive to the world around 

them. As commercial ventures, they depended on mass appeal, and so had a vested 
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interest in reflecting the dominant trends of the surrounding culture. Produced daily and 

meant to be ephemeral, rather than enduring, they reflect how a given culture saw itself 

rather than how they hoped to be seen by posterity. My primary reading strategy, then, 

has been to pay careful attention to the unspoken assumptions that informed the 

journalistic accounts of these stars. When journalists lampooned Kean as an errant 

servant, criticized Macready for being an elitist, or railed against Thompson for her 

lasciviousness, they were making implicit comments about how these traits fit (or rather 

failed to fit) within the writers‘ systems of values.  

The coverage of these theatrical controversies, however, did not unfold in 

isolation. In order to understand how newspapers and theatre combined to create and 

express cultural meaning, I take a methodological approach that treats theatre, mass print 

journalism, and audience as a single, though complex, system. To do so, I avoid treating 

surrounding cultural forces—including prevalent political trends, attitudes towards 

gender and race, other news making events, and theories regarding what made ―good‖ 

art—as a contextual backdrop against which the events played out. Instead, I view these 

cultural forces and the media with which they interacted as integrated elements of the 

same cultural system. My understanding of this relationship between theatre, audience, 

newsprint media, and culture is informed both by Bruce McConachie‘s concept of 

―theatrical formations‖ and by Tony Bennett‘s concept of ―reading formations‖ from 

which McConachie drew inspiration. In Melodramatic Formations, his 1992 study of 

melodrama as an expression of American culture, McConachie proposes the concept of 
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―theatrical formations,‖ which he defines as ―the mutual elaboration over time of 

historically specific audience groups and theatre practitioners participating in certain 

shared patterns of dramatic and theatrical action.‖ During any given historical period, 

performers and spectator are engaged in a continuous process of mutual influence: the 

desires of audiences shape theatrical practice, while at the same time, those same 

performances shape their audiences both by attracting or distancing particular segments 

of the general population, and by transmitting to them particular ideas and arguments. ―In 

effect,‖ McConachie explains, ―groups of spectators and theatre performers produce each 

other from the inside out as artists-to-be-experienced and audiences-to-be-entertained in a 

given historical period.‖
21

 Audience tastes encouraged the creation of theatre that 

reflected their understanding of their surrounding culture, but the ideas and 

representations they encountered in the theatre simultaneously shaped the attitudes on 

which these understandings were based.  

But while the concept of ―theatrical formations‖ provides a useful model for 

understanding theatre as a culturally embedded, historically specific form of discourse, it 

is missing a significant element. McConachie acknowledges his theory is an elaboration 

of Bennett‘s ―reading formations‖—an analogous historiographical approach to literature 

as cultural history—but he does not address the degree to which the two kinds of 

formations overlapped. Audiences rarely confine themselves to consuming only one kind 

of media, and nowhere is the overlapping of formations more pronounced than it is with 
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popular theatre and newspapers in the nineteenth century United States. Not only did the 

two media share the bulk of their audiences, but the producers of one form were 

consumers of the other. Thus, when a newspaper or performance shaped its public, it also 

shaped the audience of the other medium. Similarly, journalists frequently wrote about 

what they saw in the theatre, making newspapers a crucial conduit through which 

audience response could be communicated to theatrical producers. Rather than thinking 

of theatrical formations and reading formations as analogous but distinct phenomena, 

then, I prefer to view them as subsets of a larger system of historically specific cultural 

production and elaboration, a system I refer to, in the spirit of Bennett and McConachie, 

as a media formation. 

My focus on this larger media formation is, in part, a response to the material 

realities of theatrical spectatorship and newspaper readership in the nineteenth century. 

While histories of United States theatre routinely discuss how newspapers responded to 

theatrical events, the prevailing tendency is to look at newspaper articles as either 

documentary evidence of an event, or as examples of how a particular audience 

responded to it. My examination of nineteenth century newspapers includes these textual 

approaches, but I extend my analysis by taking a key third historiographical step: I also 

analyze the effect that newspapers as a communicative medium had on public 

understandings of theatrical performers and events.  

When conducting historical research, there is an ever-present temptation to read 

newspaper articles as isolated, self contained, cohesive texts—a practice that effectively 
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divorces individual theatrical scandals from the media formations that created them. As a 

matter of efficiency, we often approach the archive through finding aids that guide us 

directly to articles pertaining directly to our research, or scan the headlines of a large 

series of issues, stopping only when we encounter an item that touches on our area of 

research. The digitization of newspaper archives further encourages this tendency: 

scanned or transcribed articles allow us to search for specific words and phrases within an 

extensive textual archive, but the results these searches yield are often delivered as 

individual articles, disembodied and disconnected from the pages on which they 

originally appeared, and the other articles that surrounded them.  

The problem with approaching the archive in this way is that, while it is a more 

efficient way to conduct targeted research, it does not resemble the way historical readers 

would have encountered these texts. Reading these articles as items within an entire 

newspaper rather than decontextualized clippings, historical readers would have 

understood these stories about contemporary celebrities as components of a larger 

cultural narrative. Actual readership practices, then, require looking at these newspaper 

accounts in the context of their wider media formation, a practice that requires 

considering not only prevailing audience attitudes, but also the other texts that they 

consumed at the same time. While journalists imbued the presence and performances of 

English stars with meaning through their reporting, other stories that ran previously or 

simultaneously in the same newspapers also influenced how readers understood and 

interpreted them.  
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One of the phenomena that inform reader experiences is that newspapers are, to 

borrow from theorist Marvin Carlson, haunted texts in which conventions of rhetorical 

and stylistic recycling would encourage audiences to see in contemporary articles the 

ghosts of previous texts. As Carlson writes in the Haunted Stage, ―the present experience 

is always ghosted by previous experiences and associations while these ghosts are 

simultaneously shifted and modified by the process of recycling and recollection.‖
22

 

While Carlson is referring to theatrical performance in this passage, his concept of 

ghosting—which is highly indebted to reader response theory—applies to newspaper 

readership as well. Journalism, like theatre, is ephemeral. While newspapers exist as 

physical artifacts in a way that seems similar to other printed texts, their daily mass 

production and their insistence on having the most up-to-date information condemns each 

issue to almost instantaneous obsolescence. People can read old newspapers, but in 

practice they generally do not.  

Because newspapers are such a fleeting medium, they are subject to the same 

pressures that, according to Carlson, encourage the recycling that makes the theatre such 

a haunted venue. Newspapers and theatre are both what Carlson terms ―highly 

concentrated‖ forms. Theatre, Carlson notes, must convey its meaning in the brief time 

that the audience is present to see it; items in newspapers, similarly, must do the same in 

the space of a few short lines or paragraphs. Both forms, therefore, use familiar devices 

as ―orientation aides‖ to help their audiences to get their bearings quickly in the limited 
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time/space the medium has to communicate its meaning. Like the theatre, furthermore, 

newspapers ―must attract an ongoing public‖ in order to survive, and so tend to return to 

stories and styles that have previously proven successful. Moreover, the rapid production 

schedule of the daily newspaper often results in the same economy of style that Carlson 

sees in theatre: reporters and editors turn to familiar narratives, structures and layouts in 

order to churn out fresh news as quickly and efficiently as possible.
23

 As individuals 

engage in the daily ritual of reading the news—often the same paper, at about the same 

time and, for those who took their news in taverns or post offices, read aloud by the same 

voices—they continually encounter the ghosts of newspapers past.  

In addition to this phenomenon of journalistic ghosting, the textual conventions of 

newspapers would have encouraged readers to draw parallels between distant events. 

Benedict Anderson argues that the act of reading about events in newspapers encourages 

readers to see connections between them. The mere fact of ―calendrical coincidence,‖ he 

argues, encourages readers to imagine links and connections between the articles that 

they encounter. The emphasis on temporality in newspapers, furthermore, encourages 

readers to view reports of remote events as momentary glimpses of a larger pattern. ―If 

Mali disappears from the pages of the New York Times after two days of famine 

reportage, for months on end,‖ Anderson argues, ―readers do not for a moment imagine 

that Mali has disappeared or that famine has wiped out all its citizens. The novelistic 

format of the newspaper assures them that somewhere out there the ‗character‘ Mali 
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moves along quietly, awaiting its next reappearance in the plot.‖
24

 Newspapers encourage 

their readers to remain aware of distant people, and to incorporate them into the 

―imagined community‖ to which they feel a sense of connection and relatedness.
25

 New 

Yorkers reading about theatrical occurrences in newspapers would be inclined, not only 

to remember past events they had encountered, but to see connections between distant 

and immediate events, and to interpret them as evidence of national and international 

patterns. 

Together, the textual conventions and readership practices inherent in the 

production and consumption of newspapers encouraged readers to draw parallels between 

geographically or temporally distant events, and to see relatively trivial events as 

components of larger and more significant cultural patterns. At times, journalists drew 

these parallels intentionally: when one writer in 1821 borrowed the format of a runaway 

servant notice to criticize Edmund Kean, and when another journalist in 1849 copied the 

language of articles reporting on the Astor Place Theatre riot to criticize Whig political 

squabbling, they depended on the readers‘ ability to draw connections between the 

stylistic conventions to understand the commentaries that they were making. At other 

times, however, coincidence rather than intent created the patterns. The popularity of 

burlesque was unrelated to diplomatic affairs with England, and the antipathy Forrest‘s 

fans directed at Macready had nothing to do with a recent riot in Montreal, except that 

calendrical proximity and coincidental similarities between how the events unfolded 
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encouraged readers to combine isolated events into significant cultural patterns. My aim 

in this dissertation, then, is to interpret how the acts of reading and writing about 

contemporaneous events shaped audience understandings of these visiting stars, and 

contributed to the media formations in which they had national significance. 

While my research incorporates a variety of newspapers, I have narrowed much 

of my analysis to articles that appeared in five particular publications: the National 

Advocate; the New York Herald; the New York Tribune; the Spirit of the Times; and the 

New York Times. I chose these publications primarily because of the central role that each 

played in the controversies that I examine. Mordecai Noah, editor of the National 

Advocate, was fascinated with Edmund Kean, and remained his most stalwart apologist 

when he fell out of favor with the American public in 1821. Defending the wayward star 

against his detractors, Noah not only played a central role in the controversy, he also 

conscripted Kean into the Early Republican project of defining the new nation and its 

citizens. In Jacksonian era New York, the Herald and the Tribune—as a Democrat and 

Whig aligned paper respectively—represented opposite sides in the political, cultural, and 

economic conflicts that fueled the rivalry between Macready and Forrest. When each 

paper bore witness to the violence of the Astor Place riot, their divergent perspectives 

infused the coverage. Nearly twenty years later, the gentleman‘s weekly, the Spirit of the 

Times led the charge against the Lydia Thompson Burlesque Troupe as a dangerously 

feminizing and un-American influence, and the bourgeois Times soon followed in an 

attack against what it saw as a threat to quality American theatre. In addition to their 
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centrality, then, each of these publications had particular visions of what ―America‖ 

ought to be. Their assessments, critiques, and defenses of visiting English stars 

represented attempts to shape American theatre and to promote their particular visions of 

American culture; these articles, consequently, provide intriguing glimpses of their 

writers‘ national imaginings. 

While archival material has been readily available, the identification of authors 

has posed a persistent problem, since for most of the nineteenth century newspaper 

articles normally remained unsigned. In the 1820s, the paper‘s editor was responsible for 

the bulk of its content—for this reason we can assume, for example, that any material 

written for the National Advocate other than articles taken from other periodicals or 

―correspondences‖ arriving from other cities or countries was likely the work of 

Mordecai Noah. As time goes on, however, the waters get murkier. By the 1840s, papers 

were larger, and employed varying numbers of reporters. James Bennett and Horace 

Greely—editors of the Herald and Tribune respectively—were both prolific editorial 

writers, but since they did not sign their work the best that can be said for any of the 

editorial columns in this period is that the editor was probably the author. 

 In the 1860s, both the Times and the Spirit of the Times each employed a writer to 

cover theatre specifically, but the names of these writers are not always known. The bulk 

of the theatre reviews from the Spirit of the Times quoted in chapter three appeared just 

before George Butler took over as the theatre editor for that publication, and the name of 

his predecessor is unknown. Similarly, there is a slim chance that some of the reviews I 
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cite from the Times from this period were the work of the prominent theatrical manager 

and playwright Augustin Daly, but the preponderance of evidence suggests that he had 

already left his post to an unnamed successor by the time these articles were written.26 

Given the impossibility of attributing authorship in most cases, I have focused my 

interpretations on the editorial perspectives of the publications in which the articles 

appeared. While this may, in some cases, result in my overstating the power of a 

publication‘s editor in determining its content and tone, it is the best way to bypass the 

problem of authorial anonymity. 

CHAPTER BREAKDOWN 

This dissertation takes the form of three chronologically presented case studies, 

each spaced at roughly twenty-five year intervals, in order both to show the media 

formations of American culture shifted over time and to highlight cultural preoccupations 

that persisted over the course of a fifty year period. Each chapter examines the media 

formation that surrounded a particular English celebrity in a moment of controversy. This 

case study format is, I believe, the most productive way to show significant cultural 

changes over an extended period of time. An attempt to chronicle every incident over a 

fifty year period would be prohibitively broad, but focusing on specific moments of 

contention creates a series of historical dots that we can then connect to see larger 
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cultural trajectories, while still honoring the specificity and intricacy of each distinctive 

moment.  

In Chapter Two, I examine the press response to Edmund Kean following his 

refusal to perform for a poorly attended house in Boston. I begin by examining two 

satirical responses to Kean‘s insult: an 1821 mock advertisement that depicted Kean as a 

runaway servant, and an 1825 caricature that depicted the star dressed as Richard III in 

front of a racially mixed audience and that showed the sustained outrage Kean faced four 

years after his initial transgression. Using these two examples as a starting point, I argue 

that the American press in the Era of Good Feelings used these depictions, not only to 

chastise the errant star, but also to work out the relationship between slavery, tyranny, 

race, and freedom in American culture. In the second part of the chapter, I take a closer 

look at one of Kean‘s few defenders: National Advocate editor and Jewish advocate, 

Mordecai Noah. In particular, I argue that both Noah‘s defense of Kean and his initial 

coverage of his visit to the United States constituted a conscious effort to metaphorically 

appropriate the actor as a naturalized American. In doing so he aimed to create a space in 

American culture for Kean‘s more sympathetic performance of Jewishness that Noah 

hoped would help negate arguments against Jewish American citizenship. 

Chapter Three shifts forward to the 1840s to examine the newspaper coverage 

surrounding the Astor Place Theatre riot that resulted from a rivalry between the English 

actor William Charles Macready and the American Edwin Forrest. I begin with an 

examination of newspaper articles describing the acting styles and public personas of 
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both Macready and his American rival, arguing that these newspaper accounts aligned the 

actors with opposing sides of New York‘s fractious domestic political rivalries between 

populist Democrats and progressive Whigs. In doing so, these articles set the stage for 

subsequent accounts that cast the rivalry as an international contest between populism 

and elitism that would be decided by the attendees of New York‘s theatres. I then turn to 

the post riot coverage that appeared in two New York publications: the Democrat 

inflected Herald, and the Whig aligned Tribune. While these papers positioned their 

readers differently—as either participants in or targets of revolutionary violence—both 

drew on Macready‘s reputation as a favorite of New York‘s social elites to interpret the 

attack on the Opera House as a revolutionary assault on established social hierarchies. By 

examining these articles alongside both the rhetoric of Forrest‘s plays and news-making 

uprisings in Europe and Canada, I demonstrate that the press coverage of the Astor Place 

riot encouraged readers to understand the rivalry and riot as part of a global pattern of 

class conflict and civil unrest. Together, the coverage of the rivalry and that of the riot 

turned a trivial controversy and a local tragedy into events of national importance. 

In Chapter Four, I examine intersections between gender, nationalism, and 

citizenship in the popular press response to the Lydia Thompson Burlesque Troupe. First, 

I compare the depictions of Thompson‘s audiences in the Spirit of the Times, a 

gentleman‘s entertainment weekly, to the paper‘s coverage of an ongoing diplomatic 

conflict between the United States and Great Britain. Focusing on the depictions of 

manhood in the coverage of both issues, I argue that the Spirit saw Thompson and her 
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company as a threat to the United States as an independent and properly masculine 

nation. In the second part of this chapter, I situate the coverage of the Thompson Troupe 

within the context of the women‘s rights movement. Focusing on a speech she gave at an 

1869 meeting of the Equal Rights Association that was later printed in the New York 

Times, I contend that suffragist and former actress Olive Logan condemned the overt 

female sexuality of burlesque and the public fascination with it, in order to craft a 

sensational argument that would direct the attention of multiple audiences towards the 

cause of women‘s rights. The response to Logan‘s speech in the Times, however, reveals 

that her strategy put her into conflict with the nationalizing aims of the city‘s leading 

progressive paper. Ultimately, the response to Thompson in both the Times and the Spirit 

of the Times points to a media formation in which gender, citizenship and national 

identity were deeply enmeshed. 

Independently, each of these case studies provides a snapshot of a particular 

media formation. Each newspaper that commented on the controversies surrounding 

these stars approached the story in a manner that reflected their individual journalistic 

mandates, as well as the culture‘s prevailing preoccupations during that historical 

moment. By looking at these three examples together, it is possible to see which themes 

persisted across the fifty-year period. As the imperial force against which the colonies 

had rebelled, English culture often served as the point of reference against which 

Americans defined their own, either as an ideal or an antipode. As such, it became a 

convenient rhetorical tool for writers grappling to determine the shape of American 
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culture, particularly as they debated issues of gender, class, elitism, intellectualism, 

freedom, and bondage. As representatives of this foreign but familiar outside force, 

English stars, whether they were seen as authorities, rivals, or invaders, played a catalytic 

role in the formation of American national imaginaries. 
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Chapter Two 

Genius is the Birthright of No Country: Edmund Kean and American 

Citizenship 

  

On May 28, 1821 the Boston Commercial Gazette reported a scandalous 

occurrence on stage at the Boston Theatre. Under the heading, ―KEAN—DECAMPED,‖ 

the incensed author proclaimed: ―In the whole annals of theatricals we have found 

nothing which can come up to the insulting conduct of Mr. Kean, as exhibited towards 

the public on Friday evening last.‖27 Soon American newspapers in Boston and beyond 

would echo this cry of indignation.28 Edmund Kean, the celebrated tragedian of the 

English stage, had refused to perform as announced, and the people of Boston were livid. 

American journalists soon vented their outrage in newspapers across the northeastern 

United States, and drove the disgraced tragedian back to England within a matter of 

days.29  

Kean‘s first American tour had begun auspiciously enough. On November 29, 

1820, an advertisement for New York‘s Anthony Street Theatre announced Kean‘s 

arrival, and that he would be making his long anticipated American debut on their stage 

that very night in the role of Richard III. While the Anthony Street Theatre—the 

temporary home of the Park Theatre‘s repertory company, and their manager, Stephen 

                                                 
27 "Kean--Decamped," Commercial Gazette 28 May 1821. 
28 Although the term ―American‖ could refer to the continents of North and South America, in this 

dissertation the term —for lack of a widely accepted alternative—refer the United States and its citizens 

unless otherwise noted. 
29 Williams, "European Actors,"  316. 
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Price—habitually ran similar advertisements in the National Advocate, this notice went 

beyond the usual announcement of the night‘s plays and players, and heralded a sense of 

excitement that had accompanied the new arrival on his voyage from England. 

Anticipating a rush for tickets owing to ―the great desire the public have to witness the 

performance of this great man,‖ the management assured readers that they had made 

careful account of the seats available and that they ―pledge themselves not to issue on 

ticket beyond the exact number of that measurement.‖30 Kean was, at this point, the 

biggest star to ever have visited the United States and, as Price had anticipated, began his 

tour by attracting significant crowds in every city he visited.31  

Nowhere was Kean better received than in Boston. Even after Kean had added six 

performances to his run, audiences in that city begged him to extend his stay. Unable to 

delay his next engagement, Kean made a promise to return as soon as his schedule 

permitted.32 Though well intentioned, this proclamation meant that Kean would return 

during the warm spring season in which Bostonians were notoriously disinclined to 

patronize the theatre. For two nights, Kean performed to a very slim house. It was the 

third night of this second Boston run that Kean—who in England had a well-earned 

reputation as a temperamental and inconstant star—made his fatal error. As journalist and 

editor William W. Clapp describes in his 1853 history of Boston theatre, 

 Kean went to the theatre at the usual time, and was much chagrined to 

find only a very few present, and, instead of performing his duty of 
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dressing, walked round, stating that he should not play to bare walls. The 

time for the curtain to rise having arrived, Kean was solicited by the 

managers to prepare, but walking to the front, and taking a view of the 

house—which was quite thin—he declared it would be impossible for him 

to play. Mr. Dickson urged him to perform that night, and keep good faith 

with the public, offering to release him from his engagement; but Kean 

refused, and extending his hand, invited the manager to take a parting 

drink, as it was his intention to leave Boston early the next day. 33 

 

Kean then returned to his hotel and refused to return to the theatre despite the pleas of the 

theatre‘s manager, Mr. Dickson, who desperately sent word to his errant star that the 

house had since filled up, and that several of Boston‘s preeminent citizens had arrived. 

Kean had made up his mind, and would not be persuaded to change it. 34 

The Boston Daily Advertiser was the first paper to carry news of Kean‘s failure to 

go on as announced. On May 25, the day after Kean refused to perform, it carried a brief 

mention of the affair, noting that ―We understand that Mr. Kean, who was announced for 

the part of Richard 3d [sic] last evening, declined playing on account of the thinness of 

the house. Mr. Brown went on with the part.‖35 The following day the Commercial 

Gazette peppered its pages with snide comments about the dishonorable Kean, and ran an 

account of Kean‘s Boston insult from the audience‘s perspective, under the headline 

―Kean—Decamped.‖ The article concluded with the following assessment of Kean‘s 

refusal to complete his engagement: 

The action is too foul and dishonoring to be overlooked—the actor too 

unprincipled not to be noticed with the finger of scorn. Would Mr. Kean 

have dared to adopt a similar course in any of the Theatres in the English 

                                                 
33 Clapp, A Record of the Boston Stage 185-86. 
34 Clapp, A Record of the Boston Stage 185-86. 
35 "Untitled," Boston Daily Advertiser 26 May 1821. 
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metropolis, or even in the most insignificant Theatre in Great Britain? Let 

his countrymen answer, and forget not to mete to him that measure of 

justice which is required at their hands.36 

 

It was the beginning of an intense and sustained discussion of Kean‘s behavior in the 

American popular press, and the first of many to treat his capriciousness as an insult of 

national proportions. Soon condemnations, accusations, defenses and lampoons on Kean 

would be rolling off the presses across the northeastern Unites States, and this English 

actor‘s scandalous failure to honor his commitments would become a focusing point for 

issues of nationalism, class, and race in American newspapers. 

 The newspaper accounts of Kean that are the focus of this chapter span a five year 

period, from the largely favorable response surrounding Kean‟s arrival in 1820, to mid 

way through his 1824-1825 second American tour. Hostility towards Kean was long-

lived in United States newspapers: while Kean returned to England soon after igniting the 

1821 controversy, anger over his insult lingered. When he returned to the United States in 

1824, American journalists quickly resumed their condemnation of the star and his 

arrogant refusal to perform. While the relative press silence about Kean in the years 

between his two tours creates the illusion of two discrete events, because the 

preponderance of this commentary was in response to a single transgression, and because 

they appeared over a relatively short five year period, all the attacks on Kean in the 

United States press actually operate as a single journalistic narrative. For this reason, I am 
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able to use examples from each of Kean‟s two tours of the United States as 

interchangeable evidence of the same cultural phenomena. 

In the 1820s, the United States was a young nation, and the question of what 

made one ―American,‖ was very much at the forefront of the popular imagination. In this 

chapter, I examine the controversy surrounding Kean following his inflammatory refusal 

to perform, and argue that American journalists used Kean and the characters he played 

to delineate the boundaries of citizenship in a republican democracy. Journalists seized 

upon Kean‘s association with the usurping tyrant Richard III in order to metaphorically 

expel him from the young republic. Drawing on two satirical responses to Kean‘s refusal 

to perform—an 1824 caricature depicting him in costume as Richard, and an 1821 mock 

advertisement that derided him as a runaway servant who aspired to gentility—I 

demonstrate that journalists tapped into Richard‘s status as both an elite tyrant and an 

ambitious social climber in order to deny Kean access to the freedom and equality they 

saw as the defining traits of American citizenship. In the second section, I look at one of 

the dissenting voices in the Kean controversy: Kean‘s steadfast defender, the prominent 

editor Mordecai Noah. For Noah Kean‘s famous reinvention of Shylock as a sympathetic 

figure made the actor a compelling rhetorical ally in Noah‘s quest to define and defend 

American Jews as virtuous republican citizens. For this reason, Noah had a powerful 

investment in reframing Kean as an American actor that helps explain his faithful support 

for a contentious English star. Together, these examples reveal that the controversy 

surrounding Kean was deeply embedded in contemporary questions of American national 
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identity and citizenship. By shaping images of Kean to mark him as fit or unfit for 

American citizenship, the writers revealed which economic, racial, and religious 

identities they believed had a place in the young republic. 

THE LORD’S ANOINTED AND A ONE CENT REWARD: KEAN’S RICHARD III IN 

NARRATIVES OF CLASS, RACE, AND CITIZENSHIP  

  When Kean began his first tour of the United States in 1821, he was an enigmatic 

figure whose background and reputation placed him on the cusp of high and low society. 

As most of the actor‟s biographers note, Kean‟s class affiliation was ambiguous and 

conflicted. He was the star tragedian of Drury Lane, one of the two most respected 

theatres in London, but he had a wild, Romantic performance style influenced by popular 

entertainments like pantomime and melodrama that endeared him to English working-

class audiences. His passion for boxing intensified his popularity among less affluent 

Londoners, as did his tendency to drink—prodigiously—in local watering holes, his early 

years of poverty and deprivation, and his rivalry with the aristocratic Classical actor John 

Philip Kemble. At the same time, however, he showed signs of wanting to gain 

admittance into English high society. He bought a castle, flaunted his newfound wealth, 

seduced wealthy women, and embraced (and possibly started) rumors that he was the 

illegitimate son of the duke of Norfolk.37 Kean was low-born and wealthy, pretentious 

and popular, elite and yet not elite: it was a dynamic mix that allowed the actor‟s image 

                                                 
37 These details are commonly mentioned in Kean‘s major biographies, including those by Hillebrand and 

FitzSimons, but Jeffry Kahan‘s The Cult of Kean is the one that gives most attention to their class 

implications.  
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to be reshaped and deployed to serve a variety of arguments about class, identity and 

nationalism.  

In addition to making his image malleable to suit a number of rhetorical positions, 

Kean‟s ambiguous status also invited comparisons to the titular upstart despot of 

Shakespeare‟s Richard III. In England, journalistic, artistic, and biographical 

representations of Kean frequently conflated the actor with the roles that he played. 

Following his debut as Shylock, journalists—citing his dark completion and close 

paternal relatives named Moses and Aaron—speculated that he was Jewish.38 Narratives 

of Kean‟s early death tended to cast him in the role of Lear.39 But of all Kean‟s roles, 

Richard III was the one with which he was most often linked.40 The frequency of these 

associations owed themselves in part, no doubt, to Richard III being one of Kean‟s most 

popular roles, and therefore one that he performed with great regularity. But Kean‟s 

offstage behavior also invited comparisons between the actor and Shakespeare‟s usurping 

tyrant. By the beginning of his third season at Drury Lane, the money Kean brought in to 

that theatre had given him significant power within it, and the London press soon began 

                                                 
38 Hillebrand, Edmund Kean 6, Kahan, The Cult of Kean 4, Judith W. Page, "'Hath Not a Jew Eyes?': 

Edmund Kean and the Sympathetic Shylock," Wordsworth Circle 34.2 (2003). Kahan notes that the rumors 

of Kean‘s Jewishness did not arise until after he undertook the role. Page believes Kean may have been 

Jewish, but indicates that there is no documentary evidence supporting this claim, other than that it would 

explain his sympathetic rendering of Shylock. Given the lack of supporting evidence, and given the sheer 

number of rumors surrounding Kean, I am more inclined to believe that his performance inspired the 

speculation as to his heritage. If Kean was, in fact, of Jewish descent, the accuracy of the rumors was likely 

a coincidence. Page‘s essay is not paginated. 
39 Leigh Woods, "Actors' Biography and Mythmaking: The Example of Edmund Kean," Interpreting the 

Theatrical Past: Essays in the Historiography of Performance, ed. Thomas Postlewait and Bruce 

McConachie (Iowa: University of Iowa Press, 1989) 241. 
40 Raymond FitzSimons, Edmund Kean: Fire from Heaven (New York: Dial Press, 1976) 61. Kahan, The 

Cult of Kean 4-5. 
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to notice a similarity between the actor and this grasping, villainous role.41 Furthermore, 

Kean‟s humble beginnings and very public misbehaviors left him vulnerable to 

accusations that his power was illegitimate. Kean may have risen to the status of the star 

actor of Drury Lane, but to English elites his drunkenness and womanizing belied his 

origins as the illegitimate street urchin son of a reputed prostitute. Thus, early in his 

career, Kean had established himself as a sort of Richard: an ambitious—and to some 

undeserving—upstart, who had seized control of a royal patent theatre. 

But while it might have been a liability in England, Kean‟s ambiguous class status 

initially garnered him favor among journalists in the United States. At the time of Kean‟s 

tours, the nation‟s prevailing attitudes towards class were as conflicted as the star‟s own 

status. On one level, the myth of social equality was—as it has always been to some 

degree —central to American constructions of citizenship and nationalism. As John 

Quincy Adams explained in a letter he wrote shortly after the war of 1818, American 

national pride: 

arises from a consciousness of every individual that, as a member of 

society, no man in the country is about him; and, exulting in this 

sentiment, he looks down upon those nations where the mass of the people 

feel themselves the inferiors of the privileged classes, and where men are 

high and low, according to the accidents of their birth.42  

 

Ignoring real and pressing inequalities of slavery, Americans in this period clung to a 

belief that , in contrast to the social hierarchies of Europe, theirs was a classless society in 

                                                 
41 FitzSimons, Edmund Kean: Fire from Heaven 92. 
42 Qtd. in Roger Daniels, Coming to America: A History of Immigration and Ethnicity in American Life, 

2nd ed. (New York: Harper Collins, 2002) 118. 
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which status and success were determined by work ethic and merit rather than old world 

prejudices of class affiliation or lineage.43  

And yet despite this belief that individual equality was fundamental to American 

identity, class stratification remained an inexorable part of life and political thought. 

According to political historian Harry L. Watson, in the early nineteenth century United 

States the dominant view of republicanism dictated that the government should be led by 

and comprised of a “natural aristocracy.” “Distinguished by training, wealth, and family,” 

Watson explains, “only these gentlemen would possess the virtue necessary to see the 

common good and act upon it.” 44 White elites of the Early Republic may have believed 

that all men had equal value on a philosophical level, but in practice they conflated social 

status with virtue and merit, and simply ignored the role that accidents of birth played in 

producing it. The discord between this belief in a natural aristocracy and the concurrent 

myth of a classless nation created fractured and ambivalent attitudes towards social status 

that were reflected in the period‟s rhetoric of nationalism and citizenship. 

As long as Kean was popular in the United States, American newspapers 

highlighted those aspects of his background and social status that fit best with the myth of 

a classless America, and treated his upward mobility as a sign of industry, talent, and 

ambition rather than of insubordination. While English elites viewed Kean as an 

inappropriately ambitious social climber, in the United States most early accounts of 

                                                 
43 Cindy Weinstein, The Literature of Labor and the Labors of Literature: Allegory in Nineteenth-Century 

American Fiction. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995)  
44 Harry L. Watson, Liberty and Power: The Politics of Jacksonian America (New York: Noonday Press, 

1990) 6. 
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Kean‘s rise to fame framed him as a legitimate success story, a modest man who 

struggled to the top from poverty and obscurity. A biography that appeared in the New-

England Galaxy in 1818, for example, emphasized not only Kean‘s tenacity as an actor 

who ―passed many a day without a dinner‖ while ―fighting his way to the London 

boards,‖ but also his humility and popularity with the local tradesmen.45 Similarly, in a 

July 19, 1817 biographical sketch, the Boston Intelligencer recounted that he was 

―wandering among the discomfort of the lowest theatrical employments, struggling from 

village to village and probably looking to that period of time as near, when his patience 

and mind would refuse to struggle farther‖ when he was finally noticed by someone with 

influence at Drury Lane.46 Emphasizing Kean‘s industry and tenacity as the reason for his 

success, these accounts used Kean‘s upward mobility to celebrate his successes while 

distancing him from the taint of old world snobbery.  

But while Kean‘s fluid class status initially encouraged journalists to present him 

as a man who had rejected the prejudices of European class structures by rising beyond 

his accident of lowly birth, once he was seen as having insulted American theatrical 

tastes, these same newspapers quickly reframed him as an impudent upstart by portraying 

him, much like their English counterparts did, as Richard III. One of the clearest 

examples of this approach is an 1825 caricature that depicted the actor on stage, 

costumed as this notorious villain (figure 1). The original source of the cartoon is, 

unfortunately, unknown, but a copy of the image appears in The Cult of Kean, Jeffrey 
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46 "Characters of Kemble and Kean, the Tragedians," Intelligencer 19 July 1817. 
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Kahan‘s 2006 examination of popular depictions of the troubled tragedian.47 The cartoon, 

which according to Kahan first appeared in a New York newspaper in 1825, shows Kean 

on stage in that city during his controversial second visit to the United States.
48

 Kean 

stands on the stage, arms raised imploringly as an assortment of objects—canes, fruit and 

what appears to be a dead cat—fly towards the frantic star from the hands of his irate 

audience. In the midst of this chaos, Kean tries to continue his performance of Richard 

III, declaiming: ―Rail on the Lord‘s anointed – strike I say!‖
49

 By depicting Kean as both 

Richard and an object of popular scorn, the image derides him for his supposed 

aristocratic pretensions.  

Significantly, although Kean played a number of his most well known roles 

during his two American tours, the artist chose to picture him specifically as Richard III. 

While this was Kean‟s signature role—and the one he was scheduled to perform that 

fateful evening in Boston—it was also one that represented a usurping and villainous 

English tyrant. Depicting Kean as Richard III in this image emphasizes his aristocratic 

ambitions and positions him within extant narratives of American nationalism that 

contrasted the American values of freedom and equality with the tyranny and exclusivity 

of Europe. Kings were the apotheosis of European class exclusivity, and to depict Kean 

                                                 
47 I have been in contact with Jeffery Kahan. Unfortunately the cartoon is no longer in his possession, nor 

does he remember any other details about its original source. 
48 In 1825 Kean was embroiled in a sex scandal in England, and he undertook this second American tour, 

in part, to escape it. The scandal in American papers had abated in his absence, perhaps giving him false 

hope that his American transgression had been forgiven or forgotten. Once he returned to the United States, 

however, the vitriol quickly resumed. 
49 Jeffery Kahan, The Cult of Kean (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2006) 123-24. 
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in royal regalia visually aligned him with an institution that was both foreign and 

antithetical to perceived American equality. 

The words that Kean speaks in this cartoon, furthermore, amplify his 

snobbishness. The line from Richard III that Kean speaks in the American cartoon would 

be, if quoted in its entirety, ―Let not the heavens hear these telltale women/Rail on the 

Lord‘s anointed. Strike, I say!‖50 In Shakespeare‘s play, Richard is calling on musicians 

to strike up and drown out the accusations of murder brought against him. Including only 

the second half of the king‘s plea, however, the line becomes a call to ―rail on‖ and 

―strike‖ the actor himself, who, the artist suggests, is sufficiently arrogant to claim a 

special status—as ―the Lord‘s anointed‖—above the American public. Thus, the derision 

directed at Kean in this image becomes a symbolic rejection of what the image‘s wealthy 

white American audience saw as Kean‘s arrogant claims to a special status above them, 

and as his rejection of American freedom and egalitarianism in favor of English 

imperialism and tyranny. 

At the same time that the image of Kean emphasizes his arrogance and elitism, 

the depiction of the audience presents a distorted image of Early Republican social 

divisions, and an allegorical reminder of which social segments counted as “American.” 

The audience in this image is divided (as they would have been at the time) into three 

sections. To the left of Kean, and slightly above him, are the white and presumably 
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wealthy patrons in the boxes.51 With the exception of one bonneted head, they are male. 

Though their faces are small and indistinct, they are clearly enraged and seem to be the 

ones throwing canes, the cat, and most of the fruit. At Kean‟s feet, in the bottom right 

hand corner of the image, are the middle-class patrons of the pit. Like the patrons in the 

box, those in the pit look to be mostly white and male, though they are roughly rendered 

and almost invisible. Two arms are raised to throw something, but no faces are 

discernable. In the lower left hand corner, and occupying roughly one third of the entire 

image, is the gallery. This was typically a working-class space within the nineteenth 

century theatre and in this particular image all of the gallery patrons—most of whom are 

yelling or throwing things—are African American. The image effectively divides the 

American audience between the affluent white patrons in the boxes and the black patrons 

in the cheap gallery seats, while erasing class distinctions between white Americans 

through the careful exclusion of the middle and working-classes. 

Not only does the gallery occupy more space in this image than the other 

segments of the audience, its position makes it the viewer‘s vantage point. As a result, the 

figures in this section are rendered in the most detail of any in the cartoon; more, even, 

than the actor on stage in front of them. While it is possible that this positioning was 

intended to align the reader with the African American members of the audience, this 

interpretation is unlikely given both the virulent white racism of the day and the figures‘ 

                                                 
51 According to Bruce McConachie‘s essay, ―American Theatre in Context, from the Beginnings to 1870,‖ 

the boxes were (except for the third tier, which housed prostitutes and their patrons) typically the realm of 

wealthy white patrons. The gallery was occupied by working-class white men and women and—when they 

were admitted at all—African Americans. The pit was predominantly occupied by middle-class men, 

although some journeymen could afford to sit there as well (131-132). 
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highly distorted and racially caricatured rendering. Far from encouraging interracial 

empathy, the focus the image‘s perspective places on the black audience members in this 

cartoon actually served to provide its original white readers with a visual reminder of 

their own freedom. The presence of these figures in the image functions, not only to 

demonstrate what the artist thought black people were, but also—and more importantly—

to signal what he believed white people were not.  

Whiteness, rather than being a biological characteristic, is a system of power and 

privilege that, as film scholar and identity theorist Richard Dyer observes, ―is virtually 

unthinkable except in opposition to black[ness].‖52 As Toni Morrison explains in Playing 

in the Dark, nineteenth century white Americans defined themselves as free, not only in 

opposition to an English colonizer, but also against the African American slaves in this 

country. White Americans, she argues, sought to define themselves as free and equal, and 

while they did form this definition in opposition to what they saw as Old World tyranny, 

few white Americans had personally endured tyranny or bondage. Instead, the familiar 

presence of enslaved Africans and African Americans came to stand in as the not-free 

against which freedom could be understood in the white American imagination.53  

But more so than the mere presence of slavery in this country, the fact that slavery 

was specifically linked to blackness facilitated its use as an antipode against which white 

freedom could be defined. Thus, while there is no indication in this particular cartoon of 

whether the black figures were meant to literally represent free or enslaved African 

                                                 
52 Richard Dyer, White (New York: Routledge, 1997) 51. 
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Americans—since New York was engaged in a process of gradual emancipation during 

this period, the figures in the gallery could have represented any combination of free, 

indentured or enslaved individuals—their blackness alone would have served, in the 

white American imagination, as a symbol of bondage.54 “For in that construction of 

blackness and enslavement,” Morrison explains, “could be found not only the not-free but 

also, with the dramatic polarity created by skin color, the projection of the not-me.”55 The 

presence of black slaves in this country allowed white Americans to define their freedom 

against the actual enslavement of a group they could define as Other. Because blackness 

stood in indexically for enslavement in the early nineteenth century white imagination, 

the layout of this image effectively positioned an economically homogeneous white 

audience between the symbolic tyranny of Kean‟s Richard and the state of bondage white 

Americans understood African Americans to represent. In so doing, the cartoon created a 

visual allegory for American citizenship: a state of being neither tyrant nor slave. 

Because blackness indicated both Otherness and enslavement in the white 

imagination, directing the outrage of the black figures in this image at Kean‟s 

representation of English tyranny also removed the white American elites from the 

slave/tyrant dichotomy. Although seated separately, the white and black spectators in this 

image are united by their shared outrage at the icon of English despotism proclaiming 

himself “the Lord‟s anointed” onstage below them. By directing the unified ire of the free 
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white and the not-free black Americans at the symbolic tyranny of the English rather than 

at the actual tyranny of slavery in this country, the cartoon metaphorically erases white 

American‟s guilt as oppressors. In so doing, it reframes inequality as a foreign condition 

and reinforces a belief in the United States as the land of the free. 

The cartoon, in essence, depicted Kean as a king among slaves in order to 

underscore the relative equality of free white Americans. But the juxtaposition of these 

antipodes also demonstrates the degree to which the two extremes were linked in the 

white American imagination. Tyrants, by definition, could only exist in the presence of 

an oppressed population. Slaves, conversely, implied the influence of a tyrannical 

oppressor. In order to define themselves as neither tyrant nor slave, white Americans 

needed to compare themselves simultaneously to both.  

 Kean‘s Richard, furthermore, possessed a symbolic duality that made him a 

convenient metaphor for white Americans seeking to reject European class structures 

while simultaneously laying claim to their own elite status by reasserting the legitimacy 

of domestic social hierarchies. Richard III was a king and a tyrant, but he was also a 

pretender to the throne who murdered and machinated his way to a social status he did 

not rightly deserve, and white Americans could use the character as a metaphor to justify 

their dominance as easily as to repudiate the arrogance of others. Where the above 

caricature depicted Kean as Richard to use him as an icon of elitism, another satirical 

attack emphasized his lowness, and drew upon American conventions of servitude in 
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order to accuse Kean of harboring a very Richard-like inability to accept his rightful 

position.  

On May 28, 1821, soon after Kean‘s early departure from Boston, the following 

satirical notice appeared in the Boston Commercial Gazette. 

ONE CENT REWARD! 

RUN away from the ―Literary Emporium of the New World,‖ a stage-

player, calling himself KEAN. He may be easily recognized by his 

misshapen trunk, his coxcomical, cockney manners, and his bladder 

actions. His face is as white as his own froth, and his eyes are as dark as 

indigo. All persons are cautioned against harboring the aforesaid vagrant, 

as the undersigned pays no more debts of his contracting, after this date. 

As he has violated his pledged faith to me, I deem it my duty thus to put 

my neighbors on their guard against him. 

PETER PUBLIC56 

 

Portraying the English actor as an errant servant who did not know his place, the mock 

advertisement expelled Kean from narratives of American equality, and rebuked him for 

failing to defer to his betters. The piece struck a chord with audiences, and it was soon 

reproduced by several newspapers across the northeastern United States. 

While this letter did not literally depict Kean in the costume of Richard III as the 

cartoon did, its reference to Kean‟s “misshapen trunk” links the actor to his most famous 

role. Although Kean was short of stature, and although rumors circulated that Kean spent 

part of his childhood with his legs in corrective irons, no credible accounts suggest that 

he suffered from any visible deformity in adulthood. Shakespeare‟s hunchbacked Richard 

III, on the other hand, did have a “misshapen trunk,” which Kean would have imitated 

when undertaking the role. Similarly, the advertisement also accuses Kean of harboring 
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Richard-like upper-class pretensions. When the notice indicates that Kean can be 

recognized by his “his coxcomical… manners,” it makes direct allusions to Kean‟s 

aristocratic pretensions by implying he is a “foolish, conceited or showy person, vain of 

his accomplishments appearance or dress.”57 The advertisement, like the later newspaper 

caricature, associated Kean with his most well known role of English tyranny and 

usurpation. Its choice to embed this characterization in a text that literally depicted the 

actor as a lowly servant served primarily to remind the reader of the illegitimacy of 

Kean‟s pretensions. 

In order to rebuke Kean for his Richard-like ambitions, the author used a format 

nearly identical to that of advertisements notifying the public about indentured servants 

and apprentices who had taken leave of their masters, and published it in a paper that 

routinely ran such notices. Compare the Peter Public letter to the following representative 

example of a runaway servant notice that ran in the same publication on April 9 of the 

same year: 

One Cent Reward! 

RANAWAY from the subscriber on the night of the 6
th

, an indented 

Apprentice to the Cabinet Business, about 18 years of age, by the name of 

Terrence Farrell—of Irish birth, about five feet high, and much pitted with 

small pox. All persons are forbid harboring, trusting or employing him, if 

they would avoid the penalties of law. Whosoever will return said 

                                                 
57 "Coxcomb," Oxford English Dictionary (New York: Oxford, 1933), vol. II. The online edition of the 

Oxford English Dictionary cites numerous historical usages of the, dating back to the sixteenth century, 
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Webster’s Third New International Dictionary and the American Heritage Dictionary, 4
th

 edition. 
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runaway to the subscriber, shall receive the above reward, and no charges 

paid.       ABEL WHITNEY58 

 

Slight variations existed in these runaway servant advertisements. The degree of 

description varied from notice to notice—sometimes including detailed accounts of their 

ethnicity, appearance, distinctive characteristics, and age; in other instances only listing 

the runaway‟s name. The people being sought would be identified variously as “an 

indented servant,” “an indented apprentice,” “bound to the Subscriber,” or merely as a 

boy or girl. What remained most consistent from one advertisement to the next was the 

first line declaring “Ranaway from…” and the headline promising a single cent reward.59  

These indentured servant notices, furthermore, had a format that was similar to 

that of advertisements from other states that ran periodically in northern newspapers for 

the return of escaped slaves, and that also began with the offer of a reward and the same 

“ranaway” wording. While the Peter Public letter literally depicted Kean as a white 

servant rather than a black slave—it describes his face as being “white as his own froth,” 

and offered the one cent reward typical for a servant rather than the twenty or more 

dollars offered in slave notices—the similar formats these advertisements used creates a 
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rhetorical link between indenture and slavery.60 While it did not depict Kean an enslaved 

African American, the Peter Public letter nonetheless suggested he was closer to their 

status than to that of free white persons. 

Depicting Kean as a servant carried intensely pejorative connotations in the post 

revolutionary United States. In addition to including Kean in the lowest orders of the 

New England class system, this advertisement classed him specifically as subordinate and 

not free: traits calculated to exclude him from a white American culture in which liberty 

and equality were taught as the basic values of national belonging and individual worth. 

According to legal historian Robert J. Steinfeld, nineteenth century white Americans 

were loath to accept the label of ―servant,‖ deeming it an insult to what they believed to 

be their natural state of freedom and equality. It was this disdain that one Pennsylvania 

Supreme Court Justice recorded when he commented that there was ―no description of 

persons, those bound by indenture to serve excepted, who would be willing to be called 

servants.‖61 Thus, although it did not use this exact appellation, in implying that Kean 

was an errant servant running away from his rightful master, the advertisement was not 

merely insulting Kean, it was a deliberate reminder that the foreign actor lacked the 

natural state of liberty and equality that defined the American citizenry. 

Classifying Kean as an indentured servant did more, however, than deny him 

access to key American values; it also characterized him as, at best, a marginal member 
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of society. In New York and Massachusetts, indentured servitude was a limited practice 

by the 1820s, and one that was rarely, if ever, applicable to native born white American 

men.62 Even given the widest possible interpretation, when the mock advertisement ran in 

Boston and New York newspapers, casting Kean as indentured would have placed him in 

one of three unenviable positions: infantilized as a minor apprentice; classed as indigent 

or impoverished; or racialized as either a newly emancipated African American or a 

recent immigrant. By casting Kean as a low-other against which American citizenship 

could be measured, the Peter Public advertisement expelled him from the boundaries of 

American identity, and implied his previous popularity among United States audiences 

was an act of Richard-like usurpation. 

FULLY JEWISH AND FULLY AMERICAN: MORDECAI NOAH AND KEAN’S SYMPATHETIC 

SHYLOCK 

While most voices of the United States press sought to exclude Kean from 

prevailing narratives of American identity and citizenship, the push was by no means 

monolithic. In the midst of the press maelstrom, an unlikely ally emerged as Kean‟s most 

dedicated defender. Mordecai Manual Noah—a former American consul, playwright, 

prominent Jewish advocate, eventual New York sheriff, and editor of the National 

Advocate—voiced his appreciation for Kean‟s artistic genius early in the actor‟s first tour 

of the United States. When the actor drew the almost universal ire of northeastern 
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newspapers, Noah was one of only two prominent editors (the other being William 

Coleman of the Evening Post) who persisted in lending support to the much maligned 

tragedian. In the weeks that followed Kean‟s purported insult, Noah published his letters 

of defense and apology, and penned his own editorials minimizing the actor‟s 

transgression. More than one of Kean‟s detractors took note of Noah‟s unorthodox 

position. The New-England Galaxy, for example, printed a lengthy condemnation, 

complaining that “Mr. Noah seems determined to defend his favourite [sic] at all 

hazards.”63 Never one to shy away from conflict, Noah remained Kean‟s stalwart 

supporter throughout the controversy, and countered exclusionary depictions of Kean 

with his own attempts to re-imagine the actor as a naturalized American. 

In some respects, Noah‟s persistent support for Edmund Kean was puzzlingly out 

of character. He was, to begin with, a nativist who—though not altogether anti-

immigrant—had opposed the appointment of foreigners to academic positions in 

Columbia University on the grounds that “we have no idea of permitting the minds of our 

young children to be warped by foreign prejudices.”64 Noah was, in this regard, 

particularly concerned with the dangers of English influence. Noah, biographer Jonathan 

D. Sarna explains, strongly advocated the development of an American literary tradition 

distinct from English interference, a desire that became particularly pronounced after the 
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War of 1812.65 As a playwright, his cultural Anglophobia most often manifested itself as 

a fear that the popularity of English plays—particularly Shakespeare‟s—would hinder the 

development of American drama. In 1809, he had published an exposé of the Bard‟s 

poetic shortcomings under the title Shakespere [sic] Illustrated, criticizing the playwright 

for pilfering other texts for dramatic material, a theft Noah thought indicative of “a 

deficiency of poetic imagination.”66 Objecting to the blind bardolotry he feared would 

stifle American writers, Noah deployed an attack Sarna describes as “a fit of sophomoric 

iconoclasm” that “belittled Shakespeare‟s accomplishment and tried to carve out a niche 

for himself and his countrymen.”67 Noah was hardly a figure one would expect to go out 

of his way to lend support to foreign—let alone English—actor specializing in 

Shakespearian roles.  

Despite his pronounced Anglophobia and his stated desire to prevent excessive 

English influence from hindering the development of domestically produced American 

theatre, Noah had been, since early in Kean‟s first tour of the United States, an avowed 

Kean enthusiast. Even before Kean had arrived in the United States, Noah had expressed 

admiration for actors of the Kean school, and had on at least one occasion expressed his 

hope that the style of acting would gain adherents.68 Had asserting the American theatre's 

superiority over the English been Noah‟s only, or even primary concern, he most likely 

would have shared his colleagues‟ antipathy towards the errant actor, and would likely 
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have joined them in interpreting Kean‟s refusal to perform in Boston as an expression of 

English snobbery. Noah, however, had more pressing interests that superseded popular 

concerns about nationalistic supremacy. While several factors likely contributed the 

editor‟s unwavering allegiance to the English tragedian, a key reason for Noah‟s stance 

was that Kean‟s famously sympathetic reinvention of the role of Shylock provided a 

rhetorical model for countering pervasive arguments against Jewish-American citizenship 

during the Early Republican period. As a result Noah had a powerful motivation not only 

to defend Kean, but to go so far as to symbolically erase Kean‟s Englishness, 

appropriating him as a naturalized American actor. 

On December 29, 1820, Noah published an account of a social event that he and 

Kean had both attended the previous evening. The night before, both Noah and Kean had 

attended a “theatrical dinner,” hosted by “friends of the drama” including Stephen Price, 

the American manager who had arranged for Kean‟s visit to the United States. Over the 

course of the evening, a series of nine toasts were offered to art, genius, and positive 

relations between the United States and Great Britain. At some point in the evening Noah 

made his own addition to the planned addresses, proposing a toast to the health of Mr. 

Kean. The following day, Noah published a description of the proceedings in the 

National Advocate. While Noah was not the author of the piece—he reproduced it from 

the Evening Post—his choice to publish it in his paper indicates his agreement with its 

sentiment. Furthermore, since Noah likely anticipated that an account of the event would 

be published—newspapers routinely reported on the toasts offered at dinners attended by 
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social elites—his toast to Kean was directed to his readership as much as it was to those 

literally in attendance. Given the important function that toasting served in the Early 

Republic, the act of offering these nine toasts was a political performative that asserted 

the United States‟ status as a civilized nation. By inserting a toast to Kean into this 

nationalistic forum, Noah was making a conscious effort to Americanize the actor.69  

The dinner and its attendant toasts were, in and of themselves, a performance of 

American patriotism steeped in a long tradition of republican nationalism that had figured 

prominently in the earliest attempts to create a cohesive American national identity. As 

David Waldstreicher explains in his 1997 treatise on performances of American 

nationalism in the Early Republic, In the Midst of Perpetual Fetes, the practice of 

toasting took root as a ritualized performance of American patriotism soon after the 

Revolutionary War, and was quickly embraced by the young nation‟s political leaders. 

According to Waldstreicher, when George Washington, for example, visited a town 

during his 1789 and 1791 tours of the new country, he first took part in public 

processions, and then “attended dinner parties with the local elite, at which the standard 

thirteen national toasts would be offered.” By the dawn of the nineteenth century, 

offering toasts had become a standard expression of patriotism, and was particularly 

associated with Fourth of July celebrations.70  
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Not only did toasts often take place in patriotic contexts, they were understood as 

political performatives, statements that aimed to change the political reality that 

surrounded them. Citizens of the Early Republic, Waldstreicher explains, were aware that 

such public statements of national ideals played “a large part in the making of political 

reality.” Because of this recognized performativity, toasts were carefully crafted and 

negotiated “in order to inspire the requisite demonstration of assent.” The aim of toasting, 

then, was to engage those present in a performance of unity that would encourage 

political like-mindedness and patriotic affection. Moreover, these performances of 

political assent were intended to have effects that reached beyond those physically 

present. These types of dinners and toasts had, since the Revolution, served as a forum in 

which elite leaders could perform proper patriotic sentiment for non-elite audiences. In 

the Revolutionary era, published accounts of celebratory acts (including toasts) served as 

a means of spreading patriotic feeling on a national level. Waldstreicher explains that 

“printed accounts acted nationally as the personal display of sentiment—the huzza, the 

toast, the beaming countenance—acted locally: both taught patriotic feeling and action 

even while demonstrating that such virtue already predominated across class boundaries.” 

Holding such a dinner for Kean, offering a toast to his health, and printing an account of 

the proceedings served to include the actor in a nationalizing performative, and to 

configure the actor as metaphorically American.71  
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Thus, while this particular dinner—held in honor of a visiting star and co-hosted 

by the impresario who arranged his tour—might seem like a trivial or commercial 

venture, it actually served an important nationalizing function. Given that toasts 

traditionally operated as nationalizing performatives, all of the toasts officially prepared 

for the evening would have been crafted to cultivate the development of American 

nationalism. In particular, these toasts asserted American cultural legitimacy by laying 

claim to the arts, which the fifth toast declared to be, along with literature and science, 

one of “the pillars of national glory.” These toasts were expressions of a young nation, 

seeking to assert itself as a cultured and refined entity on par with its more established 

European counterparts. In this vein, the fourth toast declared genius “The birthright of no 

country, but the common property of all,” at once rebutting and giving a voice to the 

post-colonial fear that the old country was the only source of artistic legitimacy. The 

ninth toast, this one to “Great Britain and the United States,” amplified this sentiment, 

insisting that “A common admiration of the same merits and talents in the two countries, 

must tend to cement a friendship which it is our mutual interest to cultivate and improve.” 

By asserting both the “common” recognition of merit and the “mutual” benefit of 

international friendship, the toaster insisted on the United States‟ equality to England as 

both a cultured and internationally significant nation.72  

Even the least overtly national of the toasts given at this dinner were part of a 

conscious effort to define American culture. When the toast givers raised their glasses to 
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“The Theatre,” its muses, “Living Authors,” and the memories of Garrick and “The 

Immortal Shakespeare,” the implicit patriotism of toasting claimed them as American.73 

When Noah inserted Kean into this ritual, he laid a similar claim to the actor: marking 

him as both a vessel of artistic genius and an icon Americans had access to as a part of 

their cultural heritage. While to some extent this act of appropriation served to harness 

Kean‟s fame in the service of the United States‟ self-perception as a cultured nation, it 

also marked both the actor and his work as American. 

Consequently, when Noah offered a toast to Kean, the context and nature of the 

act carried immediate and recognizable patriotic overtones. Noah‟s toast, however, did 

more than merely insert Kean into a celebration of American culture. By positioning his 

toast to the actor as part of the series presented that evening, Noah grafted his praise of 

Kean onto the patriotic sentiments it expressed. “I have observed, said he, with pleasure,” 

the Evening Post reported, “that among the toasts already drank is one to which I fully 

subscribe—that which declares Genius to be the birth right of no country but the common 

property of all. Under this impression I beg leave to propose the health of our esteemed 

guest….”74 By beginning his toast with a reminder that no nation held a monopoly on 

genius, and by then marking Kean as possessing it, Noah dismissed Kean‟s national 

origins, opening the possibility of replacing his English identity with an American one. 

Noah could make this claim because of the fluid conception of American identity 

that prevailed in the Early Republic. Kean‟s visit took place during a period of open 
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immigration that began with the 1795 Naturalization Act, which made naturalized 

citizenship available to all “free white persons,” and which would continue until an 

explosion of Irish immigration in the 1840s would lead to a burst of nativist sentiment 

and a narrowing definition of whiteness.75 Citizens of the United States in this period saw 

themselves as an essentially European people whose affiliation with this nation was 

defined more by their rejection of hereditary class distinctions and their embrace of 

innovation and independence than by the location of their birth. J. Hector St. John de 

Crevecoeur‟s explanation of “What Makes an American” in his 1782 epistolary novel, 

Letters from an American Farmer provides a representative example of this sentiment. 

An American, de Crevecoeur explains, “is either an [sic] European, or the descendant of 

an European…. He is an American, who leaving behind him all his ancient prejudices 

and manners, receives new ones from the new mode of life he has embraced, the new 

government he obeys, and the new rank he holds.”76 All that was strictly necessary for 

Kean to be an American was for him to embrace this nationality in addition to his English 

heritage. By denying England an exclusive claim to Kean, Noah marked the actor as a 

naturalized American.  

Thus, early in Edmund Kean‟s first United States tour, Mordecai Noah had 

already shown what was, for such an avowed Anglophobe and nativist, an 

uncharacteristic desire to naturalize the actor and to incorporate him into American 
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theatrical culture. One explanation for this discrepancy is that Kean‟s radical 

reinterpretation of Shylock as a tragic, understandable, and human figure made him a 

potential ally in Noah‟s quest to assert a positive and fully participatory role for 

American Jews in a republican democracy. In addition to his other public activities, 

Mordecai Noah was well-known as an outspoken Jewish activist. Among other struggles, 

Noah lobbied for the repeal of discriminatory laws, spoke out against newspapers that 

identified the religion of Jewish criminals exclusively, confronted missionaries seeking to 

convert Jews in Eastern Europe, and made two attempts to establish colonies in the 

United States for Jewish immigrants. Prominent and outspoken, Noah came to be seen by 

many of his contemporaries (albeit to the consternation of many of his de facto 

constituency) as the official spokesman of American Jews. Noah‟s central concern amidst 

all of his advocacy, Sarna contends, was to “redefine the term „good citizen‟ so that he 

and his coreligionists might be included,” and held as “his most cherished belief” that 

“one could be a good American and a good Jew at the same time.” His aim, in essence, 

was to carve out and defend an identity that was both fully Jewish and fully American.77  

In the Early Republic, majoritarian views of religion, virtue, and citizenship 

created a difficult situation for those who, like Noah, strove to strike a balance between 

Jewish identity and American citizenship. As discussed earlier in this chapter, white 

Americans of this period defined themselves largely in opposition to the not-white, not-

free presence of enslaved African Americans. As Matthew Frye Jacobson explains in his 
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history of race and immigration in the United States, all Europeans and Euro-

Americans—whether Jew or Gentile—were considered to be ―more or less equally 

white‖ until the 1840s, when an explosion of European immigration led to a ―fracturing 

of whiteness.‖ 78  

But although the white/not-white dichotomy aligned American and European 

Jews with the ―free white persons‖ who were eligible for American citizenship, Jewish 

fitness to participate in the government of a republican nation was hotly debated in the 

post-Revolutionary years. There was, to begin with, pervasive tendency to see Jews as 

perpetual aliens in the nations in which they resided, a generalization that Sarna refers to 

as a ―taint of foreignness‖ that Noah believed Jews needed to overcome in order to be 

seen as fully American.79 In addition to the question of their nationality, American Jews 

of Noah‘s era were also confronted with the question of whether their religion supplied 

the necessary moral grounding to participate in Republican government. Although, as 

William Pencak writes in Jews and Gentiles in Early America, violent anti-Semitism was 

less pervasive in the nineteenth century United States than it was in Europe during the 

same period, ―whether Jews were fit for citizenship [had been] a major subject of debate 

in both colonial and revolutionary America.‖80 Consequently, while Jews had been 

present in the United States since the Colonial era, and were eligible for citizenship, Noah 
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and his Early Republican coreligionists nevertheless had to contend with suspicions that 

because of their religion or heritage they were not real Americans. 

For Early Republican American Jews, the primary obstacle to full acceptance 

stemmed from the young nation‘s prevailing views of virtue and citizenship. While the 

Revolutionary War had been cloaked in a language of equality, the political philosophy 

that prevailed in the post-Revolutionary era expected that the United States would be 

governed, not by the masses, but by paternalistic elites whose innate virtue would allow 

them to set aside their own desires for power or personal gain in order to assume a role as 

benevolent leaders.81 The problem for American Jews of Noah‘s era was that majoritarian 

society in the United States of the Early Republic tended to conflate republican virtue 

with Christian morality. According to cultural historian Cynthia M. Koch, Americans of 

the Early Republic largely agreed that  

both self-interest and the common good were served through virtue and 

achieved in a hierarchically ordered universe through unity with the 

Almighty‟s great plan…. In such a world, perpetuation of the nation 

seemed wholly dependent on a continuing application of the lessons of 

traditional Protestant morality infused with patriotic fervor….82  

 

Thus, while Early Republican Jews were not barred from political participation, they 

inhabited a political environment that conflated citizenship with virtue, and virtue with 

Protestant Christianity, in which their civic involvement was often met with suspicion 

and prejudice.  
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In addition to the implication that their religion did not adequately prepare them 

for republican civic participation, Early Republican Jews also faced persistent stereotypes 

that they were malicious and immoral. Already suspect because they were not Christian, 

Jacobson explains, American Jews further had to contend with ―stereotypes of Jews as 

well-poisoners and usurers‖ that further undermined their claims to republican virtue.83 

Although the most overt manifestations of the debate over Jewish fitness for citizenship 

had waned by the dawn of the nineteenth century, the pervasive misrepresentation of 

Jews as ―mercenary,‖ ―grasping,‖ ―shrewd,‖ and ―sly‖ persisted, and raised the question 

among predominantly gentile politicians of whether Jewish Americans were sufficiently 

virtuous to participate in a republican society. To justify their full inclusion as American 

citizens, Pencak explains, ―Jews had to prove themselves morally, a task the gentile, 

propertied, white male population did not share.‖84 Because this view of citizenship and 

virtue rendered Jewish-American citizenship suspect, asserting the virtue of Jewish 

Americans became an important strategy for justifying the compatibility of a Jewishness 

and citizenship in a republican nation.  

In this complicated context, Kean—who was as well known for his sympathetic 

reinvention of Shylock as he was for his tyrannical Richard—became a potential ally in 

the quest to assert a virtuous Jewish American identity. While Kean‘s Shylock did not 

entirely escape the problems inherent in the role as Shakespeare wrote it, it was 

nonetheless a vast improvement on what was, at the time, the conventional interpretation 
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of the role. When Kean first took the stage as Shylock in 1814, most actors performing 

the role imitated the version first established by the eighteenth century actor, Charles 

Macklin. Macklin‘s 1741 performance in The Merchant of Venice both popularized the 

play and established the tradition of performing Shylock as a terrifying villain that 

remained the dominant reading for over half a century. Drawing on his strengths as a 

rough, bruiser of an actor—who once killed a fellow actor backstage while arguing over a 

wig—Macklin emphasized Shylock‘s villainous ferocity, and presented what one 

spectator described as ―such an iron-visaged look, such a relentless, savage cast of 

manner, that the audience seemed to shrink from the character.‖ At the same time, he also 

highlighted Shylock‘s simpering avarice. As one audience member noted, when Macklin 

spoke his first line—―Three thousand ducats‖—he ―lisps voluptuously, as though he were 

savoring the ducats and all that they can buy…. Three such words, spoken in this way, at 

the very outset, reveal his entire character.‖85 Macklin‘s Shylock was a terrifying figure 

who embodied the terrifying Jewish stereotypes that English gentiles most feared. 

Most damagingly, Macklin crowned his Shylock with dubious claims of 

authenticity. Undertaking a course of ―research‖ that combined perversely ethnographic 

visits among the ―unforeskinned race‖ with historical investigations of the most violent 

sections of the Old Testament, Macklin aimed to capture a timeless and essentialized 

Jewishness. In effect, Macklin conceived of his Shylock as an archetype of Jewish 

depravity, and the sustained popularity of his interpretation suggests that audiences 
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shared his prejudices. Transfixed by the intensity of his performance, audiences saw 

Macklin‘s Shylock as the definitive version, a view summed up by the rhyme, attributed 

to Alexander Pope, ―This is the Jew/That Shakespere drew.‖ When his performance was 

a success, subsequent actors imitated his style because, to them, Macklin‘s interpretation 

was Shylock.86 Kean‘s Shylock, then, while by no means unproblematic, was poised to 

replace this particularly abusive and anti-Semitic rendering that was currently in fashion 

with a more nuanced representation that rendered him a far more sympathetic figure.  

When Kean first performed Shylock in New York on December 2, 1820, Noah‘s 

review of the performance was, at thirteen lines, admittedly cursory. Noah made few 

comments on the performance, except that Shylock, understandably, ―has never been a 

great favourite [sic],‖ but that the performance was well executed. While it might seem to 

contradict suggestions that Noah admired Kean, in part, for his reinvention of the role, 

the brevity of this review does not necessarily suggest that Noah disliked the 

performance. While Noah‘s initial review of Kean‘s Richard III had been about a 

hundred lines long and significantly more detailed, his reviews of the actor grew steadily 

shorter as the actor‘s New York run continued. The initial review of Othello, which Kean 

performed immediately before the Merchant of Venice, was thirty lines long, and the 

review of King Lear on December 16 only ran ten lines, although Noah declared that 

Kean‘s Lear ―surpasses either Richard or Othello.‖ The shorter mention of the play, then, 
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was in keeping with the public‘s diminishing curiosity about the increasingly familiar 

star.87 

The second reason that Noah likely kept his comments on Kean‟s interpretation of 

the character brief is that as a Jewish American editor it would have been dangerous to 

associate himself too closely with a role that was so commonly deployed as an icon of 

Semitic malice. It was a difficult balance: while Noah had reason to wish for the 

reformation of Shylock as a tragic figure, the character still carried intensely pejorative 

connotations in a culture that easily conflated Jewishness with duplicity and avarice. That 

same winter, for example, even the National Advocate ran two articles—neither written 

by Noah—that used “Shylock” as a synonym for “miser.”88 Furthermore, while Kean‟s 

sympathetic Shylock had begun to inspire imitations, a malicious caricature of an evil 

Jew persisted as the most common interpretation of the role. Noah might have wanted to 

promote a less damaging version of the character, but he needed to do so without fully 

endorsing a role that could never fully shake its pejorative and anti-Semitic connotations.  

Whatever the reason for the brevity of Noah‟s review of Kean‟s first New York 

appearance as Shylock, two other items that Noah published suggest that he admired the 

English tragedian for humanizing Shakespeare‟s Jew. In January 1819, Noah wrote a 

supportive review of a visiting Scottish actor who performed an imitation of Kean‟s 

Shylock. A little less than two years later, on the day that Kean was scheduled to perform 
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the role in New York, Noah published an extract from London‟s New Monthly Magazine 

that praised Kean‟s Shylock as a positive representation of sympathetic Jewishness. 

Together, these two articles cast light onto why Noah would, as a prominent Jewish 

advocate, have a vested interest in preserving Kean‟s popularity on the stages of the 

United States. First, they suggest that, while Noah might have been hesitant to associate 

himself too closely with the role, he believed that Kean‟s performance invited the 

audience‟s empathy and represented Shylock‟s villainous actions as an understandable 

reaction to injustice rather than as a manifestation of inherent Jewish depravity. Second, 

they demonstrate that Noah believed Kean‟s reclamation of the role was inspiring 

imitators, and that the actor was playing an important role in popularizing a less 

damaging version of Shakespeare‟s Jew. 

Well before Kean himself made a visit to the United States, Noah had already 

commented on the positive effect Kean‟s rendering of Shylock was beginning to have on 

American acting traditions. In his January 13, 1819 review of a performance by Scottish 

actor Robert Campbell Maywood, Noah described a performance of Shylock that he 

termed “a feeling example” of the newly emerging Kean school. Comparing Maywood‟s 

Kean-inspired Shylock to previous representations in the Macklin school, Noah wrote 

that characterization Maywood presented was “entirely foreign from the stamping, 

staring, and vaporing method of the old school: his personation of the character was a 

chaste copy from nature.” Further elaborating on the improvement, Noah explained: 

We have been accustomed to see [Shylock] decked out with the most 

demonic and gratuitous malignity: but the tenderness and confidence of 
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the rich Jew in his daughter; his sufferings from her treachery; his passive 

forbearance under injuries too immense for human nature to endure, 

render his desire of vengeance too natural to excite surprise.89 

 

To Noah, the innovation of performing Shylock in the Kean school was that it 

encouraged spectators to imagine how they would behave if consumed by similar 

passions. Kean did not erase Shylock‟s crimes, but he encouraged audiences to imagine 

that, if in similar circumstances, they might do no better. 

Where this review of Maywood demonstrates Noah‟s admiration for Kean‟s 

reinvention of Shylock, another article—an excerpt reprinted from London‟s New 

Monthly Magazine—that Noah ran in the National Advocate during Kean‟s visit provides 

a more detailed description of Kean‟s acting in the role, and explains what it was about 

Kean‟s acting that made his Shylock more acceptable than those of his predecessors. 

Appearing the same day as Kean‟s first United States appearance in this role, the article 

describes the manner in which Kean‟s nuanced acting style that lent itself to a 

sympathetic renderings of this traditionally villainous character. The London article 

focuses on the two most powerful scenes in Kean‟s Merchant of Venice—the scene with 

Tubal in which Shylock learns of his daughter‟s betrayal, and the courtroom scene 

featuring is defeat and forced conversion—and describes Kean‟s Shylock as a moving 

and sympathetic rendering of a man driven to vengeance by a series of insufferable 

injustices.90 That these two scenes were the same ones that Noah would single out in his 
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brief review as the “only two scenes of interest” in The Merchant of Venice, and that 

Noah—who bore sole responsibility for the paper‟s content—selected this brief excerpt 

to publish from a much longer article, both indicate while he did not pen the piece, he 

agreed with the sentiments it expressed.91 

On one level, the excerpt suggests, Kean‟s representation of Shylock was an 

improvement upon past undertakings because the actor‟s rapidly shifting emotions 

aroused the audience‟s sympathy. In the scene with Tubal, the article describes, “the 

quickness of his transitions here astonishes like lightning—and his joy in the prospect of 

revenge which seems thrilling through every nerve and trembling in every tone, and 

dilating his weary and wasted heart, agitates the spectator with a strange and fearful 

sympathy.”92 This focus on dramatic emotional changes was characteristic of Kean‟s 

style. As theatre historian Simon Williams describes, Kean “fastened on the emotional 

life of the character, through vivid contrasts that representing the extremes of passion and 

violent conflicts that destroy all possibility of integration in the character.”93 Kean‟s 

acting was, in essence, the most prominent example of the emerging Romantic tradition. 

In contrast to the previously dominant Classical tradition—also known as the “Kemble 

School,”—which emphasized an ideal of nobility and detached grace, Kean‟s Romantic 

acting style was wild, athletic, and focused on the intense and varied representation of the 

characters‟ internal emotions. Where Macklin had constructed his Shylock to be 

                                                                                                                                                 
reprinted in an American collection of English articles. See "Mr. Kean, the Tragedian," The Atheneum: 

Spirit of the English Magazines (Boston: 1821) 109-11. 
91"London." Noah, "Shylock." 
92 "London." 
93 Williams, "European Actors," 315-16. 
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terrifying, Kean‟s emotional style of acting highlighted the inner life of his characters, 

inviting audiences to sympathize with the figures he performed. Kean‟s Shylock was still 

a villain, but he was a human villain moved by emotions the audience could understand. 

The intense and shifting emotions that characterized Kean‟s acting style, however, 

did more than just allow the audience to empathize with Shylock. In its description of the 

court scene, the excerpt suggests that the rapid changes in the character‟s emotional state 

effectively allowed two different Shylocks to emerge. In one moment, he would be the 

“aged and avaricious merchant,” in another, the “Hebrew burning to avenge the national 

and individual wrongs.” The writer imbues Kean‟s Shylock with both noble motives—a 

pride in his heritage and a rebellion against injustices that push the limits of 

forbearance—and the human frailty of age avarice. But while both sets of traits are 

present in Shylock, the article carefully differentiates between Shylock‟s Jewishness and 

his miserly shortcomings. Avarice, the article points out, is a trait of Shylock the 

merchant and not of Shylock the Hebrew. Moreover, not only does the article treat these 

traits as distinct, it reminds the reader that they are not naturally compatible. Rather than 

being a natural manifestation of Jewishness, Shylock‟s avarice was so distinct from it that 

bringing the two together required “blending with [the] wonderful art” of a theatrical 

genius like Edmund Kean.94 

But while the excerpt Noah selected suggests that Kean separated Shylock‟s 

villainy from his religion or ethnicity, it also indicates that Shylock remained very much 
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a Jewish character. More to the point, it is precisely his Jewishness that makes him a 

sympathetic figure: it was, after all, both “the national and individual wrongs” Shylock 

had suffered that, according to the London article, both mitigate his extreme actions and 

“arouses all our indignation against the base injustices of Shylock‟s enemies.”95 His 

forced conversion, furthermore, was to the London writer a scene of heart rending pathos. 

As the writer explains, when Shylock is “compelled to abandon the faith of his fathers, 

our Christian hearts rise up within us to take his part, and to resent the insult which such a 

representation of persecuting injustice offers to the mildest and purest of religious 

systems.” The article, then, positions Judaism as a legitimate religion on par with the 

author‟s Christianity, and argues that its adherents have a right to defend both their faith 

and their national identity. The article‟s inclusion in the National Advocate, and its 

position as a stand-in for Noah‟s editorial opinion, suggests that the paper‟s editor 

believed Kean did more with his Shylock than merely tone down the offensiveness of an 

anti-Semitic role. To both the writer and Noah, Kean‟s Shylock was a not only a figure 

that invited compassion, it also reclaimed the character as an icon of sympathetic 

Jewishness, and argued that one could be both Jewish and virtuous.96 

Finally, Kean‟s Shylock was important to Noah, not only because it was more 

sympathetic than previous renderings, but also because Kean‟s influence as an actor was 

making this new representation more popular. In his review of Maywood‟s Keanian 

Shylock, Noah explained: “The taste in acting must necessarily, at intervals, undergo a 
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change from this circumstance. Some actor, of genius, will so astonish by his forcible 

conception and spirited performance of character, that the young aspirants, after 

histrionic fame, will tread slavishly in his steps....” Kean, Noah noted, was one such 

genius, and Maywood‟s Shylock an example of the type of imitation a popular actor 

could inspire. Seeing this potential, Noah predicted that “when we are more familiar with 

this new school of performing, it will gain admirers.” 97 Kean‟s continued popularity, 

then, would be vitally important to an editor invested in changing theatrical 

representations of Jewish characters: as long as the theatergoing public was fascinated by 

Kean, other actors would imitate his style. The more popular Kean was, the more 

common it would be to see Shylock—and probably other Jewish characters—represented 

in Kean‟s more sympathetic style. 

Kean, then, served as a useful tool for mitigating arguments that Jews lacked the 

virtue necessary to participate in republican government. Though not in itself an 

argument for Jewish-American civic participation, Kean‘s reinvention of Shylock 

mitigated the merchant‘s villainy, and countered the belief implicit in conventional 

renderings of the role that Jews lacked the necessary virtue for citizenship in a republican 

society. It was this rhetorical function that motivated Noah‘s efforts to appropriate Kean 

as an American actor: in positioning Kean as a naturalized American, he incorporated his 

more virtuous Shylock into American culture. When Kean fell out of favor with United 

States newspapers, Noah needed to defend the tragedian: because this interpretation of 
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Shylock was so closely associated with Kean, the prevalence of Keanian Shylocks on 

United States stages was contingent on the actor‘s continued popularity. Furthermore, if 

Noah‘s aim was to frame Kean as an American, he needed to counter attacks—such as 

the ones described earlier in this chapter—that sought to push the errant actor outside the 

margins of American citizenship.  

CONCLUSION 

In her 2004 book, Shakespeare and the American Nation, cultural historian Kim 

C. Sturgess argues that, even as a rejection of England was the defining trait of American 

nationalism, by the beginning of the nineteenth century, citizens of the United States had 

already begun to appropriate Shakespeare ―to the cause of creating a unifying American 

heritage.‖ 98 Shakespeare‘s plays, she argues, not only became ubiquitous texts held in 

common by most white Americans, but were also conscripted into negotiating what, 

precisely, being ―American‖ meant. In the United States, Kean‘s status as the world‘s 

single most recognizable Shakespearian actor and his close association with the roles he 

played captured the attention of journalists and thrust him into wider debates over what 

was and was not American.  

What the controversy over Kean‘s refusal to perform reveals, then, is what the 

participants in these wider cultural discussions understood to be the defining 

characteristics of American identity. For the white journalists who derided Kean as 
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Richard III, the American identity from which they sought to exclude the offending actor 

was founded on a mythical egalitarianism that they understood in opposition to both an 

English hereditary aristocracy and a domestic enslaved population marked by racial 

difference. For Noah, whose religious otherness imperiled his inclusion in dominant 

culture, American identity was a construct, the terms of which needed to be constantly 

negotiated. Ultimately, both the prevailing marginalizing attacks against this English 

actor and Noah‘s Americanizing defense show that Kean‘s fame and notoriety made him 

more than just an entertainer for United States newspapers: he was a malleable metaphor 

through which Early Republican journalists could negotiate the limits of American 

citizenship.  

 While Edmund Kean‘s presence in the United States ended with his last North 

American tour in 1825, his influence did not. In 1821, while performing in Albany, Kean 

shared the stage with a young American actor by the name of Edwin Forrest. The young 

actor was thrilled by Kean‘s mercurial style and working-class beginnings, and set out to 

emulate the English tragedian. Five years earlier, in what might now be regarded as a 

curious coincidence, another young actor by the name of William Charles Macready 

looked up from the stage during his debut at Drury Lane and was alarmed to see his 

theatrical hero, Edmund Kean, staring back at him from one of the boxes. Both of these 

young actors modeled their styles after the older actor, and each would be hailed in his 
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respective country as his legitimate successor.
99

 When Macready and Forrest crossed 

paths, journalists in the United States once again expressed anxiety that the English 

lacked respect for their young nation. This time, however, the response to the English 

visitor in the United States was sharply divided along class lines: to social elites, 

Macready represented a theatrical ideal to which American theatre should aspire; to 

working-class theatre goers, he represented the oppressive elitism of an Anglophilic 

upper-class. The rivalry between these two actors represented a conflict over whether 

popular or elite interests should define American culture, and would eventually culminate 

in one of the most notorious riots in the history of the United States. 
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Chapter Three 

Shall Americans or English Rule in this City?: William Charles 

Macready and the Astor Place Riot 

 

On Saturday, May 12, 1849 shocking news of violence and death dominated the 

headlines in the New York Weekly Herald:  

 

DREADFUL RIOT AND BLOODSHED 
AT THE  

ASTOR PLACE THEATRE! 
THE M ILITARY CALLED OUT. 

FIRING ON THE PEOPLE! 
AWFUL SACRIFICE OF LIFE. 

 

The city was in shock. Two nights earlier, on May 10, a rivalry between two actors—the 

American Edwin Forrest and the English William C. Macready—had culminated in what 

has since become the most infamous theatre riot in American history. 100 The animosity 

between the two actors was intense, and stretched back at least three years to Forrest‘s 

second European tour, when he came to blame Macready for professional obstacles he 

encountered in England. When Forrest loudly hissed Macready during a performance of 

Hamlet in Edinburgh, it cemented what would become an enduring, and very public, 

mutual hatred.101 When Macready revealed that he would be coming to New York as part 

of his 1848-1849 farewell tour of the United States, Forrest—who was engaged at the 

Broadway Theatre—prepared a performance of Macbeth to coincide with Macready‘s 

opening in the same role.  
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On the night of the riot—Thursday, May 10, 1849—trouble was expected at the 

Astor Place Opera House, though no one knew the extent of the events that were about to 

unfold. Two nights before, Forrest‘s rabble-rousing supporters had invaded the Opera 

House to disrupt Macready‘s opening, and on the morning of the 10
th

 a group calling 

themselves the ―American Committee‖ had erected placards in the area, decrying what 

they anticipated would be attempts by the theatre management to hinder the ―lawful 

rights‖ of ―working men,‖ and urging these last not to stand for the infringement. By the 

time the curtain rose that night, the house was packed. Those who were unable to obtain 

admission congregated outside, and by seven thirty that night, such a large crowd had 

assembled outside the theatre, that ―the square and street from Broadway to the Bowery 

were nearly full.‖ Anticipating an invasion, the management of the Opera House fortified 

the theatre by boarding over the windows, and barricading all superfluous doors. As 

curtain time approached, the police were already on hand.102  

By the time the curtain rose, chaos reigned at Astor Place, though the worst of the 

disturbances remained outside the Opera House.103 The mob surrounding the theatre had 

swelled to over ten thousand, and their shouts of ―Down with Macready!‖ and ―Burn the 

damned den of the Aristocracy!‖ were deafening.104 Someone threw a rock, smashing a 

window, and the discovery of a large pile of cobblestones left from a paving project 

provided the crowd with ample ammunition. By eight o‘clock the police, unsure how 
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much longer they could hold back the mob, had sent for the military. The troops arrived 

half an hour later.105 In an attempt to quiet the crowd, the soldiers fired a volley over their 

heads. For a moment it worked but the crowd—many under the mistaken belief that the 

shots were blanks—soon pressed forward again. The second volley killed twenty-two 

people, many of them bystanders.106 

But while the ―riot and bloodshed‖ literally played out in the streets of New York, 

the Astor Place riot was, at its core, a media event. The public was privy to the rivalry 

between Forrest and Macready primarily because of the newspaper coverage it received, 

and substantially more people experienced the riot in print than in person. While the 

crowd outside the theatre that night reached ten thousand, the regular circulation of the 

New York Herald alone was roughly five times that number.107 Since the Herald was one 

of many publications, and more than one person usually read a given copy, the actual 

number who read reports of the violence would have been much larger.108 In the wake of 

the riot, news reached other cities rapidly by train and telegraph—the first reports of the 

riot appeared in Boston newspapers only a day later than those in New York. These 

widely disseminated reports not only informed readers about what had happened, but 

they also arranged the events into narratives, arguments, and opinions that shaped the 
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ways that readers interpreted them. The events leading up to and surrounding the Astor 

Place riot happened in the theatre and the streets; they signified in newspapers. 

The same day that it brought news of the ―Dreadful Riot‖ at the Opera House, the 

Herald also drew its readers‘ attention to a second conflict, internal strife among various 

factions of the city‘s Whig party. An editorial—most likely the work of editor James 

Gordon Bennett—that reported on the political squabbling also offered a snapshot of 

international violence and instability.  

Revolution—revolt—rebellion—confusion and fury—these are the order 

of the day. For some time past we have been called to make a record of 

insurrection and blood at Paris, Vienna, Berlin, Rome, and Milan, on the 

old continent; and, recently, at Montreal and various other places in the 

new world. But now we have symptoms of a most dreadful riot, a 

rebellion among the elements of the whig [sic] party….109 

 

Appearing, as it did, in the same issue that reported the previous night‘s chaos of death 

and tragedy to a traumatized citizenry, it was a tasteless piece of satire. And yet, despite 

the gaucheness of using the recent loss of life and property to take a shot at a rival 

political party, Bennett‘s commentary nonetheless provides a surprisingly apt cross-

section of how the New York press was making sense of the violence: as a 

socioeconomic conflict between working-class Democrats and wealthy Whigs; a 

proletariat revolution in the spirit of the previous year‘s uprisings on the European 

continent; and as part of a larger pattern of attacks on North American political 

institutions and social stability, typified by the recent riot that destroyed the Lower 

Canadian Parliament in Montreal. 
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The newspaper coverage following the Astor Place theatre riot positioned both the 

violence and the rivalry that triggered it within a larger narrative of global unrest and 

revolution. In this chapter, I first examine newspaper accounts that describe Forrest and 

Macready‟s acting styles and public personas, and argue that their artistic approaches 

affiliated the actors with working-class Democrats and elite Whigs respectively in a 

manner that would later encourage journalists to cast the actors in New York‟s prevailing 

narratives of class and political conflict. I then examine the post-riot coverage of two 

New York papers in particular: the populist Herald, and the progressive Tribune. The 

Herald‟s reproduction of speeches given after the riot—themselves political 

performances—echoed Forrest‟s heroic melodramas and encouraged readers to see the 

riot as the opening salvos of an exciting proletariat revolution. In contrast to the Herald, 

the Tribune placed its readers inside the theatre on the night of the riot. Drawing parallels 

between the violence at the Opera House with the recent riot in Montreal, the Tribune 

cast the same event as a frightening assault on polite society. While these two papers 

positioned their audiences in remarkably different ways—the Herald aligning its readers 

with the outraged masses, and the Tribune asking them to empathize with besieged 

elites—they both positioned the riot itself within global narratives of proletariat revolt. 

Together, these descriptions of the sparring actors and the riot they inspired suggest a 

new interpretation of how New Yorkers made sense of the violence in their city: as an 

expression of international class conflict in a shrinking world. 
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GO AHEAD, SPRING CHICKENS!: MACREADY, FORREST AND PARTY POLITICS 

In the wake of the Astor Place riot, shocked journalists across the northeastern 

United States struggled to make sense of the tragedy that had unfolded in New York. 

Twenty-two people were dead, and more were wounded. ―And for what?‖ a writer for the 

Boston Traveler asked,  

Because respectable men and newspaper editors have seen fit to dignify 

the paltry quarrel of two actors, jealous of each other‘s reputation, with 

their notice and partisanship. If these respectable gentlemen had suffered 

Macready and Forrest to do their own quarrelling, it would have been 

confined to its proper precincts—the green room and the play-house.110 

 

It was a prescient observation, and one echoed by numerous other observers: by giving 

constant attention to the actors, and by taking sides in their quarrel, newspapers had 

inflated a personal disagreement into a national contest of catastrophic proportions. By 

printing descriptions of the actors and their performance styles that aligned them with 

warring factions, newspapers encouraged Forrest‘s followers to cast him and Macready 

as hero and villain respectively. Later, by configuring the conflict as an international 

contest that would be decided by audiences, newspapers created a sense of political 

urgency that motivated Forrest‘s supporters to take action. The news coverage, in 

essence, created the story. 

Like most controversies in this period, both the Astor Place riot and the rivalry 

that led up to it were inextricably enmeshed in the era‘s divisive party politics. In the 

mid-nineteenth century, the American political landscape was dominated by two primary 
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political factions: the populist Democrats—which had emerged under the leadership of 

Andrew Jackson and are often referred to as the ―Jacksonian Democrats‖ to differentiate 

them from the earlier Democratic-Republicans—and the progressive Whigs. While both 

parties saw themselves as the legitimate heirs to the founding fathers‘ republican ideals, 

they espoused markedly different political philosophies that appealed to different 

segments of the electorate. As a result, although the two parties drew supporters from a 

variety of economic positions, each tended to favor different class interests. The 

Democrats garnered their greatest support from the working-class, largely because of 

their belief that government should bow to the will of the masses.111 The Whigs, who 

believed that the masses should follow the guidance of economic and intellectual elites, 

found favor among New York‘s growing class of merchants, professionals and 

industrialists, as well as with New England‘s political establishment.  

The key philosophical difference between Whigs and Democrats in this era 

stemmed from their different interpretations of republicanism. Rejecting the Early 

Republican belief in a ―natural aristocracy‖ that was innately more fit to govern than the 

masses, Jackson and his followers believed that following the will of the majority would 

always lead to the greatest good. Embracing a moral law of averages, Jackson believed 

that while what he termed ―the predatory portion of the community‖ might become 

corrupted and conspire together in their desire for power or wealth, the majority of the 
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base in New York was significantly working-class, it should be noted that the party leadership tended to be 

more affluent.  
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population could be trusted to remain honest. The result was a political philosophy that 

privileged the will of the masses as inherently good, and that was profoundly mistrustful 

of what Jackson and his followers termed minority interests.112 But whereas Democrats 

believed that following the will of the people was the best way to promote the greater 

good, their Whig counterparts feared that this type of populism would have a dangerously 

destabilizing effect. Far from trusting the majority to determine the best course of action, 

Whigs believed that the loss of a central authority that this type of popular democracy 

represented would result in a fragmented society that privileged individual interests over 

social responsibility, and that would eventually degenerate into mob rule. Instead, Whigs 

returned to a belief in rule by the most talented and virtuous, and tended to embrace an 

evangelical view of moral reform as a means of inoculating a self-governing people 

against the excesses of liberty.113 

Because they held these different views of leadership and populism, Whigs tended 

to favor social improvement—including temperance and abolition—through strong 

leadership whereas Democrats feared that such attempts would translate into the tyranny 

of an elite minority over the liberties of the masses. As political historian Harry L. 

Watson explains,  

The Democrats saw themselves as the party of liberty, while the Whigs 

claimed to be the party of improvement. Whether the subject was a bank, a 

road or a school for the deaf, Whigs usually lined up in favor of a 
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systematic program for social uplift, while Democrats worried that such 

projects might limit personal freedom or serve paternalistic purposes.114  

 

This tension between uplift and liberty that Watson describes was particularly 

pronounced because many rank and file Democrats came from working-class 

backgrounds, and often found themselves on the receiving end of the well meaning 

bourgeois Whig initiatives. As a result, Whigs and Democrats viewed each other with 

mutual distrust. 

These disparate moral views had direct implications for how Whigs and 

Democrats approached intellectual and artistic matters. While Whigs tended to value 

intellectualism and refinement as cultural indicators of social uplift, Democrats viewed 

these attributes as marks of ineffectual and impractical effeminacy. According to 

historian David G. Pugh, both working-class Democrats of the Jacksonian era and their 

Gilded Age successors held in contempt, ―educated, cultivated men who professed high 

ideals regardless of the social, political, and economic realities around them,‖ who lived 

―above the necessity of hard labor,‖ and who, therefore, ―were quick to point out their 

own purity and to push what they felt should be society‘s.‖115 Given this split, matters of 

culture and taste were ripe sources for political conflict: upper-class artistic tastes were, 

especially in the eyes of working-class Democrats, bound up in the same problems of 

uplift and paternalism that lay at the heart of their hostility towards their upper-class 

Whig counterparts. 
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This politically inflected cultural divide between working-class Democrats and 

elite Whigs shaped either group‘s opinions of Macready. Well before the two parties had 

formed, American press accounts of Macready framed him in a way that would later 

appeal to the Whig desire for uplift and improvement, but that would, in consequence, 

run afoul of the Democrat worship of equality. Since the majority of Edwin Forrest‘s 

fans—like their theatrical hero—supported the Democratic Party, Macready‘s Whig-

aligned popular image in American newspapers imbued the stars‘ rivalry with explosive 

political undertones.116 Ultimately, these accounts in United States newspapers 

politicized Macready‘s image, thereby increasing their readers‘ investment in the actors‘ 

squabble. 

On October 7, 1826, the eve of his first American tour, the New York Mirror 

reported on Macready‘s farewell appearance in Birmingham, England. In addition to an 

account of Macready‘s curtain speech, the piece also reproduces a biographical profile of 

the actor that originally appeared in the National Advocate.117 Although this article was 

written well before Macready came into conflict with Edwin Forrest, it nonetheless 

reflects the popular reputation that followed the tragedian throughout this and subsequent 

American tours: changing political contexts might have altered how portions of the 

American public felt about Macready, but descriptions of the actor‘s life and performance 

style remained relatively consistent. As a whole, the article indicates that Macready was 
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such a politically divisive figure because his public persona and acting style aligned him 

with intellectual and social elitism, rendering him presumptively suspect to Forrest‘s fan 

base of working-class Democrats.118  

Like many observers, the correspondent who wrote this profile for the National 

Advocate characterizes Macready as an intellectual actor, and one who was ―in the front 

line of his profession, and in his own peculiar walk decidedly of the head of it.‖119 His 

acting, the correspondent writes, was thoroughly original, and yet influenced by his being 

―acquainted, by study, with the traditional style of the great performers of the past age.‖ 

Macready‘s intellectual style was particularly evident in his performances of 

Shakespeare‘s tragic heroes. The correspondent describes Macready‘s Hamlet, for 

example, as ―a noble piece of philosophic melancholy‖ and his Richard III as being ―in 

union with the dramatic and historical character of that monarch.‖ Macready‘s tragic 

roles were rooted in an academic perfectionism that would have resonated with the Whig 

taste for improvement, progress and uplift.120 

 This resonance would have been particularly pronounced given the perception 

that Macready sought not only to perfect his own acting, but to improve the quality of 

theatre as a whole, often in defiance of popular tastes. Macready stood by his more 

thoroughly researched interpretation of Richard III, for example, even though, as the 

writer of this article concedes, it ―has not been so popular as that of Kean.‖ Similarly to 
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his attempts to create a more accurate performance of the hunchbacked tyrant, Macready 

also sought to bring the text of the play in line with Shakespeare‘s original writing. This 

attempt, however, met with public resistance because, the correspondent reports, ―the 

prejudices and aspersions of the public were too confirmedly in favour [sic] of Cibber‘s 

alterations, to be removed.‖121 Thus unconcerned with the tastes of the masses in his 

attempts to improve the state of the theatre, Macready would have been as anathema to 

the Democrat belief that the will of the people was the arbiter of truth and good 

judgment, as he was the embodiment of the Whig desire for uplift. 

An article that ran in the Boston Atlas in the wake of the riot, and that was later 

reproduced in the Weekly Herald, echoes the Advocate‘s earlier assessment of Macready 

as an intellectual actor, and argues that his elitist image was a contributing factor in the 

riot. In its description of Macready, the Atlas reports that the English actor  

…is identified in the public mind as one who has little sympathy with the 

masses. He is an intellectual actor, a gentleman of most fastidious taste 

who never plays to win the applause of the unthinking. There is a frigidity 

and coldness about his manner which rather repels than courts 

sympathy.122 

 

Like the 1826 National Advocate profile of Macready, the Atlas article characterizes 

Macready as an intellectual actor. But while in the 1826 article treated his cerebral 

approach to performance as relatively uncomplicated grounds for praise, the 1849 article 

treats the same quality as a dangerous affront to the American masses.  
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While ultimately more sympathetic to Macready‘s followers than Forrest‘s, the 

description of the English actor nonetheless suggests a culture that saw the intelligentsia 

and the people as mutually exclusive and locked in a struggle for ascendancy. While the 

article does not make an overt statement of causality, it nonetheless implies that 

Macready lacks sympathy for the masses precisely because he is an ―intellectual‖ with 

―fastidious tastes,‖ or more precisely as a result of the ―frigidity and coldness‖ that these 

aspects of his character engender. The article similarly conflates ―the masses‖ with ―the 

unthinking.‖ Implicitly, the article divides the population into two mutually exclusive 

categories: the feeling masses and the thinking few. In so doing, it presents a view of 

intellectualism as fundamentally opposed to the democratic will of the people.123 

These conflations are consistent with what historian Richard Hofstadter describes 

as the ―set of fictional and wholly abstract antagonisms‖ that have historically shaped 

pervasive American attitudes to intellectualism and intellectuals. In addition to being 

placed in opposition to practicality and good character, Hofstadter argues, ―Intellect is 

pitted against feeling, on the ground that it is somehow inconsistent with warm 

emotion… [and] against democracy, since intellect is felt to be a form of distinction that 

defies egalitarianism.‖124 Intellectuals like Macready were, by definition, distinct and 

aloof from the American people. And since reason was antithetical to sympathy or 

warmth, it was a cultural divide that could never be bridged. 
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Perhaps unsurprisingly, given this supposedly antipodal relationship between 

intellectualism and democratic egalitarianism, the Atlas’ description of Macready also 

conflates intellectualism with economic elitism. The author of this piece divides the 

people of New York into ―two distinct classes of people, whose opinions, tastes, and 

manner of life are almost diametrically opposed.‖125 First, there are the wealthy classes, 

―who sustain with their presence the Italian opera‖ in a venue that required its patrons to 

come ―in full dress and with white kids.‖ Opposing them are the Bowery Boys who 

prefer to ―witness the performance of highly wrought melo-drama [sic], in their red 

shirts, and with their pockets filled with pea-nuts [sic] and pig-tail.‖ Here the author 

juxtaposes descriptions of clothing denotative of the wearers‘ socio-economic class with 

descriptions of performances that evoke different levels of intellectual engagement—

those who wear white gloves can appreciate opera in a foreign language: those who wear 

red shirts (without jackets, apparently), their pockets filled with messy food, prefer the 

emotionally charged, and therefore less intellectual, pleasures of ―highly wrought‖ 

melodrama.126  

This conflation of intellectualism with wealth is reasonably consistent with the 

pervasive anti-intellectual attitudes of the age. To many in this period, intellectualism was 

useless, and therefore largely an upper-class indulgence. According to Hofstadter, in the 

nineteenth century ―it was assumed that schooling existed not to cultivate certain 

distinctive qualities of mind but to make personal advancement possible. For this 
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purpose, an immediate engagement with the practical tasks of life was held to be more 

usefully educative, whereas intellectual and cultural pursuits were called unworldly, 

unmasculine, and impractical.‖127 Although in this particular passage, Hofstadter is 

referring to the business-driven practicality of the Gilded Age, the Jacksonian suspicion 

of the intellect was grounded in similar principles: practical knowledge aided 

productivity and advancement, and was therefore useful and manly; elevated intellectual 

matters did not have immediate practical applications, and were therefore leisurely 

pursuits that suggested effeminate or aristocratic idleness. 

In the Jacksonian era, this focus on practicality that rendered intellectuals suspect 

had a gendered and distinctly class-based inflection. The worship of practicality was 

particularly pronounced among the working-class youths known as the ―Bowery Boys,‖ 

few of whom had any formal education. Valuing the type of learning that was useful to 

them, they disdained intellectualism as a vain pursuit of the wealthy and espoused the 

practical knowledge they needed to perform their jobs, if they were fortunate, or to 

survive on the streets if they weren‘t.128 In the milieu of Jacksonian class conflict, 

Democrats saw practicality and productivity as the province of working American men, 

while intellectual pursuits belonged in the sphere of a European style of aristocratic 

power and privilege. Furthermore, since working-class white males of this era saw 

industriousness and physical vigor as the defining characteristics of manliness, pursuing 
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quiet, introspective activities that had no immediate economic value invited suspicions of 

effeminacy.129 Intellectuals were not, to Jacksonian Democrats, merely idle, they were 

less American and less masculine than their more practical counterparts. 

For working-class Democrats, Macready‟s cerebral style not only aligned him 

with an effete and useless social elite, it also made him a convenient foil for their 

theatrical hero, Edwin Forrest. Eschewing the refined intellectualism that characterized 

Macready‟s performances, Forrest was a physically imposing actor whose acting style 

was defined by strength, vigor, intensity, and a broad, popular, masculinity that endeared 

him to working-class Bowery audiences. In a description typical of journalistic 

descriptions of the actor, an 1836 article in Atkinson’s Saturday Evening Post described 

Forrest as being “in person most remarkable for symmetrical, but somewhat Herculean 

proportions” with a head “finely set” on a neck that was “a pillar of strength.” 

Capitalizing on his physicality, Forrest attacked his roles with “an athletic style,” and 

imbued his intensely physical performances with a corresponding “tremendous force” of 

emotion. As the article presciently observes “the physical, rather than the intellectual, 

predominates all he does.” 130 

But Forrest‟s appeal came from more than his hypermasculine physicality: he also 

approached his roles with an iconoclastic disregard for tradition and training that would 

have further cemented his appeal among working-class males who valued independence 

and rejected intellectual endeavors as useless and effete. Rather than following 
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established acting traditions, the article notes, “Mr. Forrest is wholly unlike any of the 

great masters of our stage, and… we do not know any characters in our high drama, 

wherein we should be inclined to anticipate any remarkable success on his part.” His 

voice, similarly, had a “fine flavor [sic] of the backwoods,” and was marked by natural 

power rather than training or tradition. Lacking the subtleties of a trained actor, Forrest 

possessed a voice that was, “of a two fold [sic] kind—deep, rich and powerful, naturally 

from the chest, and high and thin coming from the throat,” but lacking vocal training, he 

could not transition pleasantly between the two.131 Eschewing tradition or refinement in 

favor of imposing physicality and rough, masculine vigor, Forrest‟s acting was an 

enactment of working-class masculinity and iconoclasm.  

The article further suggests that even Forrest‟s physical features themselves were 

iconoclastic: despite suggesting he could model for a sculpture of Hercules, the article 

says that his facial features are “marked, but by no means of a classical cast, nor are they 

well suited for histrionic effect. Under strong excitement they cut or contract into sharp 

angularities, which cannot harmonise [sic] with the grand in passion.” In essence, while 

Forrest‟s features are highly expressive, his passion and roughness contravene the 

refinement and grandeur the author associates with classical acting. Untrained and 

unrefined, Forrest was not an actor for the artistic connoisseur. “Subtleties of passion—

passion highly spiritualized,” the author explains “would… utterly baffle him; while to 

the broad feelings which are the foundation of all hearts, he can impart an extraordinary 
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power.” Forrest was unsuited to taking his performances to lofty intellectual heights: he 

was an emotional actor for the common man.132 

Leading up to the riot, then, newspaper accounts of the two actors configured 

them in such a way that Bowery Boy Democrats could easily cast Macready as the effete 

and authoritarian villain to Forrest‘s manly, freedom-loving hero. It was an explosive 

dichotomy, and one that became even more dangerous when newspapers supporting 

Forrest began to frame the rivalry as a question of national importance. The prime 

example of this nationalizing tendency is the article ―More About McReady‖ [sic], that 

first ran in the Boston Mail on October 30, 1848, and that Macready himself circulated, 

along with a rebuttal, in New York as part of his Replies from England a few days before 

the riot. Originally published to coincide with Macready‘s Boston opening, the article 

condemns the English actor for interfering with Forrest‘s success during his second 

European tour, an offence the author describes, not only as a transgression against 

Forrest, but rather as more serious ―Abuse of Americans.‖133  

Forrest was, the Mail article reminds its readers, the ―American Tragedian,‖ by 

the acclamation of ―[e]very American born man‖ and, when Forrest performed in 

England ―they were anxiously interested in his success.‖ To this journalist, Forrest‘s 

popularity had made him the cultural representative of the American masses. His 1846 

European tour was, consequently, a matter of national pride, the young nation‘s theatrical 
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debut on foreign stages. As such, the American public was duty bound to support him 

through whatever power they possessed. ―Every true American,‖ he writes, ―takes a pride 

in that which represents his country‘s interests, industry, and enterprise… and the strong 

arm of his power will protect it in every clime.‖134 The Boston Mail, then, provided its 

readers with two clear options: protect their national interests by defending Forrest, or 

relinquish any claim to being ―true‖ Americans. 

A piece that appeared in the Herald on April 4 indicates articles that supported 

Forrest, including ―More about Macready,‖ had in fact succeeded in nationalizing the 

actors‘ rivalry. Describing the anticipated conflict between Forrest‘s supporters and 

Macready‘s, it explains, ―A dispute between two rival actors—one born in England and 

the other in America—is made a national question, and made to turn on national 

grounds.‖135 The article as a whole is thick with dismissive hyperbole, but expresses real 

concerns despite its sarcasm. While it might be critical of those who had turned the 

rivalry into a national concern based on the accident of the principles‘ births, it 

nonetheless concedes that it had become so.  

Even this nationalizing of the rivalry would have been relatively harmless, 

however, if the press had not invited the participation of its readers. It was a dangerous 

suggestion that would eventually draw protesters to the theatre, and that culminated in the 

violence on May 10, 1849. Newspapers in the northeastern United States routinely cast 

the rivalry between Macready and Forrest as a contest that would be decided by the 
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American public. When the two actors crossed paths in Philadelphia in November 1848, 

for example, the Public Ledger commented that, ―This evening commences a week of 

theatrical rivalry…. Macready has to contend with age. Forrest is in the prime of a 

vigorous and robust manhood. Each appears this evening in the character of Macbeth.‖136 

Similar arguments appeared in New York in the spring of 1849. Whenever the actors 

were to appear in the same city, newspapers characterized their simultaneous 

performances as a competition, a rhetorical slant that would have encouraged the public 

to take sides. 

The New York Herald was particularly fond of making such competitive 

allusions.137 On March 24
th

, for example, it suggested that Forrest and Macready have 

each taken up the role of ―a literary prizefighter in the columns of suffering newspapers,‖ 

and that ―every independent thinker will form his own opinion.‖138 On April 4, soon after 

Macready announced his return engagement in New York, the Herald indicated that the 

contest begun in newspapers, would end in the theatre. While this editorial piece was 

primarily expressing weariness with a controversy that had become tiresome, as well as 

hope that ―hereafter, sensible people will allow rival actors to fight out heir quarrels by 

themselves,‖ it nonetheless presumes that the matter will be decided by ―the friends and 

backers of the respective rivals… [who] are determined to fight it out on the issue.‖ The 

article ends by calling for what it hopes will be the definitive end to the conflict: ―Let us 
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have a fair fight and fair play. Go ahead, spring chickens! Never say ‗die,‘ old boys! And 

‗damned be he who first cries hold enough!‘‖139 While this call to arms is thickly 

sarcastic, it nonetheless creates the impression that the matter is building to a climax and 

that it will be decided—and decisively so—by the fans of the two actors who would soon 

crowd in at Macready‘s upcoming performance. As Macready‘s arrival neared, the 

Herald made one further remark that called on the public to arbitrate the dispute. On 

April 24 it suggested that ―the public will, therefore, have the privilege of bestowing their 

patronage upon the one or the other, as they see fit.‖140 For those who felt invested in the 

contest, particularly those who believed in the national implications of the struggle, the 

Herald created a sense of urgency, suggesting that the battle was looming and that failing 

to attend would cede the contest to the other side. 

The press coverage of Macready, then, had put the actor in a very dangerous 

position. By emphasizing his intellectualism, status, and refinement in early profiles of 

the actor, the press had aligned Macready with Whig interests, rendering him 

presumptively suspect among fiercely nationalistic working-class Democrats. When 

Macready came into conflict with their beloved Forrest, this segment of the population 

was primed to accept arguments that presented the rivalry as a national issue, and that 

encouraged them to intervene on behalf of their national honor. American newspapers 

made Macready a villain, and then told their audience it was their duty to defeat him. 
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INSURRECTION AND BLOOD: THE ASTOR PLACE RIOT AS REVOLUTION 

The day after the riot, handbills had appeared around the city announcing a protest 

meeting to be held that night at City Hall. Some were straightforward, and merely 

announced the time and place that those ―opposed to the destruction of human life are 

requested to assemble… to express public opinion.‖141 Others, including this one 

reproduced in the Herald, had a distinctly provocative character. Later identified as the 

work of riot instigator Isaiah Rynders, the handbill proclaimed: 

AMERICANS! 

Arouse! The Great Crisis 

Has Come!! 

Decide now whether English 

ARISTOCRATS!! 

and 

FOREIGN RULE! 

Shall Triumph in this 

AMERICA‘S METROPOLIS, 

or whether her own 

SONS 

whose fathers once compelled the base-born miscreants to 

succumb, shall meanly lick the hand that strikes, and 

allow themselves to be deprived of the liberty of  

opinion—so dear to the American heart. 

AMERICANS!! 

 Come out! and dare to own yourselves sons of the true hearts of ‗76 142   

 

By the time the meeting convened at six o‟clock, City Hall Park was bustling with 

activity. An “immense” crowd, the Herald reported, “was assembled together long before 

the hour of the meeting,” and despite the incendiary tone of the notices, the heightened 
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emotions of the occasion were “tempered with a calm, orderly patience.”143 After the 

appointment of a chairperson, and the reading of resolutions condemning city authorities 

for calling in the military to suppress the riot, Isaiah Rynders took the podium, and 

delivered an address calculated to arouse the audience against the city‟s leaders‟ cold 

indifference in allowing the military to open fire on the rioters. A second speech, given 

by rival Bowery gang leader Mike Walsh, echoed Rynders‟ arguments and aimed to 

incite the crowd to revolutionary violence. 

When Walsh and Rynders made these speeches, they were addressing a dual 

audience: those physically present at City Hall Park, and the larger public who would 

read accounts of their addresses the following day in newspapers like the Herald. To this 

end, both speakers drew on Macready‟s reputation as an aristocratic villain and crafted 

political performances that evoked both the rhetoric of Forrest‟s melodramas and the 

narratives of European revolutions that routinely appeared in newspapers. In reproducing 

these arguments, the Herald rhetorically positioned its readers in the crowd of these 

speeches that depicted Macready as a foreign pet of repressive social elites, thereby 

validating Rynders and Walsh‟s viewpoints. Together, both the delivery of these 

addresses and their subsequent publication encouraged those New Yorkers who 

constituted a shared audience for the New York Herald and the performances of Edwin 

Forrest to see the riot as the opening salvos of an exciting proletariat revolution. 
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Much like theatrical audiences, newspapers and their readers were divided along 

political lines. Whether a paper favored Whigs or Democrats largely determined whether 

it interpreted the Astor Place riot as a dangerous attack on legitimate cultural authority or 

an unavoidable popular response to anti-democratic elitism. Although the Herald did not 

officially support any particular party, its editor—James Gordon Bennett—did share the 

Democrats‟ political ideals, and his beliefs shaped his editorial policy.144 According to 

media historian Frank L. Mott, Bennett “sincerely believed in the doctrine vox populi vox 

dei [the voice of the people is the voice of God.]”145 As Bennett wrote when he began the 

Herald: “An editor must always be with the people—think with them—feel with them—

and he need fear nothing, he will always be right—always be strong—always popular—

always free.”146 It was a political perspective that echoed the Jacksonian belief that 

following the will of the masses was the surest route to moral certainty. In practice, this 

editorial philosophy translated into a broad populism, a focus on crime, violence and 

other sensational stories, a bold style that pushed the bounds of and an exceptionally 

popular paper. By 1850 the Herald would have a regular circulation of over 50,000 

readers.147  

The Herald‘s approach to covering both the riot and the ensuing events reflected 

this broadly populist editorial mandate. While the Herald did not condone violence, its 

post-riot coverage remained relatively sympathetic towards the protestors, and would 
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have appealed to Forrest‘s fan base of working-class males. For example, in an editorial 

discussion of the causes of the riot—most likely from Bennett‘s pen—the Herald 

provided a sympathetic commentary that minimized the role of Forrest and his supporters 

in sparking the violence, rebutting suggestions that he had any part in purposely 

instigating the riot and instead blaming any poor judgment on his part to being pushed 

beyond his limits by Macready‘s pomposity and the machinations of London elites. The 

same article even lent some measured support to the rioters themselves, noting that ―since 

the days of the ‗b‘hoys‘ of Athens attempted to settle the business of Mr. 

McAristophanes for his attack on their favorite Cleon, theatrical audiences in all 

countries have assumed the right of expressing their sovereign wrath and displeasure.‖ 

While the writer concedes that audiences engaging in this type of destruction ―have been 

very naughty, and generally look silly enough when they wake up the next morning,‖ he 

nonetheless minimizes the audience‘s behavior as an excessive expression of opinions 

that were otherwise legitimate.148 

But of all the Herald‟s coverage of the Astor Place riot and its aftermath, none so 

clearly demonstrated the paper‟s sympathies towards Forrest‟s working-class audiences 

as the detailed account it provided of a post-riot meeting held in City Hall Park on May 

11, 1849. The Herald‟s coverage of this meeting was, like its discussion of the riot‟s 

causes, respectful of the working-class population‟s right to assemble and express their 

opinions. Describing the crowd as “an immense number of citizens of the greatest 
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respectability in demeanor, deportment and appearance,” the Herald provided a verbatim 

account of the speeches and proceedings.149 By providing a sympathetic narrative from 

the perspective of one of these assembled masses and by reproducing the arguments of 

the meeting leaders, Isaiah Rynders and Mike Walsh, the Herald metaphorically 

positioned its readers within the crowd, and implicitly endorsed the sentiments and the 

melodramatic narrative they expressed. 

Isaiah Rynders was a ruffian, a saloon owner, a gang leader, a nativist bully, and a 

Democrat. Although he had been admitted to Tammany Hall'sgeneral committee as a 

reward for aiding in the election of James Polk, he was far from being a mainline member 

of the party.150 As leader of the Empire Club, a nativist political organization/street gang, 

Rynders' contributions to the Democrats in the 1840s consisted largely of mobilizing his 

thugs to beat up Whigs and stuff ballot boxes.151 A rabble-rouser with a flair for theatrics, 

Rynders would later be indicted for his role in inciting the Astor Place riot.152 His role in 

the aftermath of the violence was no less agitational. During his address at City Hall Park 

the day after the riot, Rynders repeatedly reminded the crowd that he did not advocate 

violence and yet his rhetoric was intentionally inflammatory, and continually equated 

Macready and his supporters with the decadence and despotism of England.  
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Drawing on Macready‘s established reputation for snobbishness and his 

popularity among New York‘s social elites, Rynders explains to his audience that those 

working-class New Yorkers killed at the riot were ―murdered‖ in order to 

please the aristocracy of the city at the expense of the lives of inoffending 

[sic] citizens—to please an aristocratic Englishman, backed by a few 

sycophantic Americans. It was more important to these aristocrats that Mr. 

Macready, an English-Irishman, should play before them, and that they 

should be amused by him for a short hour, than that they should prevent a 

riot.153 

 

By referring to Macready and his supporters as the ―aristocracy‖ and casting the mayor‘s 

decision to call in the military as a capricious willingness to kill working-class Americans 

to protect the leisure of elites, Rynders conflates both the actor and his upper-class 

supporters with the structures of class and privilege against which their revolutionary 

ancestors had rebelled.  

 But to Rynders, such aristocratic privilege was not only unjust, it was un-

American: according to Rynders, economic inequality was synonymous with 

Englishness. Rynders underscores this conflation of Englishness and economic snobbery 

when he remarks: ―I was not hostile to Macready because he was an Englishman, but 

because he was full of his country‘s prejudices.‖154 Here Rynders engages in some fancy 

rhetorical footwork: he was not opposed to the English, but only to elitism. Such 

snobbery was, however, a presumptively English trait. That the city authorities‘ decision 

to bow to the whims of aristocratic Americans and that these whims included the 
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accommodation of an elitist actor were symptoms of the same problem: upper-class 

Americans were too English in both their artistic tastes and their political sensibilities. 

Support for Macready among the city‘s social elites and civic leaders proved that their 

authority represented the last vestiges of English imperialism on American soil.  

When Rynders conflated domestic authorities with foreign aristocratic privilege, 

was doing more than just aligning his opponents with the historical enemy of the United 

States‘ revolutionary past: he was also tapping into melodramatic narratives that would 

have been immediately recognizable to the working-class audiences that frequented 

Forrest‘s performances. As one journalist described in the wake of the riot: 

Forrest had long been the pet of the Bowery boys. His prize plays are 

suited to their tastes, and the characters of Cade, Spartacus, and Metamora 

are, to their minds, the beaux ideals of what a stage hero should be. In 

each of these plays, Mr. Forrest appears as the champion of the masses—

as one who is oppressed and ground down by the iron heel of tyranny and 

despotism.155 

 

Forrest‘s most popular plays, including Jack Cade, The Gladiator (which he was 

performing on the night of the riot,) and Metamora, all used historical examples of 

tyrannical rule as vehicles to teach Democratic ideals, particularly the primacy of the 

popular will over elite social control. As the most prominent examples of a form Bruce 

McConachie terms ―heroic melodrama,‖ each of these plays was the story of a 

charismatic leader—played by Forrest—who led the people in a violent and righteous 

uprising against a villainous and tyrannical social order. Each of these plays ended with 

the collapse of the rebellion and the martyrdom of the virtuous leader because the people 
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failed to follow his positive example. In The Gladiator, for example, Forrest played 

Spartacus, the leader of a slave revolt in Imperial Rome. Though initially successful, the 

revolt ultimately fell apart when Spartacus‘ followers succumbed variously to fear and 

ambition.156  

The failures of the uprisings in Forrest‘s plays, however, were not to be taken as 

warnings against challenging against authority, but rather to show the consequences of 

losing faith in an honorable struggle. As McConachie explains, ―Forrest‘s spectators 

understood these melodramas as negative history lessons, examples for the audience of 

what not to do when a charismatic redeemer tries to lead you to freedom.‖
157

 When 

Rynders approached the crowds with a rhetoric of freedom and tyranny, cloaked in a 

metaphor of foreign despotism, he was enacting recognizable narratives of revolution, 

heroism, and justice that Forrest‘s plays had established. When Rynders cast Macready 

and his followers as melodramatic despots, he was performing Forrest and expected the 

mob he addressed to step into the melodrama as well. In adopting this melodramatic 

narrative, Rynders hoped the people would have learned from the theatre‘s examples so 

that when they rose up against their aristocratic oppressors they could enact the happy 

ending that never happened on stage. 

At the same time that Rynders equated domestic authority with foreign despotism, 

he also interspersed his remarks with ostensible pleas for peace. Such calls for restraint 
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seem out of place in a speech styled after the rhetoric of heroic melodrama, a theatrical 

form in which compromise and peaceful solutions were never possible. Instead, these 

plays suggested that traditional authority and social systems were presumptively immoral 

and oppressive, and the only remedy was its destruction.158 In fact, however, Rynders‘ 

calls for forbearance actually operated as thinly veiled calls to arms, consistent with the 

militant pessimism of Forrest‘s melodramas. While Rynders warned against violence 

throughout his address, he frequently juxtaposed these supposed abjurations with overtly 

inflammatory remarks that transformed them into incitements. He says to the crowd, for 

example, ―I hope you will prove by your conduct this evening, that the working men of 

our city are as orderly as the aristocracy,‖ but inserts this call for forbearance between 

twice asking why and for whom citizens were ―murdered.‖ In doing so, he argued that the 

―aristocracy‖—itself a loaded term suggestive of old world hereditary privilege—lived by 

a double standard in which the wealthy killed without consequence while restraining the 

masses with calls for order and lawfulness. In this context, asking the mob to be ―as 

orderly as the aristocracy‖ implied stooping to their level rather than rising to it. 

Similarly, Rynders‘ subsequent reminder that ―it is not necessary we should have a 

burning city,‖ is immediately followed with his admission that ―last night I should have 

been glad to have hung up a dozen of them like rats.‖159 While on one level Rynders was 

warning his audience not to engage in violent acts, by using his own feelings as an 

example he implicitly argued that the desire to do so was justified. 
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These comments, furthermore, as well as his remark near the end of his speech 

that ―when this meeting breaks up, I hope that you will go home like peaceable citizens, 

and not tear down any houses,‖ contained such detailed and specific descriptions of what 

he hoped the crowd would not do that it is easier to read them as suggestions than 

abjurations. These frequent references to specific violent acts, coupled with such inciting 

reminders of tyrannical oppression echoed similar rhetorical patterns found in Forrest‘s 

melodramas. In The Gladiator, for example, Forrest‘s Spartacus comments that, after the 

wrongs he suffered at Roman hands, he longed to see ―Roman blood, Running in rivers 

ever at my feet‖ and that, if given the opportunity to fight one of his oppressors, ―with 

nothing in [his] hand but [his] shepherd‘s staff, [he] will beat him to [his] feet and slay 

him.‖160 In light of the continued presence of police and military forces following the riot, 

it would have been dangerous for Rynders to be as overt as Forrest‘s heroes in his calls 

for vengeance. By disguising his revolutionary war cries as peaceful entreaties, however, 

Rynders was able to deploy evocative violent imagery similar to that of Forrest‘s plays, 

while shielding himself from liability. His strategy proved useful: while he was arrested 

as one of the riot‘s instigators, his violent suggestions were too indirect to lead to a 

conviction.161  

The similarities between the demonstration in the park and Forrest‟s melodramas 

were far from coincidental. As McConachie notes, heroic melodramas such as the ones 

Forrest performed intentionally drew on the rhetorical conventions of Jacksonian speech 
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making—particularly generalized appeals to amorphous ideals like “freedom” or 

“morality.” Heroic melodramas and public assemblies staged by the Democrats further 

aimed to enact similar performances of assent: “a male chorus of cheers punctuating the 

oratory of a charismatic speaker who promised victory over aristocratic privilege.”
162

 But 

while McConachie underlines the degree to which the conventions of Jacksonian oratory 

influenced heroic melodrama, the reverse was also true. Rynders was addressing a public 

defined by their shared support of a popular actor and making an argument that 

differentiated between lovers of freedom and perpetrators of despotism based on their 

theatrical preferences. In making such an argument, the melodramatic conventions of 

Forrest‟s plays were the only rhetorical style that Rynders could effectively use. Rynders‟ 

use of these rhetorical conventions demonstrates a reciprocal relationship between 

theatrical and extra-theatrical political performances as each form borrowed from the 

other to appeal to a population that was invested in both. When the Herald reproduced his 

speech—and particularly when it described the cheers of assent from the assembled 

crowd—it replicated a familiar and highly conventionalized political performance in a 

third medium. 

Rynders‟ use of these melodramatic narratives encouraged his audience—both 

those physically present and sympathetic readers of the Herald—to interpret Macready as 

aristocratic theatrical villain, and the riotous response against him as the beginning of a 

virtuous uprising against tyranny in the pattern of their melodramatic heroes. These 
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strategies, however, took on additional significance for audiences who, as newspaper 

readers, were familiar with the revolutionary violence that had been unfolding in Europe, 

and who could therefore interpret the Astor Place riot and the gathering at City Hall Park 

as a continuation of a larger global pattern of republican and proletariat uprisings. On 

May 12, when the Herald published both its detailed report on the Astor Place riot and its 

account of the meeting at City Hall Park, it also ran a collection of newly arrived 

European news, dominated by reports of the ongoing military and civil violence that had 

been sweeping across continental Europe since January 1848. These uprisings were, in 

general, republican in their aims, and while all were eventually suppressed, they did 

achieve some enduring reforms, most notably universal manhood suffrage in France, and 

the establishment of an elected assembly in Prussia. In the United States, the republican 

ideals behind many of the revolutions resonated with the memory of this nation‟s 

revolution, particularly among Democrats who saw the revolutionaries as kindred souls in 

their quest for political access and representation. 

Like many other working-class Democrats, the Bowery Boys that were Forrest‘s 

primary fan base tended to sympathize with the European revolutionaries. As Marxist 

historian Paul Leduc Browne notes, United States Democrats considered the European 

revolutions to be ―nothing less than a giant explosion of freedom.‖163 It was this 

sentiment that poet and Bowery theatergoer Walt Whitman expressed in his 1855 poem, 

―Europe: The 72
nd

 and 73
rd

 Years of These States.‖ Voicing his solidarity with the young 
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workers and republicans of Europe, he wrote: ―Suddenly out of its stale and drowsy lair, 

the lair of slaves, Like lightening Europe le‘pt forth . . . . half startled at itself, Its feet 

upon the ashes and the rags . . . . Its hands tight to the throats of kings.‖164 The poem is a 

stirring tribute to the European revolutionaries, as well as a lamentation of their 

suppression and a tale of caution for those Americans who had grown complacent in 

guarding their liberties. Like many of his compatriots who frequented Forrest‘s 

performances at the Bowery Theatre, Whitman felt a kinship with the European 

revolutionaries and their violent rejection of aristocratic rule. For Rynders, casting 

Macready as a European despot and melodramatic villain was a strategy to inspire his 

working-class followers to similar revolutionary action. 

After Rynders stepped down from the platform, his sometime rival Mike Walsh 

stepped up to address the crowd. An Irish immigrant and leader of a Bowery gang known 

as the Spartan Association, Walsh saw himself as an advocate for New York‘s disaffected 

working-class, laboring masses he referred to as the ―shirtless democrats‖ or 

―subterraneans.‖ As leaders of rival gangs—one nativist, and the other pro-Irish—

Rynders and Walsh made for strange bedfellows. What brought them together, aside from 

a shared hatred of the English, was their common view of New York‘s upper-classes as 

oppressors of the lower orders. Though not strictly a socialist, Walsh harbored a powerful 

dislike for the moneyed aristocracy and their political influence, and challenged them 
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continually by mobilizing voters, interfering in elections, delivering powerful speeches, 

and—on more than one occasion—inciting brawls and riots.165 

When Walsh took the podium at the meeting at the park he built upon Rynders‘ 

melodrama-inflected allusions by connecting them to these actual uprisings in Europe. 

Like Rynders, he compared local authorities who supported Macready to oppressive 

European class structures and infused his address with fiery violent imagery. The 

difference is that while Rynders limited his European comparisons to broad accusations 

of snobbery, and cloaked his mentions of violence in warnings against it, Walsh made 

explicit threats and invoked direct comparisons between the riot and recent European 

uprisings in order to spur his listeners to similar revolutionary action. Deploying a 

hyperbolic rhetoric that extended Rynders‘ melodramatic narrative, Walsh alleged that:  

Not in the whole history of the civilized world has there ever been 

committed and atrocity equal to that which was perpetrated last night. 

Even the Czar of Russia, who holds the lives of the people in little better 

estimation than that of dogs, has always required three rounds of blank 

cartridges be fired by the troops before they fire on the people.166 

 

The Czar he refers to here is Nicholas I, who earned the appellation ―the Gendarme of 

Europe‖ for his military interventions against proletariat and nationalist revolutions in 

neighboring countries, particularly during the revolutions of 1848-1849, which he 

referred to as "the seditious spirit that has now seized Europe, especially in France."167 

By comparing the actions of New York‘s municipal authorities—unfavorably—to those 
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of the revolution crushing Gendarme of Europe, Walsh implicitly framed the riot as a 

legitimate act of revolution. 

Walsh soon invokes the same French spirit of sedition that Nicholas I despised in 

order to admonish his audience for their relative complacency. New Yorkers, he argued 

―are the most forbearing people upon the earth. If such a thing had occurred in Paris, the 

streets would have been soon filled with barricades, raised against the cut-throats, with 

the Mayor at their head.‖168 Walsh stops short of advocating violence in this instance—he 

cites what Parisians would have done, rather than making a direct statement of what New 

Yorkers should do— but he nonetheless frames the decision to open fire on the rioters as 

a counterrevolutionary act. Once Walsh has made this parallel, the image of the French 

response that he conjures stands as stirring rebuke to American inaction. 

While Walsh‘s incitements to revolution begin with this type of indirect allusion, 

his suggestions became increasingly overt. ―When the Opera House was opened,‖ he 

reminded the audience, 

it was restricted to those only who wore white kid gloves, such was the 

spirit of pride and presumption of the nabobs of the Fifteenth Ward, who, 

led by the Mayor, have brought troops to fire upon the people…. I say, so 

help me God, if another shot is fired by these scoundrels, I will, with 

musket and bayonet in my hand—(The conclusion was lost owing to the 

confusion).169 

 

The Opera House was, to Walsh, a site symbolic of the extreme division between an 

oppressive elite and the (presumably working-class) ―people.‖ As such, the riot was a 
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legitimate act of class struggle, and the mayor‘s decision to suppress it an anti-democratic 

attack on the masses for the preservation of aristocratic privilege, and legitimate grounds 

for a violent revolutionary response.  

Walsh concluded his address with one further incitement: ―We owe it to 

ourselves,‖ he declared, ―to our fellow-citizens, and to society, if ever there is a repetition 

of this shooting, to arm ourselves, and to call every man to arm himself.‖ While Walsh‘s 

calls to arms were both predicated on future injustices, the crowd nonetheless reacted 

immediately. As the Herald reported, following this final pronouncement, ―the tumult 

became great, and the excitement intense. Loud cries for vengeance rose from the 

crowd.‖170 According to Moody, when the meeting adjourned, between six and seven 

thousand of its attendees made their way to the Opera House. Protestors clashed with 

police, and one group erected a barricade in the street, much as Walsh suggested the 

people of Paris would have done if similarly provoked.171 To New Yorkers reading the 

Herald, it must have seemed that the European revolutions that had begun in 1848 were 

now scratching at their door. 

For both Walsh and Rynders, Macready‘s foreignness, elitism, and upper-class 

fan base made it possible to use the actor as a symbolic villain in the melodramatic 

narratives they used to stir their working-class audiences to revolutionary action. When 

Walsh compared the melodramatic villainy he and Rynders had attributed to Macready‘s 

supporters to that of the despots of Europe, and when the Herald reproduced these 
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arguments in the same forum in which readers encountered news of real working-class 

uprisings, it forged a connection between these real world events and the fictional 

uprisings of Forrest‘s melodramas. In effect, the media formation comprised of Forrest‘s 

plays, Rynders‘ and Walsh‘s speeches, the Herald, and their mutual audiences extended 

melodrama beyond the walls of the theatre, encouraging audiences to see the Astor Place 

riot as part of a larger global struggle. 

ATTACK ON THE OPERA HOUSE: THE RIOT AS SIEGE 

On the morning after the riot, the New York Morning Tribune ran a bold, six-line 

header denouncing the previous night‘s violence. It read: 

Another Shameful Riot. 
Attack on the Opera House. 

THE MILITARY CALLED OUT. 

FIFTEEN PERSONS KILLED 
AND 

TWENTY-FIVE WOUNDED.172 

 

What followed was a lengthy account of what the article termed ―one of the most 

shameful events which has ever disgraced the history of our city.‖ Written from the 

perspective of a terrified audience member, it was a description of the riot that praised 

authority and order, that deplored chaos, and that reflected the reformist sentiment of the 

Tribune. Describing the riot as a rampaging mob‘s assault on New York‘s more 

upstanding citizens, the article deployed a bourgeois outlook that conflates respectability 
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with middle-class notions of propriety and social hierarchy, and that contrasted sharply 

against the Herald‘s populist sympathies. 

But while the Astor Place riot dominated the day‟s news, it was not the only story. 

The same page of the Tribune that carried the news of this riot also featured two other 

articles covering violence that had broken out in Montreal the previous evening when “a 

mob of about 200 rowdies assembled and broke the windows” at Titus‟s Hotel (where 

Governor General Lord Elgin and his supporters were having a dinner party,) and “tried 

to batter down the doors and other parts of the building.” Echoing the headline that 

announced the local uprising, the opening of the second stated simply “Another Outbreak 

in Montreal—Troops called out—Order Restored.”173 As in its coverage of the local 

theatrical riot, the Tribune characterized the violence in Montreal as an assault by an 

unruly mob against respectable elites, and as an assault against which the only defense 

was military intervention. To the readers of the Tribune who encountered these similar 

accounts in immediately adjacent columns, the uprisings in New York and Montreal must 

have seemed connected.  

The mob attack Titus‘ Hotel that Tribune readers encountered on May 11 was 

only the latest in a series of violent disturbances in Montreal. On April 26, just two weeks 

before the Astor Place riot, a mob of Anglo-Canadian Tories descended on the parliament 

building. Parliament, under the leadership of the Governor General, Lord Elgin, had 
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passed by an overwhelming majority a bill that would allow those who had incurred 

damages during the Lower Canada Rebellion of 1837 to recoup their losses. To the 

Tories, the Rebellion Losses Bill was an outrage: they argued that many of those who 

would receive compensation—most of whom were French-Canadians—had participated 

in the revolt. Enraged at a bill they believed amounted to rewarding treason, a Tory mob 

stormed the parliament building and burned it to the ground. While the violence reached 

its peak with this act of arson, echoes of the uprising lingered over the following weeks, 

through a series of smaller protests and riots.  

Thus, when the readers of the Tribune incorporated their reading of the riot at 

Titus‘s Hotel into their understanding of the Astor Place riot, they were also summoning 

its attendant ghosts: the convergence of the Astor Place Riot and the burning of Titus‘ 

Hotel in Montreal evoked the memory of earlier and ongoing Canadian riots that had 

been playing out over the preceding weeks. The proximity and narrative similarities in 

the Tribune‘s accounts created rhetorical connections between the incidents in New York 

and Montreal. These connections, furthermore, indicate that the Tribune‘s editorship had 

a tendency to present outbreaks of mob violence as attacks on respectable culture and 

signs of disintegrating social control representing a pattern of proletariat violence that 

threatened its largely Whig-aligned readership.  

While the parallels the Tribune drew between the outbreaks in New York and 

Montreal were implicit rather than overt, New Yorkers were already primed to see a 

connection between them. The Herald, in particular, had been quick to draw direct 
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comparisons between the Canadian, European, and American violence. The Herald‘s 

description of one of the projectiles thrown at the beleaguered tragedian during his first 

performance as ―a rotten egg, a la Montreal, for example,‖ implied that there were 

parallels between the events in New York and the recent violence in Lower Canada.174 

The same issue‘s mockery of Whig political strife, quoted in the opening of this chapter, 

further connected the violence in Canada to that in Europe, citing the disturbances in 

Montreal as the most recent outbreak in the same string of violence as the revolutionary 

uprisings in Western Europe. By declaring that the recent ―insurrection and blood‖ that it 

observed ―at Montreal and various other places in the new world‖ was a continuation of 

that which had become the norm ―on the old continent,‖ the Herald suggested that 

violence against the established order had crossed the Atlantic, and that it was closing in 

on their city.175  

The comparisons, explicit and implicit, that the Herald drew between the riots at 

the Opera House and those in Montreal, suggested that the violence in New York was 

part of a larger and continuing pattern rather than an isolated outbreak. The Tribune, then, 

didn‘t need to overtly establish links between the events because New Yorkers already 

believed these connections existed. The importance of the narrative similarities in the 

Tribune‘s coverage of these two events is not that it shows that the paper saw them as 

parts of a larger pattern, but rather that the common tropes that pervaded these accounts 
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demonstrates what the Tribune and its elite Whig readership believed that pattern to be: 

respectable social elites at home and abroad were under siege. 

The Tribune’s content, it must be understood, was always tendentious. The 

presence of these accounts on the pages of the New York Tribune meant that they would 

have been consistent with the editorial outlook of that paper and, by extension, with that 

of the paper‘s editor, Horace Greeley. Greeley was an idealist, and fancied himself and 

his paper as forces for social progress and uplift. According to newspaper historian 

George H. Douglas, when Greeley founded the Morning Tribune in 1841, he hoped to 

create an affordable yet high quality, moral news source to compete with other ―penny 

papers‖—particularly the Herald and the Sun—but that would avoid what Greeley 

believed to be their salacious focus on scandal and crime. While the Tribune did not 

espouse any political affiliation, Greeley himself was a member of the Whig party, and 

his paper reflected that party‘s taste for moral and social uplift led by elites, and its 

corollary mistrust of popular opinion.176  

In accordance with his taste for reform and uplift, Greeley wanted the Tribune to 

make people think, to appeal to their better natures, and to spur them towards improving 

themselves and their city. Reflecting Greeley‘s zeal for reform, the paper was to be, 

according to its editor, ―Anti-Slavery, Anti-War, Anti-Rum, Anti-Tobacco, Anti-

Seduction, Anti-Grogshops, Brothels, Gambling Houses.‖177 When the Tribune did report 

on scandalous topics such as crime, seduction or intemperance, it was to do so only with 
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the aim of either educating the public about social ills or discussing these evils to aid in 

their eradication. As Douglas reports, Greeley insisted that ―there should always be some 

moral precept to be taken from all reports of crime, adultery, or violence.‖178 The lengthy 

accounts of the Astor Place and Montreal riots in the Tribune were clearly violent tales, 

but in keeping with the Tribune‘s reformist mandate, the facts were presented in such a 

way as to encourage order and uplift, and to decry those who rejected the authority of 

cultural leaders.  

In its coverage of both the Astor Place riot in New York, and the burning of 

Parliament in Montreal, the Tribune promoted the importance of social order by 

presenting accounts of the violence from the narrative perspective of frightened witnesses 

trapped within a besieged building. Describing the attack on the Opera House, the 

Tribune recounted, 

The crowds without grew more violent, and stones were hurled against the 

windows on the Astor-place [sic] side. As one window cracked after 

another, and pieces of bricks and paving-stones rattled in on the terrace 

and lobbies, the confusion increased, till the Opera House resembled a 

fortress besieged by an invading army rather than a place meant for the 

peaceful amusement of a civilized community.179 

 

In its coverage of the Astor Place riot, then, the author divides those present at the riot 

into two groups. Inside the theatre, were the ―peaceful‖ and ―civilized‖ patrons of the 

Opera House. Outside, there was the ―invading army‖ of working-class ruffians 

attempting to penetrate this bastion of bourgeois respectability. Given this dichotomy, 
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there is no question whom the author blames for the riot and the deaths that followed: the 

attack on the Opera House was an illegitimate uprising and a dangerous revolt against the 

social values and dominance of New York‘s economic and social elites. 

Maintaining this perspective was a choice that both aligned the Tribune‘s readers 

with the endangered social elites inside the theatre and set it apart from populist papers 

like the Herald. In contrast to the coverage in the Herald, which described the riot from 

the perspective of an omniscient observer with simultaneous knowledge of events in 

different locations, the Tribune‘s description of the uprising maintained the perspective of 

a member of the besieged audience. The Herald, for example, transitioned smoothly 

between its description of the scene inside the theatre where, at ―about nine o‘clock, the 

sound of a troop of cavalry coming up Broadway was heard,‖ to a narrative description of 

events outside the theatre, where ―A troop of horses then turned from Broadway into 

Astor Place, and rode through the crowd to the Bowery, receiving stones and other 

missiles on their way.‖180 The Tribune, on the other hand, provides the following 

description of the arrival of the National Guard: ―After the play was over,‖ it reported,  

the noise being apparently diminished somewhat, the audience were 

allowed to go out quietly by the door nearest Broadway. The crowd was 

not dense in the middle of the street… but the sidewalks… were thronged 

and a shower of stones was kept up against the windows. As we reached 

Broadway a company of the Grey‘s came round from Eighth st. [sic] and 

took their position in front of the Opera House.181 
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Thus, while the Herald‟s omniscient approach allowed its readers to imagine themselves 

observing the action from a variety of positions, the Tribune‟s singular narrative 

perspective and liberal use of the editorial “we” aligned its readers solely with the 

audience of social elites.  

On its own, the Tribune‘s account of the attack on the Opera House would have 

been a frightening tale for elite readers inclined to sympathize with those ensconced 

within the besieged building. For the paper‘s regular readers, however, the imagery of 

elites undergoing a siege would have been disquietingly familiar. Two weeks earlier, the 

same publication that reported on the hail of stones on the theatre, and the mob‘s attempt 

to invade it had recounted that in Montreal: 

The stones continued to be hurled in through the shattered windows with 

fearful violence. At last the cry was raised in the direction of the Library 

―THEY COME!‖ and those who had taken refuge there rushed along the 

center of the chamber, disappearing behind the Speaker‘s chair (whence 

there is a passage leading to other parts of the building, or out into the 

street.)182 

 

Much like the description of the Astor Place riot that would appear in the same 

publication two weeks later, the report on the destruction of the parliament building in 

Montreal related the events from the perspective of a person within the besieged building, 

and raised the possibility that such violence was an increasingly common phenomenon. 

When the Tribune ran an article that reminded its readers of this earlier violence on the 

same page as its report of the Astor Place riot, it solidified the connection between the 

two events. 
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Furthermore, much like its description of the Astor Place Riot, the Tribune 

presented the attack on the Parliament building as an assault on culture and elevation: just 

as the Tribune lamented that rioters in New York ―knocked off some of the ornaments of 

the splendid chandelier,‖ it noted with dismay that when parliament burned, ―one of the 

most valuable and extensive Libraries on this continent, and the Furniture, Pictures, &c. 

[were] entirely consumed.‖ Similarly, the respectable citizens in both Montreal and New 

York were forced to retreat into increasingly elite spaces in order to escape from the 

rampaging mob. In New York, ―the lobbies were so ‗raked‘ by the mob outside that the 

only safe places were the boxes and the parquette.‖ Just as those trapped inside the Opera 

House were confined to the most expensive seating areas, those cornered by the rioters in 

Montreal took refuge in a lobby described as ―a large apartment richly adorned with 

pictures.‖183 Mobs—whether in Montreal or New York—were continually staging attacks 

on respectable citizens ensconced in fortresses of refinement and culture. 

But while the Tribune‘s similar narrative perspectives suggests that it saw the 

riots in Montreal and at the Opera House as related events, the reasons for drawing such 

parallels were far less obvious. To begin with, the class politics behind the disturbances 

in Montreal were almost diametrically opposed to the ones behind those in New York. 

The Canadian rioters were largely affluent Tories and were protesting a bill they believed 

would reward participants in an armed uprising against (among other grievances) a 

system of political patronage that put power disproportionately in the hands of wealthy 
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Anglo merchant class. Nationalist undercurrents were similarly inverted. Whereas the 

rioters in New York railed against English influence, those in Montreal viewed the 1837 

rebellions against the English as treason. The rebel leaders of 1837, for their part, had 

been vocally pro-American, viewing their revolt as similar in intent to the Revolution in 

1776, and had sought refuge in the United States after their own rebellions were put 

down. If New Yorkers had been primarily concerned with the politics of the riots in 

Montreal, these reactionary Canadian disturbances would have been more of a source of 

concern for the working-class, Anglophobic instigators of the Astor Place riots than for 

those who saw themselves as their targets. 

And yet despite these political dissimilarities, the Tribune‘s accounts of the Astor 

Place and Montreal riots nonetheless presents them as comparable attacks on elite 

authority. Like the Tribune‘s account of the attack on the Astor Place Theatre, its 

description of the violence in Montreal in the same issue evokes the image of respectable 

citizens holed up in a building besieged by a rampaging mob. The account of the riot at 

Titus‘s Hotel in Montreal, furthermore, allows its readers to interpret the violence in that 

city through the lens of their own city‘s fraught class politics. The article clearly marks 

the diners within the hotel as civic leaders—the Governor General, several government 

ministers, and their guests—and casts them as engaged in an act of civilized recreation. 

The one clue about the nature of their meal—the champagne bottle someone threw at the 

mob from a window—indicates that it was an expensive one.184  
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While the article leads the reader to view the diners inside the hotel as affluent, 

however, it leaves the class affiliation of the rioters unmarked. If their status was similar 

to that of the rioters who burned down parliament two weeks before, then they may well 

have been of a social class approximating that of the diners inside. The article, however, 

makes no mention of it, so a New York reader encountering the news but not familiar 

with the intricacies of Canadian politics may have made other assumptions. Knowing 

only that the mob outside was large and that it was barred entry into the affluent space of 

the hotel dinner party, New York readers would have been tempted to interpret the less 

detailed account according to the structures of the local events with which they were 

more intimately familiar. This would not have been a comforting prospect for elite New 

Yorkers. For those who identified with those inside the Opera House, the conflation of 

these events would evoke the terrifying idea that members of their class, at home and 

abroad, were increasingly subject to the will of violent mobs, and that these mobs were 

capable of devastating attacks on government structures.  

CONCLUSION 

William Charles Macready had become an unwilling participant in a class based 

struggle to define what it meant to be ―American.‖ Macready‘s intellectualism, 

refinement, and elite audience base made him emblematic of class discord in a deeply 

divided New York. By aligning Macready with one of the era‘s two primary political 

factions, newspaper accounts of Macready politicized the actor, and inserted him into 
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New York‘s fractious class politics. At the same time, these accounts provided an 

interpretive framework that imbued the rivalry with national significance and demanded 

the intervention of patriotic readers. But what ultimately made Macready such an 

explosively controversial figure was not that he was embraced by one political faction or 

vilified by another, but rather that his rivalry with Forrest took place in a wider media 

formation of theatre, newspapers, and political speech making in which aesthetic 

preferences and political outlooks were practically synonymous. In such a formation, 

artistic conflicts could be readily conflated with wider patterns of civic unrest. To the 

readers of New York newspapers, the similarities between the Astor Place riot, the attack 

on Titus‘s Hotel, the burning of the Canadian parliament building, and the ongoing 

revolutions in Europe must have all seemed like manifestations of a similar phenomenon. 

Taken together, the press response to these three events made the world seem smaller and 

more connected, encouraging New Yorkers to see the Astor Place riot as one outbreak in 

a larger and more threatening pattern. 

While there would never again be a theatrical rivalry as physically dangerous as 

the one between Macready and Forrest, anxiousness over the relative positions of the 

United States and England on the world stage remained entrenched in journalistic 

imaginations, and continued to shape American press responses to visiting English stars. 

In 1868, nearly twenty years after Forrest‘s angry supporters determined to drive 

Macready from the United States, a new theatrical import took hold on New York‘s 

stages: the Lydia Thompson Burlesque Troupe. Like Macready before her, Thompson 
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stepped into a debate about the relative quality of American and English art, drawing the 

ire of jingoistic journalists and critics. But whereas Macready represented an effeminate 

English foil to Forrest‘s rugged American masculinity, Thompson and her company 

presented a dangerously inverted female sexuality that threatened the virility of American 

men, the purity of American women, and the viability of quality American drama 
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Chapter Four 

In Naked Majesty of Form on the Shining Stage: Lydia Thompson and 

British Burlesque 

 

In the fall of 1868, the management of Wood‘s Museum in New York City 

unveiled its latest attraction. In the same venue where they had encountered such 

curiosities as a mechanical acrobat and Anna Swan the Nova Scotia giantess, New York 

audiences witnessed Wood‘s latest exotic import: The Lydia Thompson Burlesque 

Troupe, freshly arrived from England, in their inaugural performance of Ixion. It was an 

immediate sensation. Critics agreed that the plot—loosely based on a Roman myth about 

a mortal man who seduced goddesses—was thin, but audiences loved the witty puns, the 

fancy costumes, the local references, the flirtatious innuendo, and the lively dancing to 

popular tunes. Above all, however, audiences were fascinated by the almost exclusively 

female cast that was known for their shapely legs and flowing blonde hair. In the title role 

was troupe leader Lydia Thompson, a keen businesswoman and charming comedian 

rumored to be so beautiful—at least according to her carefully crafted advance press—

that she inspired suicides and duels at every turn. Remarking on her New York debut, one 

of her early reviewers declared, ―There is no question that Miss Lydia has made a great 

popular hit.‖ The Blondes had arrived, and they were taking New York by storm.185 

                                                 
185"Other Places," Spirit of the Times 21 November 1868. "Theatres and Things Theatrical (First Review 

of Ixion)," Spirit of the Times 3 October 1868. The sensational biography provided by Thompson's 

publicist is described and critiqued in "Theatres and Things Theatrical," Spirit of the Times 12 September 
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The burlesques that Thompson and her troupe brought to the United States in 

1868 would not have been wholly unfamiliar to New York audiences. Since the 1840s, 

burlesque had been a mainstay of the city‘s minor theatres, and audiences were familiar 

with it as a form of travesty that depended on incongruity and absurd juxtapositions of 

high and low. It was, as grammarian and critic Richard Grant White explained in 1869, a 

form that ―casts all the gods from their pedestals,‖ and it typically achieved its aim of 

cutting down that which the surrounding culture built up through an extended parody of a 

well known genre or text. In 1839, for example, Fanny Essler‘s graceful La Tarantula 

became pudgy burlesquer William Mitchell‘s ungainly La Mosquito, and the 1847 

opening of the Astor Place Opera House inspired Upper Row House in Disaster Place. 

Mockery and ridiculousness prevailed throughout, and the comedy of Thompson‘s 

burlesques was of a similar vein. Extravaganzas like the Black Crook and Laura Keene‘s 

Seven Sisters, furthermore, had introduced New York audiences to performances by large 

casts of beautiful women in figure revealing costumes.186 Rather than introducing an 

entirely new genre, the Thompson Troupe presented innovative combination of familiar 

elements.  

When Thompson‘s burlesques combined the cheeky absurdity of burlesque with 

the display of female beauty typical of extravaganza, they infused their performances 

with an edgy, transgressive quality that contributed to their allure. As burlesque historian 

                                                                                                                                                 
Horrible Prettiness: Burlesque and American Culture (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 

1991) 12-14. 
186 Richard Grant White, "The Age of Burlesque," Galaxy August 1869: 256, Allen, Horrible Prettiness 28-

29, 102-05, Vern L. Bullough and Bonnie Bullough, Cross Dressing, Sex, and Gender (Pittsburgh: 

University of Pennsylvania Press, 1993) 232. 
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Robert C. Allen points out, when the Blondes combined impertinence with sexual 

display, they challenged the boundaries of appropriate feminine modesty and 

submissiveness. Furthermore, while previous burlesques included both male and female 

cross-dressing, the most prominent performers in previous burlesques were generally 

men. The Thompson Troupe‘s almost entirely female cast—Harry Beckett was the lone 

male cast member—put women in male roles to an unusual, if not wholly unprecedented, 

degree.187 This casting choice was, I believe, crucial to the Blondes‘ success. It provided 

a pretext to dispense with long skirts and put most of the cast in alluring, leg revealing 

costumes. The cross casting was also further rebellion against conventional female 

behavior that—by blurring the distinction between gender roles nineteenth century 

Americans typically understood to be natural and immutable—heightened the sense of 

comic discord. Thompson‘s burlesques depended on a heightened performance of gender 

and sexuality, a focus that made it both more thrillingly naughty, and a focal point for 

pervasive questions of the role of gender in American culture. 

The Lydia Thompson Troupe inspired a taste for burlesque so intense that more 

than one writer referred to it as a mania or madness. Wood‘s Museum had to turn 

audiences away and, by the end of Ixion‘s run, had taken in over $46,000, an 

extraordinary sum that the Spirit of the Times noted was almost fifty percent more than 

any other New York theatre had taken in that month. As the Thompson Troupe moved 

into the upscale Niblo‘s Garden to mount their next production, imitators—both domestic 
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and British—began to proliferate. By May, 1869, eight of New York‘s theatres featured 

British burlesque troupes or their American imitators, and the Weekly Review worried 

that by June only two of the more than fifteen theatres in New York would be presenting 

quality ―dramatic works.‖ As imitators multiplied, journalists and critics grew anxious 

and turned on the form. British burlesque, they now insisted, was low, vulgar, foreign, 

and depended on both a dangerously sexual femininity and what the Times called ―an 

idiotic parody of masculinity.‖ Worst of all, it was taking over.188 

While burlesque‘s ubiquity and unorthodox performances of gender would likely 

have been enough to spark criticism and anxiety, the historical moment in which the form 

arrived intensified the press reaction against it. The theatrical season of 1868-1869 was a 

particularly dynamic period for the negotiation of gender and American national identity. 

The country had just emerged from a Civil War that had threatened to split the union. As 

the country underwent a period of reunification, there was a renewed interest in defining 

and promoting ―American‖ identity—at home and abroad—as a means of reestablishing 

national unity. At the same time, emancipation, the passage of the fifteenth amendment, 

and the intensifying fight for female suffrage all challenged the boundaries of American 

citizenship. Through all of these conflicts, gender was a consistent undercurrent in a 

                                                 
188 "Theatres and Things Theatrical (Burlesque Mania)," Spirit of the Times 13 February 1869. "Minor 
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nation that saw passive, domestic femininity as the cradle of virtue, and that conflated 

both citizenship and political influence with manhood. 

In this chapter, I argue that the arrival of the Lydia Thompson Troupe and the 

subsequent mania for British burlesque became a touchstone for American writers 

grappling with issues of gender, nationalism, and citizenship. In the first section, I 

examine themes of manhood and emasculation in the coverage of burlesque in the 

gentleman‘s entertainment weekly, the Spirit of the Times. Deploying a gendered rhetoric 

that conflated burlesque spectatorship with effeminacy in its criticisms of burlesque, this 

Anglophobic paper seized on the Thompson Troupe as an emasculating representative of 

English imperialism that needed to be expelled in order to preserve the United States‘ 

strength as a masculine nation. In the second section, I examine the response to burlesque 

in the context of the women‘s rights movement, focusing on a speech by women‘s rights 

advocate and former actress Olive Logan, and the response her argument elicited from 

the New York Times. Logan deployed a condemnation of both the public fascination with 

burlesque and its dependence on female nudity as a means of promoting women‘s 

autonomy among multiple audiences. In doing so, however, Logan came into conflict 

with the nationalistic and socioeconomic agendas of the city‘s leading progressive paper. 

In both examples, the discourse surrounding burlesque reveals that gender, nationalism, 

Anglophobia, and citizenship were all tightly intertwined as newspapers sought to define 

what it meant to be ―American‖ both at home and abroad. 
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FITZPOODLE AND THE AMAZON: MASCULINITY AND ANGLOPHOBIA IN THE SPIRIT OF 

THE TIMES 

While in October 1868 the press had initially been enthralled with the Lydia 

Thompson Troupe (or ―the Blondes,‖ as the press often called them) when they made 

their New York debut, and had praised their wit and beauty in Ixion, as early as February 

1869 editorials had begun to appear criticizing the new import, and by May the 

transformation was complete. Responding to burlesque‘s coarseness, its foreign origins, 

the unapologetic sexuality of its actresses, and its dependence on cross gender casting, in 

early 1869, the New York press went on the offensive and attempted to drive the 

Thompson Troupe and their imitators back to England. Leading the charge was the Spirit 

of the Times, a national gentleman‘s entertainment paper published out of New York City 

that would become one of Thompson‘s most vociferous detractors.  

When the Thompson Troupe made their North American debut in October 1868, 

the Spirit of the Times—like other New York papers—had initially been enamored of 

their devilish wit and feminine charms. Its review of their inaugural performance in Ixion, 

in fact, had been positively glowing. By February 1869, however, the Spirit had reversed 

its position and began to characterize the Blondes‘ performances as a typical British ploy 

to unman the United States. For the Spirit’s anonymous theatre writer, the convergence of 

three events had transformed burlesque from a lighthearted diversion into a national 

danger: the proliferation of imitators that transformed Thompson‘s performances from a 

harmless curiosity into the vanguard of a British cultural invasion; comparisons between 

the Thompson Troupe and two established United States performers, which inserted the 
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Blondes into an international cultural rivalry; and the intense debate over the Alabama 

Claims, a diplomatic crisis between the United States and Great Britain, which made 

conquering the English on every front a matter of national masculine honor. In this 

climate, the Thompson Troupe became an unwilling surrogate for England and the target 

of nationalistic journalists‘ Anglophobia and chauvinism. 

At the end of the 1860s, the Spirit of the Times was the most widely read sporting 

and entertainment paper in the United States. While not as popular as the largest mass-

circulation dailies, its subscription list of 30,000 readers compared respectably to the New 

York Times‘ 59,000, and as sporting paper it outpaced its nearest rival (the Clipper) by 

5,000 subscribers.189 And yet, not even these respectable circulation figures give a full 

indication of the Spirit‘s overall influence. In 1873, journalism historian Fredric Hudson 

noted that the Spirit was the foremost in its field, and one of only five contemporary 

sporting papers worthy of mention in his history of American journalism. A notice in the 

paper that letters had been left at its office for Fanny Kemble and Olive Logan further 

suggests that the paper‘s readership included prominent members of New York‘s 

theatrical profession. The Spirit was a specialty paper, but it was respected and carried 

weight among New York‘s journalistic and theatrical communities.190  

In addition to the Spirit‘s prominence, three key features of its journalism make it 

an especially productive venue for studying the intersections between masculinity and 
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nationalism that drove the anti-burlesque backlash. First, because it was sporting and 

entertainment paper, it contained substantial commentary on popular entertainments. 

Second, the Spirit was unique among sporting papers for its frequent and biting political 

commentary.191 Finally, unlike widely circulating dailies like the Times, the Spirit had a 

highly gendered mandate. Billing itself as ―The American Gentleman‘s Newspaper,‖ the 

Spirit of the Times had a masculine editorial perspective that makes it a uniquely 

productive venue for studying tropes of masculinity in nineteenth century United States 

popular discourse. Published weekly, the Spirit courted wealthy male audience, and 

reported primarily on such typically masculine pursuits as horse racing, fishing, boxing, 

track and field, and hunting. It ran advertisements for horses and sporting gear, and its 

political commentary frequently lauded the newly elected President Grant for his military 

prowess and political assertiveness. This was a man‘s paper, and its masculine 

perspective shaped its editorial stance—including its response to Lydia Thompson.192 

The Spirit‘s outlook and mandate produced a specific alchemy of masculinity, politics, 

and entertainment that makes the paper peculiarly well situated to highlight the degree to 

which gender and nationalism collided in the anti-burlesque backlash. 

                                                 
191 Hudson, Journalism in the United States, 342. 
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In addition to the paper‘s mandate, part of the reason that gender factored so 

heavily into the Spirit of the Times’ critiques of burlesque was that competing versions of 

masculinity had dominated discourses of the recent Civil War, and left lingering anxieties 

in the Northern popular imagination. According to gender historian Michael S. Kimmel, 

while all wars are steeped in gendered rhetoric, such tropes had been particularly 

prominent during the Civil War, as both sides struggled to assert the superiority of their 

respective versions of white manhood: the independent and mercantile ―self-made man‖ 

of the industrialized North, and the refined, aristocratic ―genteel patriarch‖ of the largely 

agrarian South. In the North, where rapid industrialization had produced an upwardly 

mobile middle-class, the independent ―Self-Made Man‖ who proved his manhood 

through his usefulness and economic triumphs had become the dominant model. In the 

more agrarian South, however, an older version of masculinity—one Kimmel terms the 

―Genteel Patriarch‖—had persisted since the eighteenth-century. The Genteel Patriarch, 

Kimmel writes, wass the product of a culture that assumed a static class structure in 

which refinement and status were synonymous, and ―represents a dignified, aristocratic 

manhood‖ that emphasizes honor and a benevolent paternalism for both his family and 

his community.193 For the duration of the war, white men of both the Union and the 

Confederacy had waged a rhetorical battle to emasculate their opponents. To those in the 

Confederate South, the Civil War represented, in part, a defense of genteel masculinity 

against the encroachments of Northern commercialism, self-centeredness and depravity. 
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In the North, however, Southern gentility came to be increasingly ―caricatured as 

effeminate and dandified,‖ and was, because of its emphasis on refinement and hereditary 

class status, frequently conflated with English aristocratic pretensions, an association that 

England‘s wartime support for the Confederacy did little to dispel. As the war drew to a 

close, the Northern press seized upon the supposed effeminacy of the South, feminizing 

them as a ―petticoat confederacy‖ typified by Jefferson Davis‘ apocryphal escape from 

occupied Richmond in woman‘s clothing.194 As the war ended, white men in both the 

North and the South experienced further masculine anxiety. When Emancipation 

extended the possibility of self determination and self-made manhood to larger numbers 

of black men, white men in the South faced the loss of their patriarchal dominance, and 

those in the North feared being crowded out of the labor market that they saw as the basis 

of their masculinity.195 In the years following the Civil War, then, gender—and 

particularly masculinity—was at the forefront of the popular imagination. Given how 

contested masculinity had been during the preceding years, it is no surprise that a 

Reconstruction era writer seeking to discredit an opponent would wield manhood and 

effeminacy as key rhetorical weapons. 

This preoccupation with masculinity factored heavily in the Spirit‘s editorial 

flavor in the years following the Civil War, and became a prominent feature of its 
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reviews of the Thompson Troupe. The Sprit‘s anonymous theatrical writer begins his196 

February 1869 review of Forty Thieves, for example, not with a description of the 

production, but rather with a heavily gendered caricature of the audience that alternately 

portrays the male spectators —epitomized by the article‘s fictional ―Young 

Fitzpoodle‖—as passive women and impulsive, impotent infants. The author uses this 

treatment, not only to lampoon burlesque‘s audiences, but also to suggest that these 

foreign entertainments posed a threat to American manhood.  

To communicate this threat, the article accuses the usual burlesque audience of 

being absurdly effeminate. These regular attendees, the article describes:  

were ranged in gracefully disordered rows in front of the orchestra. Their 

little necks were draped in neckties of spotless white, their little heads 

shone with the soft sheen of most odorous macassar, and their little hands, 

squeezed into little gloves, flirted their little canes with all the graces of a 

Spanish belle with a flirtation fan. They were delicately lovely, and graced 

this occasion as though created for no other purpose.197 

 

Through this focus on the spectators‘ feminine appearance and vanity, the author deftly 

reverses the direction of the male gaze: while he began by criticizing these men for 

deploying a lascivious gaze, he ends by suggesting they invite it. The spectators are 

―graceful,‖ ―little,‖ and ―delicate,‖ and, the author sarcastically notes, particularly suited 

to playing a decorative role. While their adornments are appropriate for men—canes, 

                                                 
196 While there were female journalists in this period, the fact that this writer was a regular contributor to a 

gentleman‘s magazine, the apparent fascination in his reviews with ―the bewitching revelation of almost 
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gloves, neckties, and macassar198—the author describes them in a way that evokes both 

feminine beauty and a desire to attract male sexual attention. The neckties and gloves 

adorn and emphasize the delicacy of their ―little‖ necks and hands, and the ―soft sheen‖ 

of the macassar suggests a feminine preoccupation with beauty as well as the use of 

cosmetics to achieve a delicate appearance. Most damningly, the author transforms their 

canes into ―flirtation fans‖—an item strongly associated with coy feminine sexuality—

and the men themselves into Spanish belles. Each of these men, the author implies, had 

gazed so long at women that he risked becoming one. 

These audiences, furthermore, are not only unmanly because they are too 

womanly, but also because they are too childish. Describing these regulars as ―fragile 

babes of fashion,‖ the same article suggests that they ―should be tucked in high chairs, 

dressed in bibs, and set back around the walls where they can giggle, ogle, and smirk, and 

be carried out when they want to go without disturbing quiet, intelligent people.‖199 As 

historian Mark E. Kann notes, defining manhood in opposition to boyhood was a 

common feature of the rhetoric of citizenship in the United States. ―A mature man,‖ he 

explains, ―was a self-supporting adult who defended liberty, fulfilled family 

responsibilities, and governed women. His opposite was the ‗boy‘… who was lustful, 

impulsive, and avaricious rather than disciplined.‖200 In a culture that predicated adult 

masculinity on sexual restraint, the burlesque spectator was as much a specimen of failed 
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masculinity when he sat openly ―ogling‖ the women before him ―with amorous idiocy‖ 

as he was for drawing such a gaze himself. By depicting the audience as infants, the 

author exaggerated the immaturity implied by their lack of restraint to a comically absurd 

extreme. The writer wanted to undermine the habitual burlesque-goer‘s masculinity by 

any means possible, and so framed him as a failure as a man on three counts: he was 

effeminate; he was unable to suppress his sexual desires; and he allowed himself to be 

governed by, rather than governing, the women on stage before him. 

It was this last failure that the Spirit most emphasized. Despite the associations 

between boyhood and sexual impulsiveness, the infantilization of these spectators 

through a direct analogy with babies makes the allure of the women onstage take on a 

distinctly maternal quality. Far from suggesting that the men‘s attentions posed a threat to 

the performers‘ chastity, the article suggests a power dynamic that reversed mid-

nineteenth century gender norms. The men are not sexual aggressors leering at vulnerable 

girls; they are impotent babes competing for the attentions of powerful women.  

This reversal is typical of the article‘s characterization of burlesque‘s inverted 

gender roles: just as the male spectators are insufficiently masculine, the women onstage 

represent an unconventional femininity that underscores the audience‘s emasculation. 

When the Thompson Troupe had appeared alongside the living curiosities of Wood‘s 

Museum, the article explains, ―the usual burlesque audience… cheered the dreary 

existence of the Nova Scotia giantess by their nightly worship at the feet of Miss 

Thompson.‖ The same audience followed the troupe when they moved to Niblo‘s 
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Garden, and now turned their obsequious attentions to ―each fairy queen and voluptuous 

amazon [sic]‖ that appeared in ―naked majesty of form on the shining stage.‖ Framing 

Thompson as an object of ―worship‖ and placing her in the figurative company of 

queens, giantesses, and Amazons, the author establishes that the troupe‘s allure came, at 

least in part, from its dangerously commanding inversion of the period‘s chaste and 

submissive image of conventional femininity. Later in the same article, when he has 

dispensed with his thickest parody, the author describes one Amazon in detail. Describing 

Pauline Markham‘s Amazon leader as ―stern, haughty, and high; mailed in the garb of 

war,‖ the author reports that she ―enraptured the audience; filled them, thrilled them with 

fantastic feelings never felt before.‖ Whether he was sincere or sarcastic in his praise of 

Markham‘s performance, the comment nonetheless underscores his observation that the 

men in the audience were captivated by performances of strong and imposing women.201  

The strength of these women was, in one respect, a threat to conventional 

femininity, but in the context of this article—which focuses so heavily on the audience‘s 

effeminacy—it also serves to underscore the writer‘s anxiety about the effects of British 

burlesque on American masculinity. As Kimmel explains, normative conceptions of 

femininity serve, not only to delineate acceptable female behavior, but also as ―a negative 

pole against which men define themselves.‖202 In this instance, the presence of 

dominating women reverses the poles: when these burlesque fanatics admire women who 
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claim the dominant ―masculine‖ position, the article implies, they relegate themselves to 

a subservient, ―feminine,‖ role.  

The defining characteristic of the women in the February 1869 review of Forty 

Thieves, then, is not merely unorthodoxy, but also their desire to dominate, and thereby 

emasculate, their male admirers. In Thompson‘s burlesques, even an actress who plays a 

―gauzy fairy,‖ the article suggests, is appropriately feminine only insofar as it allows her 

to achieve a mercantile end. In yet another mockery of the weak burlesque audience, the 

author of the review personifies the foppish young men who ―ogle‖ burlesque performers 

nightly as ―young Fitzpoodle,‖ and describes the ―fairy‘s‖ reaction to his attentions. ―Has 

not old Fitzpoodle a brown-stone front on the avenue,‖ she thinks,‖ which he saved from 

a commercial disaster before he retired rich? Is not young Fitzpoodle a fool and an only 

son?‖203 The English burlesque actress was, if not an actual prostitute, certainly a gold 

digger, intent of acquiring the fortunes of industrious Americans by preying on the 

effeminate weaknesses of their foppish male offspring. Her apparent delicacy is only a 

more cunning means of domination. 

But while the women might be guilty of mercenary seduction, it is the male 

audience‘s lack of masculine restraint that makes them vulnerable to such advances. In 

the mid-nineteenth century, properly masculine sexuality was defined, not only by 

potency, but also by restraint. In the northeastern United States, where the dominant 

vision of manhood was the industrious, efficient, and successful self-made man, 
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masculinity came to be associated with self-control and the judicious allocation of 

resources. Advice givers in this era, including doctors and businessmen, advocated sperm 

retention and warned that the frivolous expenditure of energy through excessive 

intercourse—or worse, masturbation—was detrimental to a man‘s ability to succeed and, 

therefore, symptomatic of an effeminate lack of self-control.204 If these British Blondes 

succeeded in acquiring American wealth by seducing foolish only sons—already failures 

as men by the standard of self-made manhood—it was only because these young fops 

lacked the masculine strength of will to resist their baser desires. 

The February 1869 review of Forty Thieves, then, demonstrates that the theatrical 

writer for the Spirit of the Times deemed the Thompson Troupe‘s inversions of mid-

nineteenth century gender norms threatening to American manhood. And yet, while these 

daring reversals were indeed the feature of the performances that the Spirit‘s theatrical 

writer seized upon most in his condemnations, they were not the real problem Had the 

troupe‘s departures from gender norms been the Spirit‘s primary concern, one would 

expect the paper‘s criticisms of the troupe to have been consistent throughout their New 

York run. Thompson‘s performances, while they maintained the playful sexuality and 

gender reversals typical of burlesque, did not become any more risqué in this period, a 

fact that Thompson would later point out in a letter to the Times marveling at how ―a 

certain clique‖ had ―suddenly discovered‖ the vulgarity of her shows. 205 And yet, 
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comparing the review of Forty Thieves to the Spirit‘s earlier characterizations of the 

Thompson Troupe in its October 1868 review of Ixion reveals a curious and dramatic 

shift: while the performances of gender in Thompson‘s burlesques had not changed 

substantially since their New York debut in October 1868, the Spirit‘s reactions to these 

performances underwent a dramatic transformation.  

The Imperious Fairy: Gender, Burlesque and the Fear of English Domination 

The Spirit‘s theatrical writing always had an acerbic edge and few reviews—be it 

for Shakespeare, opera, or burlesque—were free from the occasional sarcastic or ironic 

barb. Given this editorial character, however, the Spirit’s initial review of Ixion in 

October 1868 had been positively glowing. The Thompson Troupe opened before a house 

the author describes as ―large and notable,‖ in which journalists, theatre folk and ―more 

respectable people‖ were all well represented. Although the reviewer found the plot thin 

and unimaginative, and chided the audience for favoring blonde performers to the 

exclusion of the show‘s equally talented brunettes, he nonetheless heaped praise on the 

troupe and their performances. Thompson, he reports, ―has made a great popular hit‖ and 

―has captivated her audiences, men and women, by her delightful deviltry.‖ Liza Weber, 

in the role of Mercury, ―drew peals of genuine laughter,‖ and Ada Harland‘s performance 

of Jupiter ―couldn‘t have been done more gracefully, by—Jove.‖ Finally, in his 

assessment of his show as a whole, the author concludes that ―it is a peculiar attraction of 

this troupe that they never give you too much of anything. If a song or dance pleases, 
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there are always a few steps or another verse in reserve. If the attempt does not take, it is 

over before the audience is provoked into sibilant displeasure.‖ While the author may not 

have approved of the script, he was clearly satisfied by the manner in which it was 

enacted.206 

Not only did the author give a favorable review of Ixion, he praised the female 

members of the cast precisely for their conventional femininity. Thompson, he writes, 

was ―remarkably free from vulgarity and coarseness of mien or gesture.‖ She also 

―dresses superbly, and is happy in the possession of a magnificent figure and a pretty 

face‖ and, although appropriately nervous, ―appeared like an energetic, self-contained 

young lady.‖ Even when she was engaging in more masculine activities, her natural 

femininity prevailed. ―Jig-dancing,‖ the author assured his readers, ―is etherealized by her 

bewitching steps, and comic songs are sublimated by her modesty of manner.‖207 His 

praise for the other actresses was similar: they had ―sweet‖ voices, were beautiful, and—

as the author repeatedly notes—were all ―graceful.‖208 Had the inverted performances of 

gender been the primary reason for the author‘s antipathy towards the Thompson and the 

Blondes, one would expect to see a consistent condemnation from the outset: instead, he 

made these attacks only after initially praising the same actresses for their feminine 

graces in a show in which they played largely male parts. To this author, then, gender 

                                                 
206 "First Review of Ixion." The Spirit of the Times routinely misspelled Beckett‘s name as ―Becket.‖ 
207 "First Review of Ixion." ―Etherealizing‖ female bodies was a common tactic for preserving feminine 

virtue in the dangerously embodied context of dance (Allen 89-92). As Allen notes, in the 1840s, ―ballet 

became morally and socially acceptable… by containing the ballerina within a silent, removed world… and 

within a body that promoted rather than detracted from the illusion that the audience was watching a 

creature with the same materiality as a fairy‖ (91). 
208 "First Review of Ixion." 
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was not the primary issue, rather it was a convenient rhetorical device he deployed to 

contain performances that he feared represented a British theatrical incursion that 

threatened the United States‘ cultural independence. These gendered assaults, 

furthermore represented a continuation of the paper‘s broader fears of the United States 

submitting to English cultural and political domination. 

Other scholars have suggested that the shift in the critical reception of the 

Thompson Troupe was an expression of cultural anxiety. Of the scholarly discussions of 

the shift, Robert C. Allen‘s class-based analysis is the most well known. In his 1991 

treatise on burlesque, Allen argues that the Spirit of the Times, like other papers, began to 

cast burlesque as a dangerous form of low entertainment once it moved to the upscale 

Niblo‘s Garden from the respectable though less affluent Wood‘s Museum.209 But while 

this explanation does account for the timing of the change, it is unsatisfactory for two 

reasons: because the Spirit‘s criticisms of the Thompson Troupe predate their move to 

Niblo‘s, and because the paper‘s early commentary suggests that it would have actually 

approved of the move to the upscale venue. 

First, although the review of the Forty Thieves was the most damning account 

thus far, the Spirit‘s reviewer had been inserting negative comments alongside his 

generally favorable reviews with increasing frequency since relatively early in the 

                                                 
209 Allen, Horrible Prettiness 16. While Allen credits this move from Wood‘s to Niblo‘s as the primary 

reason the timbre of burlesque changed in this period, he does acknowledge that there were other forces at 

play. Elsewhere in his book, for example, Allen notes that on November 8, 1868 the editor of the New York 

Times had ―commented favorably‖ on an anti-burlesque resolution passed at a Ministerial Union meeting in 

Chicago (129). I maintain my position here, however, because Allen still argues that the change in the 

Times’ treatment of burlesque in theatrical articles, as well as the bulk of anti-burlesque criticism in other 

papers, came after the move provided a catalyst.  
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Blondes‘ run. As early as October 10, 1868, the Spirit‘s theatre editor was questioning 

the masculinity of the audience, by describing them as ―smooth-faced young men, [and] 

bulbous bugled old men‖—placing them at either side of, but distinctly apart from, the 

height of manly vigor.210 By October 17, the reviewer was beginning to cast aspersions 

on Thompson‘s chastity, reporting that Henderson was trying to prevent people from 

speaking with her ―although the man at the wheel [Thompson as Ixion] has spoken by 

this time to nearly every one [sic] in town.‖211 On October 24, he reported that ―Miss 

Harland has yielded to the vulgar clamor and sunk her individuality in a yellow wig.‖212 

The review of Forty Thieves did include significantly more of these pointed remarks than 

the Spirit‘s previous accounts, but it was the culmination of a gradual shift rather than a 

sudden transformation. The Spirit‘s relative silence about the Blondes between December 

5 and the opening of Forty Thieves on February 6, however, made the intensification of 

these renewed criticisms appear more abrupt. 

Far from objecting to the move to Niblo‘s, furthermore, the Spirit‘s theatre writer 

had actually suggested the more affluent theatre would be a more appropriate venue for a 

show as highly dependent on spectacle as Ixion. In his initial review of that show, he 

remarked:  

There is no doubt that these young ladies would have made a lasting 

success at either the Olympic or Niblo‘s, where the management, besides 

possessing ample stage facilities, spare no expense to lend increased 

effect, by gorgeous surroundings and elaborate scenery. As it is, we fear 

                                                 
210 "Theatres and Things Theatrical (Second Review of Ixion)," Spirit of the Times 10 October 1868. 
211 "Theatres and Things Theatrical (Mere Mention)," Spirit of the Times 17 October 1868. 
212 "Theatres and Things Theatrical (Third Review of Ixion)," Spirit of the Times 24 October 1868. 
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that the present full house at Wood‘s will dwindle down to the standard 

Museum receipts, for the location of the theatre alone will keep away 

many of the spectacular, burlesque-loving community.213 

 

While matters of class and respectability likely did contribute to the eventual backlash 

that British burlesque would face, the change in venue was not the sole reason for the 

shift in the Spirit of the Times’ opinion.  

But while the Spirit‘s commentary undercuts arguments that the venue change 

inspired its critical about-face, it does provide ample evidence that the paper‘s antipathy 

stemmed from a belief that the Blondes were the vanguard of a condescending and 

imperialistic British cultural invasion. As the Thompson Troupe‘s popularity grew, 

imitators—many of them from Great Britain—began to emerge, intent on profiting from 

the new style‘s popularity. On December 5, the Spirit reported sarcastically on the 

imminent arrival of other troupes: 

Now, ―the gods give us joy,‖ for if four or five yellow-legged, bare-

headed—no, the other way if you please: bare-legged, yellow-haired—

young ladies can thrill the town with their novelty and beauty, ten or 

fifteen will drive us wild with bewildering delight. And we learn there are 

more where these came from, and they have been engaged.214 

 

British burlesque, once a singular curiosity, was poised to become a pervasive trend. The 

trend, furthermore, implied an invasion by English actresses.215 When the Spirit‘s 

theatrical writer warned his readers that ―there are more where these came from,‖ he 

                                                 
213 "First Review of Ixion." 
214 "Theatres and Things Theatrical (Wood's Museum)," Spirit of the Times 5 December 1868. 
215 Gänzl makes a similar observation, noting that ―It was all very well for foreigners, like Tostée, to 

descend on New York, make their hit, be the brief delight of the city, and then go away, but the Thompson 

Blondes were becoming a fixture. And they had opened the floodgates to a rush of other ‗blawsted British‘ 

burlesquers. It was time [for the press] to take them down a peg‖ (110). 
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meant England. By February 13, 1869, the incursion was well underway. In an article 

entitled ―The Burlesque Mania,‖ the Spirit reported the effects of the public fascination 

with the new form. ―Under such circumstances,‖ he wrote, ―it is not remarkable that new 

burlesque enterprises threaten us from various quarters. The most nearly impending is 

that of what is called the ‗Elise Holt‘ Troupe… There is no reason to doubt that its 

success will be at least equal to that of its predecessors.‖216 The mania for British 

burlesque, no longer a harmless fascination, had become a weakness the British could 

exploit to gain access to United States shores. 

 The arrival of these foreign performers was particularly irksome for the Spirit‘s 

theatrical writer both because of his general dislike for the English and his belief that 

European artists and managers looked down on United States audiences. Even in his 

glowing review of Ixion, for example, the writer would only grudgingly concede that, 

―we shall have to admit—despite our Anglophobia—that [lone male cast member] Mr. 

Becket [sic] is a very good actor.‖217 Nor was this the first manifestation of this author‘s 

suspicion of foreign artists. Before the Thompson troupe arrived, the Spirit‘s theatre 

writer noted that ―Europeans were heretofore of the opinion that anything in the shape of 

opera was good enough for America,‖ and that they were only then beginning to realize 

the refinement and taste of the United States public.218 To this writer, then, the arrival of 

these English intruders—pretty and entertaining, perhaps, but lacking in ―histrionic 

                                                 
216 "Burlesque Mania." 
217 "First Review of Ixion." 
218 "Theatres and Things Theatrical (Barbe Bleu)," Spirit of the Times 22 August 1868. 
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talent‖ and performing in plays with no dramatic merit—represented typical old world 

condescension.219 British producers were, in essence, failing to recognize the critical 

maturity of Unites States audiences, instead treating them like undiscriminating children, 

easily entertained by pretty baubles. Those who confirmed these artistic prejudices by 

frequenting poor quality entertainments like burlesque, the theatrical writer implied, 

deserved the bibs and highchairs he would later consign them to in his review of Forty 

Thieves.  

At the same time that the British invasion was massing, the Spirit‘s theatrical 

writer noted the cavalry-like arrival of native-born burlesquers who could, perhaps, 

defend American stages from the looming English hordes. On January 9, 1869, the Spirit 

reported that a local manager had ―concluded arrangements to produce next month a 

really good burlesque, with [popular American comedians] Billy and Mrs. Florence at the 

head.‖ After asserting that both of these native-born performers were vastly superior to 

their English counterparts—Beckett and Thompson respectively—the author pronounced 

optimistically that ―it would not surprise us in the least to see the blonde beauties beaten 

out of the field by a bevy of brunette belles of home extraction.‖220 The Spirit‘s theatrical 

writer was not opposed to the presence of burlesque on United States stages per se, so 

long as that burlesque was domestically produced. 

Thus, when on February 6 the Spirit attacked the masculinity of those United 

States theatergoers who habitually attended British burlesque, the author was repudiating 

                                                 
219 "First Review of Ixion." 
220 "Theatres and Things Theatrical (Other Matters)," Spirit of the Times 9 January 1869. 
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them not only for frequenting a foreign performance, but also for choosing it over a 

viable—and superior—domestic alternative. In the same column that contained the 

review of Forty Thieves and its emasculating take on Thompson‘s audiences, the author 

also made the following observations about this competition between American and 

British burlesque:  

Mrs. Florence made up with all the careful study and taste that always 

mark that painstaking artist‘s personations and throughout the entire 

performance there ran a vein of dramatic talent which proves conclusively 

the superior intelligence of American talent if it would only descend to 

―jigs‖ and assert itself in all its naked majesty. Thank God it won‘t! We 

send England and France a Jefferson and Patti, and we get in return a flock 

of dancing dolls, who babble of the supremacy of ―foreign talent.‖221 

 

Real American men could enjoy burlesque, but only if they displayed a properly patriotic 

devotion to the superiority of native-born performers. Those who chose to watch the 

imported version were unmanned by their submission to British claims of international 

artistic supremacy. 

The international rivalry implied by the comparisons between the British and 

United States performers takes on a heightened significance when viewed in light of the 

intense diplomatic discord between the two countries that coincided with their 

performances. The Spirit‘s attacks on Thompson and her audience were a product of this 

climate of political friction. Although the Spirit of the Times was primarily an 

entertainment paper, it did occasionally run editorials on political matters. During the 

Thompson Troupe‘s first season in New York, negotiations between the United States 

                                                 
221 "Reviews of Forty Thieves and Field of Cloth and Gold." 
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and Great Britain to settle what was known as the Alabama claims fascinated the 

editorship of the Spirit. The frequent and fiercely anglophobic editorials that the Spirit 

ran regarding these negotiations cast any Americans willing to make concessions to 

Britain as unmanly thralls of a feminized empire, and deployed a gendered rhetoric 

uncannily similar to the paper‘s depiction of Thompson and her audiences. These 

editorials, furthermore, date back at least to October 1868, and could therefore explain 

the earlier examples of Anglophobic hostility in the Spirit‘s reviews of the Blondes that 

the arrival of British imitators in January and the February opening of Mr. and Mrs. 

Florence could not. 

The ―Alabama claims‖ refers to an ongoing diplomatic conflict between the 

United States and Great Britain in the late 1860s. During the Civil War, the Confederacy 

attacked US merchant vessels with heavily armed cruisers, most of which had been built 

in England. The Alabama was the most famous of these British-built Confederate naval 

cruisers—stealthy, fast ships whose mission was to attack commercial vessels serving the 

northern states, thereby disrupting Union trade and commerce. As the most well known 

British built Confederate raider, the Alabama became a symbol for British interference 

during the Civil War.
222 

Towards the end of Andrew Johnson‘s presidency, the United 

States and Great Britain were negotiating a settlement to compensate merchants who had 

lost ships and cargoes to these British-built Confederate raiders. Citing losses in excess of 

$15 million and Great Britain‘s failure to honor its ostensible neutrality during the war, 

                                                 
222 James M. McPherson, Ordeal by Fire: The Civil War and Reconstruction, 3rd ed. (New York: McGraw 

Hill, 2001) 194. 
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the United States sought compensation from the British government. Great Britain, for its 

part, denied responsibility for these losses caused by the Confederate navy in ships 

assembled by private British builders. As the British Blondes settled into their first 

United States engagement, emotions ran high on both sides of the Atlantic, and relations 

between the two countries were incredibly tense.
223

  

Writing from a perspective that reflected the outlook of the victorious North, the 

Spirit treated the dispute over the Alabama claims as a continuation of English support 

for illegitimate rebels. The South, it explained, had acquired from the British ―a navy of 

pirates‖ that had preyed upon the ships of the ―free and loyal states.‖ Reverdy Johnson of 

Maryland, the United States diplomat dispatched to England to settle the claims, was a 

―Southern man, whose heart was with Lee and Semmes in the rebellion‖ and ―a steadfast 

opponent of the Government throughout the war,‖ and therefore wholly unsuited to 

representing the interests of Northern merchants. To the Spirit‘s editorship, though the 

war might have ended, there was still a marked difference between loyal Northerners and 

the seditious South. Despite reunion, a Southerner was still a Southerner, and of 

questionable loyalty at best.224 

The Spirit’s perspective on the Alabama claims, however, was as much a matter 

of defining the United States‘ international status as it was about punishing England for 

aiding the Confederacy. George Wilkes, the paper‘s editor in chief, cast the settlement of 

the Alabama claims as a choice between masculine domination and feminine submission 
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on a global political stage, a dichotomy that echoes the paper‘s treatment of the 

Thompson Troupe and its audiences. ―While we refuse to be paid part of the debt 

England owes,‖ he wrote, 

we are masters of all, and we can better afford to remain unpaid and 

powerful, than to accept partial restitution and be rendered impotent and 

weak. We hold England in chains of her own forging; we can prevent her 

from going to war with even the meanest government that insults her.225 

 

While it was customary in this period to refer to countries with a feminine pronoun, the 

image of England as a woman in chains is inescapable. According to Wilkes, the 

desirable, current, and—presumably—natural dynamic between these two nations was 

that of a masculine United States controlling a feminized England. To relinquish this 

stance was akin to being ―rendered impotent‖—the ultimate surrender of masculine 

power.226 

When Wilkes, and other writers for the Spirit of the Times, cast their arguments 

against settlement of the Alabama claims as a struggle for a masculine United States to 

defend its independence against a powerful feminine England, they were tapping into a 

common rhetorical trope that readers in the United States would immediately recognize. 

This gendered representation of the relationship between the United States and Great 

Britain was, by the nineteenth century, a well established tradition. Just as popular Union 

discourse configured the Civil War as a contest between a northern manhood and 

                                                 
225 "The Southern Confederacy and Its Representative in Europe." 
226 OED online shows that although ―impotent‖ could mean powerless (and likely would be used this way 

in a polite newspaper,) its use to denote a lack of sexual potency dates back to the 17
th

 century, and would 

likely be known to the readers. <http://dictionary.oed.com/cgi/entry/50113306?single=1&query_type= 

word&queryword=impotent&first =1&max_to_show=10> 
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southern effeminacy, United States nationalists habitually interpreted conflicts with 

Britain in explicitly gendered terms. As Kann explains, the nation‘s founders ―simply 

found it natural and appropriate… to applaud ‗this manly, this heroic, and truly patriotic 

spirit‘ of American militiamen and to condemn the ‗effeminate and delicate soldiers‘ of 

the British army.‖ While England was sometimes also cast as a tyrannical father figure, 

revolutionaries frequently ―portrayed the Revolution as the struggle of a maturing 

American male against a grasping British mother, and as a conflict pitting patriots 

defending manly freedom against corrupt governors hoping to seduce them back into 

female dependence.‖227 Submission to England—either through political concessions or 

through a fascination with British theatre that placed one, figuratively, in a high chair—

represented a regression from manhood to infancy. 

In Wilkes‘ description of the Alabama claims, the United States had not only 

broken free from ―female dependence,‖ but had fully actualized its manhood by exerting 

control over its formerly domineering mother. Citizens of the United States were 

―masters,‖ not only of their own fates but of England‘s as well. Like a strong husband or 

father, the United States could finally exert its patriarchal control over England, and 

could ―forbid her‖ from taking actions of which it disapproved. England, like a woman, 

could no longer defend herself against even the ―meanest‖ insults, and would become 

dependent on the United States‘ paternal protection. Settling the Alabama claims 
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prematurely, more than merely robbing the United States of its potential as a world 

power, deprived it of its natural masculine authority. 

Because of its highly visibly gender inversions, burlesque became a convenient 

surrogate for the Spirit‘s fear that the United States was failing to exert its national 

masculinity in its negotiation of the Alabama claims. As a result, the Spirit‘s portrayal of 

the dynamic between Great Britain and those in the United States who too eagerly 

accepted paltry British settlement offers closely parallels the paper‘s depiction of Young 

Fitzpoodle and the imperious women of Burlesque. The Spirit‘s editorials routinely 

portrayed Reverdy Johnson, as well as anyone else from the United States who yielded 

too easily to the British—as weak, effeminate men so enthralled by a powerful woman 

that they would willingly cast aside their country‘s natural masculine power. Johnson 

was, according to the Spirit, an agent of ―servility [and] obsequiousness,‖ who ―was sent 

to England as the embodiment of the feeblest foreign policy that ever shamed a nation as 

powerful as our own.‖ England, for her part, had ―invented the new motto, ‗once a 

colony, always a colony,‘‖ wished that ―United States would indeed be ‗settled‘ precisely 

in a way which is customary in the English prize ring,‖ and, in sum, had designs on the 

United States that were every bit as mercantile as those of the ―gauzy fairy‖ who had set 

her eyes on Fitzpoodle‘s brownstone. Like the regular attendees at Thompson‘s 

performances, Johnson and his colleagues failed to be real men and were, consequently, 

―the champion[s] of national disgrace and the instrument[s] of British cunning.‖228 
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The simultaneity of the intensified discussion of the Alabama claims and the 

highly gendered attacks on British burlesque‘s regular audiences was no coincidence. The 

editorship of the Spirit of the Times saw both the young men who eschewed native talent 

in order to frequent the displays of proliferating British invaders, and the diplomats who 

took a soft stance with England as endangering American manhood through submission 

to a foreign feminine power. Just as the young men in the audience clamored for the 

attentions of these foreign beauties, the Spirit argued, Johnson and his supporters sought 

to court lady England. ―It was Sir Walter Raleigh,‖ the Spirit noted,‖ who threw his cloak 

in the mud before a British Queen; but Mr. Johnson, in paying the same compliment to 

the worst enemies of America, has used the American flag.‖ Similarly, a week before the 

Spirit accused New York‘s theatrical traitors of paying tribute to the Blondes in their 

guises as ―voluptuous Amazons‖ and of engaging in a ―nightly worship at the feet of 

Miss Thompson,‖ it sneered that, ―Reverdy Johnson was picked up out of the senate and 

tossed across the ocean into England‘s lap, like a bouquet thrown upon the stage, to gain 

the favor of a domineering actress.‖229 Thompson, as England‘s most prominent 

theatrical emissary, had become a living symbol of her country‘s imperial ambitions. 

The gender inversions in the Spirit‘s review of The Forty Thieves, then, were an 

expression of nationalistic anxieties during a key moment in the United States‘ 

development as an international power. The United States, the Spirit argued, was poised 

to become a major player on the world stage. Whether or not it succeeded in doing so 
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would be determined by its ability to assert its manhood in the face of British challenges, 

and its citizens‘ willingness to support its interests—whether on a political or theatrical 

stage—despite the seductiveness of English temptresses. The inversion of gender tropes 

in the review of Forty Thieves served as a warning to United States readers of the dire 

consequences of becoming entranced by British femininity. As Kimmel explains, 

―manhood is less about the drive for domination and more about the fear of others 

dominating us, having power or control over us.‖230 If left unchecked, Lydia Thompson‘s 

spectacular burlesques—and the British cultural and political power they represented—

threatened to unman the United States. 

THE GIRL OF THE PERIOD AND THE YELLOW-HAIRED NUDITIES: OLIVE LOGAN’S 

ASSAULT ON BURLESQUE 

While the theatre editor of the Spirit of the Times saw burlesques departures from 

prevailing gender norms as a danger to the United States as a masculine nation, another 

writer—lecturer and former actress Olive Logan—worried that burlesque‘s 

unconventional femininity posed a threat to nascent female independence. On May 12, 

1869, while the Lydia Thompson Troupe‘s run of The Forty Thieves was nearing the end 

of its successful run at Niblo‘s Garden, a more seriously minded crowd assembled at 

New York‘s Steinway Hall to mark the anniversary of the Equal Rights Association. An 

assortment of civil rights luminaries—including Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Henry Ward 

Beecher, Susan B. Anthony, and Fredrick Douglass—took the podium to demand the 
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expansion suffrage rights. While most agreed that universal suffrage was the ultimate 

goal, the recent proposal and partial ratification of the fifteenth amendment—which 

granted voting rights to African American men but which explicitly excluded women—

divided the assembly, and prompted fierce debates over whether universal manhood 

suffrage or women‘s voting rights should be the Association‘s primary aim. This debate 

would ultimately result in a permanent schism among the Association‘s membership. 

Despite this controversy and the prominence of several of the speakers, however, an 

address given by a relatively minor figure managed to draw significant press attention in 

the days and weeks that followed. In a speech that she gave during the evening session, 

Olive Logan condemned British style burlesque, and argued that its prevalence and 

explicit sexuality were depriving hard working American women of their livelihoods.231  

In her speech—parts of which soon appeared in a variety of New York 

newspapers—Logan launched into a determined assault on burlesque and its effects on 

both the New York theatre scene and on women‘s access to well-paid employment. 

Logan told her listeners the pitiable story of a friend of hers who ―who had been suddenly 

left almost penniless… had turned her attention to teaching, but that scarcely provided 

her with bread.‖232 But, Logan argued, while she had once found the theatre to be a rare 

venue in which she could expect fair pay for her labor despite her gender, when this 

starving friend asked if she might try to earn a living on the stage, Logan had to reply that 

                                                 
231 "Equal Rights: Anniversary of the American Equal Rights Association.," Times 13 May 1869. My 

description of Logan‘s speech comes from three sources: a New York Times article describing the meeting 

where she delivered it, a letter to the editor of the Times that Logan wrote, repeating a section of the speech 

and clarifying her meaning, and a portion of the speech that ran in the New York Clipper.  
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she should not. Logan said that she ―would not advise any woman to go upon the stage; 

for the demoralizing influences there prevalent are daily increasing, and its prizes are 

won by brazen-faced, yellow-haired, painted and padded clog-dancers, while true artists 

are left to starve.‖233 According to Logan, the popularity of British burlesque had 

drastically altered the character of American theatre, making it unacceptable as an 

employment opportunity for respectable women. 

While this accusation was, on its own, potentially inflammatory, Logan‘s speech 

might have passed relatively unnoticed had she not then dramatized her claims in 

distinctly scandalous terms. Reiterating the dilemma faced by virtuous, young American 

girls setting out on a career in the theatre, Logan explained that: 

When these girls go into a theatre to apply for a situation now, they find 

that the requirements of managers are expressed in the following 

questions: 

1. ―Is your hair dyed yellow?‖ 

2. ―Are your legs, arms and bosom symmetrically formed, and are you 

willing to expose them?‖ 

3. ―Can you sing brassy songs, and dance the can-can, and wink at 

men, and give utterance to disgusting half words which mean whole 

actions?‖ 

4. ―Are you acquainted with any rich men who will throw you flowers, 

and send you presents, and keep afloat dubious rumors concerning 

your chastity?‖ 

5. ―Are you willing to appear to-night, and every night, amid the glare 

of gaslights and before the gaze of thousands of men, in this pair of 

satin breeches ten inches long, without a vestige of drapery on your 

person? 

―If you can answer these questions affirmatively, we will give you a 

situation. If not, there‘s the door.‖234 

                                                 
233 Qtd. in "Equal Rights.", "Minor Topics (Logan Slanders Theatrical Profession)," New York Times 14 
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Blunt and uncompromising, Logan‘s accusations created an immediate scandal in the 

New York press. 

When Logan introduced these questions at Steinway Hall, and again when she 

repeated them in her letter to the New York Times, her intent was to demonstrate the 

impact of burlesque on the employment prospects of local women. Rather than 

suggesting that theatre managers were actually asking young female applicants if they 

were willing to remove their clothing, dye their hair, and flirt with the audience, Logan 

was illustrating what she believed to be the implicit demands that the popularity of 

burlesque was putting on young actresses. Managers may not have been asking these 

questions, but if burlesque was the only work available, Logan argued, the credentials 

they outlined became very real conditions of employment. By realizing these unspoken 

demands in a hypothetical job interview, Logan made the implicit explicit and 

highlighted their outrageousness. Burlesque, Logan asserted, was forcing good American 

artists to imitate English whores in order to make a living. 

Logan‘s accusations were, by nineteenth-century standards, outrageous, and 

sparked considerable press interest over the following days and weeks, particularly in the 

New York Times. On May 14, the day after it reported on the proceedings at the meeting 

at Steinway Hall, the Times ran an editorial rejecting Logan‘s accusations. Seizing on 

Logan‘s comment that true artists were ―left to starve‖ while painted hussies reaped the 

theatre‘s rewards, the Times reminded its readers of a number of famous actresses who 

enjoyed both success and respectability, and cautioned Logan not to ―slander those who 
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may still follow the profession.‖ Logan soon penned a rebuttal, in which she repeated a 

portion of her speech, clarified that she did not question the virtue of these actresses, only 

their finances, and reiterated that burlesque was preventing hard-working young women 

from making a living on the stage. The Times printed her letter on May 15, under the 

headline ―Olive Logan‘s Opinion of the Theatrical Profession,‖ along with an editorial 

expressing its continued skepticism.  

Logan was an intelligent navigator of modern media who tried to tailor her 

rhetoric for multiple publics, including both the progressive adherents of the budding 

Women‘s Rights movement and more conservative populations who had not yet been 

converted to the cause. In an attempt to reach the widest possible audience, Logan 

couched her argument in a tale of imperiled feminine virtue, and trod a narrow line 

between sentimentality and salaciousness. And yet despite her efforts, Logan‘s arguments 

drew a significant backlash, particularly in the New York Times—a paper that ordinarily 

shared her antipathy towards burlesque, her bourgeois outlook, and her belief in female 

equality. While Logan and the Times shared similar assumptions about gender, class, 

respectability, and women‘s rights, they had conflicting priorities: the Times privileged 

the nation‘s identity, whereas Logan emphasized the individual rights of—at least some 

of—its people. Ultimately, the Times‘ surprisingly negative response to Logan‘s 

argument reveals that she inhabited a complicated discursive context in which competing 

issues of class, gender, and nationalism made the wide appeal she sought almost 

impossible to achieve. 
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A Girl of the Period: Logan, True Womanhood and Women’s Rights 

Olive Logan was a colorful figure, and a fixture of New York‘s lecture circuit. 

She was born into a theatrical family: her mother and her sisters, Grace, Alice and Eliza 

were all actresses, and she would eventually have the manager of Wood‘s Museum as a 

brother-in-law. Logan made her theatrical debut as a young child, and began her acting 

career in earnest at the age of fifteen, performing primarily in sentimental melodramas 

like Eveleen Wilson and The Wandering Boys, as well as the occasional comic or 

Shakespearian role. She left the stage when she married, but returned to it in 1864 when 

the marriage failed and remained there until her growing deafness (or lack of talent, 

according to less charitable sources) forced her into retirement. After she left the stage, 

Logan turned to writing and lecturing. Her plays were moderately successful, but she was 

most well known as a fixture on the Lyceum circuit, where the theatre and women‘s 

rights were her topics of choice.235 

And yet despite these respectable, if not overly remarkable, achievements, Logan 

was known in her time more as a publicity seeker than as either a serious artist or 

advocate. Mark Twain, for example, would later write that Logan‘s fame ―was a 

manufactured notoriety, not an earned one…. She was merely a name and some rich and 

costly clothes, and neither of these properties had any lasting quality, though for awhile 
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they were able to command a fee of $100 a night….‖236 Twain was, perhaps, a bit harsh 

in this assessment, especially given his own well-deserved reputation as an attention 

seeker. Even so, he was at least partly right about Logan‘s desire for attention. Logan was 

not above hyperbole, either in her lectures or her self-presentation. In the early 1870s, 

Logan began billing herself as the ―Best-Dressed Woman in the Country,‖ and when 

Lydia Thompson lampooned Logan as ―a girl of the period‖ in her 1869 production of 

Sinbad, she donned an exaggerated version of a fashionable walking dress and a hat 

topped with a dead, stuffed squirrel.237 In light of her complaints about burlesque‘s 

revealing costumes, Logan‘s own history as a wartime performer of breeches roles—

albeit chiefly in melodramas and Shakespeare‘s comedies—also left her open to 

accusations of hypocrisy, as one of her detractors pointed out in a letter to the Times.238 

Nor was Twain alone in his assessment: speculation that Logan‘s attacks on burlesque 

were a bid for the spotlight peppered the reaction to her lecture at Steinway Hall. 

But even if Logan did court attention, both her dedication to the cause of 

women‘s rights and her belief that British burlesque hindered it do seem sincere. She may 

have loved the spotlight, but if publicity had been her only aim she could have garnered 

just as much rallying against female suffrage and employment equity as for them, and in 

the years after her appearance at Steinway Hall she would become a periodic contributor 

to Revolution, the women‘s rights newspaper founded by Susan B. Anthony and 
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Elizabeth Cady Stanton. Far from riding the coattails of anti-burlesque sentiment, 

furthermore, Logan was an early critic of the type of theatre she referred to as the ―leg 

business,‖ having first raised the alarm about the effects of these types of performances 

on women‘s employment opportunities in a Galaxy magazine article from August 1867—

predating the arrival of the Lydia Thompson Troupe and the furor they sparked by almost 

a year.239 Thus while some writers, like feminist historian Faye E. Dudden, are inclined to 

treat her as a serious early feminist, and others, including Thompson‘s biographer Kurt 

Gänzl, dismiss her as an opportunistic attention seeker, she was likely a little of both: 

Logan loved the spotlight, but she was also a feminist with serious concerns. 

Logan‘s sincerity aside, her detailed assault on the sexual improprieties of 

burlesque indicated she held an ambivalent view of femininity that was fairly typical 

among suffragists and reformers of the era. At the time Logan wrote her response to 

Thompson and the burlesque invasion her troupe had instigated, the prevailing trope of 

femininity in the popular United States imagination was undergoing a radical 

transformation from the antebellum cult of True Womanhood to the New Woman of the 

fin-de-siècle. Logan‘s use of gender in her depiction of struggling legitimate actresses in 

a business that imperiled their feminine virtue suggests that she was writing from an 

intermediary position: one that valued female independence, but that was not yet 

prepared to relinquish older models of domestic female respectability. 
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As Barbara Welter first articulated in her groundbreaking 1966 essay of that 

name, ―The Cult of True Womanhood‖ had dominated discourse concerning appropriate 

feminine behavior in white, middle and upper-class circles from the 1820s until about 

1860, and was comprised of ―four cardinal virtues—piety, purity, submissiveness, and 

domesticity.‖240 It was a cultural construct, and an ideal unattainable to many if not most 

actual women. Despite its artificiality, True Womanhood shaped popular conceptions of 

what a woman ought to be, and exerted significant pressure on women to conform to its 

strictures. As materialist feminist historian Carroll Smith-Rosenberg explains, the 

proponents of True Womanhood often deployed a language of ―natural‖ feminine virtue 

as a means of justification for consigning women to the domestic sphere and for barring 

them from economic and legal autonomy, thereby solidifying male dominance in public 

and private life. By conflating culturally produced power structures with ―natural‖ gender 

distinctions, True Womanhood served to contain disruptive women by labeling them as 

―unnatural‖ or deviant.241 

As the century progressed, however, the cultural power of True Womanhood 

began to dwindle. According to Welter, such social forces as ―the movements for social 

reform, westward migration, missionary activity, utopian communities, industrialism, 

[and] the Civil War‖ all encouraged women to move beyond the roles they had been 

―trained to believe were [theirs] by nature and divine decree.‖ By the fin-de-siècle, this 
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female incursion into public life would culminate in the emergence of the ―New 

Woman‖—a model of femininity that emphasized individual freedom, economic and 

social independence, political involvement, and rights and responsibilities equal to their 

male counterparts.242 

Foreshadowing the emerging New Womanhood, Logan‘s interpretation of equal 

rights focused on female independence and self-actualization, and she believed that the 

chief impediment to achieving these aims was the difficulty women faced in earning a 

living wage. Writing from a middle-class perspective typical of nineteenth century 

women‘s rights advocates, Logan saw a woman‘s need for employment as less a matter 

of financial necessity than of personal autonomy and dignity. In her 1869 book Apropos 

of Women and Theatres, Logan explained her position. ―A woman,‖ she maintained, 

―should have her destiny in her own hands as completely as a man has his, and the first 

boon that should be vouchsafed her is the happy knowledge that… she may really thank 

her Maker, and not her husband, for having given her this day her daily bread.‖243 But 

while women, regardless of whether they were married or single, deserved the dignity of 

self-sufficiency, the culture that they lived in afforded them few options. ―Openings for 

women are few enough,‖ she explained, ―as governesses, and schoolmistresses, and 

shirtmakers, and hoopskirt drudges, generally, will testify.‖244 Given the lack of fairly 

paid work, woman had little choice but to accept ―the thraldom of waiting to be married 
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to have one‘s board and lodging paid.‖245 In her remarks at Steinway Hall, Logan noted 

that she had been fortunate to find two fields in which she could earn fair and sufficient 

pay for her labor: writing and acting.246 

Given her focus on fair wages and female autonomy, it seems odd that Logan 

would oppose either British style burlesque in general or the Thompson Troupe 

specifically: Thompson and the Blondes had achieved the very same kind of financial and 

personal independence that Logan advocated. First, since the casts of these spectaculars 

were almost exclusively female, the performers in British burlesque shows represented 

living examples of Logan‘s aims—they were working women who were paid well for 

their labor, and who had achieved a degree of financial and personal independence 

regardless of their marital status. Lydia Thompson in particular was, in some ways, the 

apotheosis of Logan‘s ideal. While Gänzl expresses some legitimate suspicion regarding 

Thompson‘s official story of having been forced into performing by financial necessity, 

she represented herself as having turned to the stage for the same reasons that led the 

friend Logan described in her Steinway speech to consider it. Thompson claimed to have 

started in her trade when her parents experienced financial ruin, and—having retired 

when she married—returned to the stage when the death of her first husband left her and 

her infant daughter destitute.247 Like Logan, Thompson recognized that the theatre was a 

promising way for a woman to make a living. 
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But the similarities between Logan‘s ideals and Thompson‘s life go beyond the 

recognition of financial opportunity: while the realities of her personal life are harder to 

assess, Thompson‘s public persona was certainly that of a woman with significant 

personal and professional autonomy. Despite having remarried—to Alexander 

Henderson, her manager—in 1868, she continued to use her maiden name professionally. 

Thompson, furthermore, was very visible as the star of the troupe that bore her name, and 

she presented herself publicly as its leader. While her public statements were likely vetted 

by the troupe‘s publicist, Archie Gordon, it was officially Thompson who penned the 

troupe‘s responses to critical news items. In one of these, a letter to the editor of the 

Times defending her manager and husband against accusations of immorality, she not 

only spoke on Henderson‘s behalf, she referred to him as her ―joint partner in the Lydia 

Thompson Troupe‖—a statement that emphasized her leadership and prominence within 

the company.248 While it was certainly convenient to downplay Henderson‘s importance 

while he was embroiled in a scandal, by acting as the official voice of the troupe she also 

asserted her independence as a businesswoman. Far from having to thank her husband for 

her daily bread, to borrow Logan‘s phrase, Thompson‘s husband had her to thank for his. 

Logan was, however, unable to recognize the similarities between Thompson‘s 

life and her own vision because Logan, like most of her contemporaries (whether 

progressives or traditionalists) had an extremely limited view of which women counted 

when it came to female advancement, as several passages in her 1869 book Apropos of 
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Women and Theatres demonstrate. When discussing women‘s enfranchisement, for 

example, she comments that woman is ―the negro in whiteface—and petticoats.‖ 249 

While her intent was to draw a parallel between the suffrage struggles being waged by 

both Women and African Americans, the effect of the comment was to summarily 

dismiss anyone who was both African American and a woman from the suffrage 

equation, an omission sadly typical of nineteenth century women‘s rights advocates. 

Logan‘s disregard for working-class women was just as glaring. Logan justified a 

woman‘s ability to work outside the home, for example, by suggesting that she can hire a 

servant—presumably a working-class woman who would have no such recourse from her 

own domestic labor—to provide housekeeping and childcare so that she ―may be left to 

do more remunerative work.‖250 Her equation of ―decency‖ with the modesty of 

demeanor and dress typical of True Womanhood, furthermore, shows that she shared the 

white, middle-class outlook on which the model of feminine behavior was based. Logan 

valued equality for women, but not necessarily among them.  

As one would expect, Logan‘s exclusionary perspective—particularly her middle-

class bias—informed her interpretation of British burlesque. Her problem with the form 

was not only a matter of sexual impropriety, but also that its performers failed to conform 

to her middle-class ideals. As the Clipper reported, for example, Logan complained in her 

speech at Steinway Hall that the theatre‘s ―greatest rewards are won by brazen-faced, 

stained, yellow-haired, padded-limbed creatures—(applause)—while actresses of the old 
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school, well trained, well qualified, decent, cannot earn a living.‖251 In essence, Logan 

was drawing a distinction between middle-class women and their working-class 

counterparts. She approved of middle-class women, who had access to formal training, an 

appreciation for theatrical traditions, and who could more easily conform to ideals of 

―decency‖ grounded in the domestic norms of True Womanhood. Those traits that she 

disapproves of—figure revealing clothing, a boisterous demeanor, cosmetics and dyed 

hair—were all favored by working-class women, whether those of the unruly Bowery 

subculture, or prostitutes.252  

Had access to employment been Logan‘s only concern, she might have been more 

inclined to view Thompson‘s success as an example of, rather than a threat to, women‘s 

independence. However, both Logan and the bulk of her audience at Steinway Hall were 

drawn from the ranks of white, middle and upper-class women who still clung to the 

tenets of True Womanhood, and believed that, to be acceptable, any venue for female 

employment needed to conform to bourgeois notions of propriety. Writing from a 

distinctly middle-class perspective, Logan assumed that sexual purity was the basis of 

female respectability, that the need to remain respectable superseded the need to earn a 

living, and that only those women who conformed to this particular model of 

respectability were entitled to gainful employment.  

Given the rising popularity of burlesque and other forms of entertainment that 

depended on displays of the female body, Logan had good reason to fear that one of the 
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only two professions in which women could command a wage equal to that of her male 

colleagues was under threat. If the stage were to be overrun by blonds in tights dancing 

suggestively and singing bawdy songs, there would be fewer jobs for legitimate actresses 

who worked and studied to become respected professionals, and who would be loath to 

lower themselves to such humiliating display. Worse still, if all actresses came to be 

lumped together with the leg show performers, the field would never become fully 

respectable, and even those jobs that did not require scant clothing could never be 

appropriate work for middle-class women. Thus, when Logan condemned the immorality 

of burlesque during both her remarks at Steinway Hall and her letter to the New York 

Times, she was defending the right of middle-class women to earn a dignified living, and 

was appealing to the concerns and assumptions of her progressive audience. 

This obsession with respectability was typical of women‘s rights advocates in the 

mid-nineteenth century, partly because they shared Logan‘s middle-class perspective and 

partly because the assumptions behind True Womanhood persisted even as the emergent 

New Woman increasingly challenged its limitations. During the transitional period that 

Logan inhabited, women seeking the autonomy and influence that would eventually 

become the hallmarks of the New Woman continued using the language of True 

Womanhood in order to advance their claims for greater civic and political involvement. 

As Welter explains, True Womanhood provided a rhetorical opening for women who 

wanted to engage in politics and public life. ―For if woman was so very little less than the 

angels,‖ Welter explains, ―she should surely take a more active part in running the 
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world.‖
253

 For progressive women in this transitional period, then, women‘s virtue 

justified, rather than prohibited, their political participation.  

This emphasis on ―natural‖ feminine virtue was a common thread at the meeting 

of the Equal Rights association at Steinway Hall. In addition to Logan‘s comments, 

speaker after speaker argued for the positive effect that domestic femininity would have 

on politics. Lucy Stone argued that since the male realm of politics was corrupt, ―now let 

us try woman‘s political influence as a last resort. Put the ballot into the hands of the 

15,000,000 women of the nation, and the politics of the country would be purified and a 

happier future await the Union.‖ Antoinette Louisa Blackwell echoed this sentiment, 

when she explained that, ―if it was admitted… as it generally is, that woman has an 

influence for good, surely it is our duty to extend that influence by granting her a voice in 

electing our legislators.‖254 To Logan‘s cohorts in the early women‘s rights movement, 

the domestic ideal was not only compatible with the aims of the women‘s rights 

movement; it was a powerful rhetorical strategy in their pursuit. Because this justification 

of female political participation was grounded in a vision of female morality that 

emphasized asexual domesticity and piety, they had a vested interest in rejecting any 

perceived carnality or wantonness. In her attempt to rid the New York stage of 

burlesque‘s sexual depravity, then, Logan was not only trying to preserve a ―respectable‖ 

venue for female employment: she was defending the primary justification for female 

autonomy by arguing that women could be both public and virtuous. 
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In her arguments against burlesque, Logan was making an appeal to this view of 

female morality and described these respectable young actresses in a manner that 

foregrounds their conventionally feminine virtues. Highlighting their moral uprightness 

and its implied corollary, chastity, Logan describes these young women at various times 

as ―honest,‖ ―decent,‖ and ―modest.‖ More importantly, Logan informs the reader, these 

young women only reluctantly accepted the leering attentions of male spectators because 

they ―find it difficult to obtain any other employment, being uneducated for any other.‖ 

These were not women who courted the salacious ―gaze of thousands of men.‖ They 

were, rather, proper young ladies who found themselves the prey of unscrupulous 

managers. The new form‘s popularity forced actresses to either sacrifice their feminine 

virtue or starve.255 

Logan, then, had tailored her argument to the expectations of her progressive 

audience. Like the other speakers at Steinway Hall, Logan deployed the language of 

female domestic virtue as a rhetorical device to protect the theatre as a respectable venue 

where middle-class white women could safely work without damaging their reputations. 

Reflecting both the focus on female autonomy of the emergent New Woman and the 

lingering assumptions of True Womanhood that her contemporaries used to justify 

female political involvement, Logan deployed an argument that she could have 

reasonably expected to appeal to the supporters of equal rights. The expectation might 

have been reasonable, but it was at least partially wrong. While Logan‘s speech was well 
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received at Steinway, she was in for an unpleasant surprise when the editorials 

responding to her speech went to print. 

Slandering the Theatrical Profession: the Response to Logan’s Speech in the Times 

Despite the parallels between Logan‘s rhetorical strategies and those typical of 

her progressive contemporaries, her argument was poorly received by one of the city‘s 

leading progressive papers. The editorship and readership of the New York Times would 

generally have been sympathetic to Logan‘s views of both women‘s rights and burlesque, 

and yet of the six items in the Times that mentioned Logan‘s speech, three were 

pejorative. Of the remaining three, one was a neutral summary of the meeting and 

Steinway, and one was Logan‘s own rebuttal. Only one indicated any sympathy to 

Logan‘s argument, and its support was qualified at best. The surprising negativity of the 

Times‘ response indicates that while Logan had tailored her case to a particular subset of 

progressive thought, her attempts to reach a larger audience made it incompatible with 

the Times‘ agenda to improve and promote a refined bourgeois American culture.  

The backlash against her argument in the Times likely came as a surprise to 

Logan, since she would have had every reason to expect a sympathetic response from that 

paper. It was a publication that had, since its inception, embraced a morally elevated 

editorial stance. A highbrow paper that prided itself on impeccable editing, thorough 

coverage of foreign and domestic news, and a well-mannered, polite tone, the Times 

courted the same educated, middle or upper-class segment of the population from which 
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the equal rights movement drew its support. The paper‘s political leanings further slanted 

it towards a progressive readership. While the Times made attempts to report fairly and 

impartially, its original editor—Henry J. Raymond, formerly of the equally progressive 

Tribune—had conceived the Times as a Whig paper, and infused the paper with that 

party‘s left leaning politics.256 During the spring of 1869, furthermore, the Times took an 

editorial stance that was generally supportive of women‘s rights, and frequently 

reproduced the arguments they advanced.257 Logan‘s belief in equal rights for women 

was very much in keeping with what the Times‘ readership would expect to see. 

The Times, furthermore, was not a paper that had any love for entertainments like 

burlesque. Much as it aimed to promote social improvement in its general editorial 

policy, the Times had taken a culturally progressive approach to the theatre since soon 

after its 1851 inception, and made intelligent theatrical criticism a significant element of 

its journalistic mandate. By the time that the Thompson Troupe arrived in 1868, the 

Times had long since established its role, not only as an observer of New York‘s theatre 

scene, but as an active contributor to the production of quality theatre by serving as an 
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arbiter of artistic merit. But while the Times claimed it aspired to produce ―impartial‖ 

criticisms, in reality it had a specific agenda for the promotion of middle-class tastes on 

New York‘s stages, both by favoring plays it considered to have literary merit, and by 

ignoring those plays that did not. As Rothman explains, the Times rarely reported 

productions that were ―just on the fringe of legitimate theatre,‖ including minstrel shows, 

equestrian or canine performances, variety, and burlesque, unless these performances 

made themselves newsworthy by being ―outstandingly vulgar or outstandingly bad.‖ 

These omitted performances, it should be noted, were all favorites among working-class 

audiences. In addition to ignoring these entertainments the Times also engaged in a 

twenty-year boycott of Edwin Forrest—another working-class favorite—after his 1852 

divorce and adultery conviction ejected him from middle-class norms of domestic 

respectability. The Times, then, defined ―legitimate‖ theatre in distinctly bourgeois 

terms.258 

The paper‘s bourgeois tastes inspired, after a brief fascination with the Thompson 

Troupe, an outright rejection of British burlesque as detrimental to the health of 

American artistic standards. While the Times‘ treatment of burlesque had not yet reached 

its bellicose peak by the time it published Logan‘s letter, it was hardly a proponent of the 

form. The previous February, the Times had playfully characterized the burlesque 

invasion as ―an epidemic, which the Board of Health is powerless to arrest,‖ and warned 

that ―it is feared that the light-hair, the clotheless [sic] and the convulsive symptoms may 
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spread to every home and carry desolation into every hearth.‖ Two days after it ran 

Logan‘s remarks, furthermore, the Times reiterated its growing impatience with the 

performers of British burlesque, complaining that ―so strongly has the contagion of their 

example prevailed that many of our own performers have lost their wits and rushed to the 

dye-pot and the walk-around.‖259 While the Times revealed in the article that it was more 

concerned with burlesque because it was ―dangerous to dramatic art‖ rather than to public 

decency, clearly the paper was not above using the language of moral panic to make its 

case, and it shared Logan‘s anxiety that local actresses were joining burlesque‘s ranks.260 

And yet despite these parallel views, the Times initially rejected Logan‘s 

arguments, and responded defensively. On May 14, the day after it reported on the 

meeting at Steinway Hall, the Times published an editorial condemning Logan for what 

the writer believed to be her attacks on the theatrical profession. ―Now, had Miss LOGAN 

herself been a total failure as an actress,‖ the editorial argued, ―we could easily 

understand these sharp and bitter words…. Even though Miss LOGAN has left the stage 

herself, she should not slander those who may still follow the profession.‖261 The next 

day, when it published Logan‘s letter to the editor, the Times ran a disclaimer disavowing 

her opinions. It read, in part: 

Miss OLIVE LOGAN sends us a note in regard to the morals that prevail in 

the theatrical profession. We will not attempt to argue the case, having 

already said all that seems to us necessary. It must be supposed, however, 

that Miss LOGAN draws quite freely upon her imagination in regard to the 
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way a young woman is questioned, and the examination she undergoes, 

when she applies for a place in a theatre.262 

 

While the editorship of Times may have shared Logan‘s middle-class bias, her position 

on women‘s rights, her dislike of burlesque, and her fear that New York actresses were 

joining the blonde invasion, it clearly did not want to ally itself with her remarks.  

Logan failed to win the support of the Times for three reasons. First, while the 

content of her argument was attention grabbing, it was too salacious for a bourgeois 

paper like the Times. Second, in emphasizing the sexual demands burlesque placed on its 

performers, Logan accidentally implied that all actresses were whores. Finally, in failing 

to direct the blame solely at foreign forces, Logan ran afoul of the Times‘ nationalism. 

Where Logan‘s argument failed was not that she had taken a position that the Times 

disagreed with, but rather that her titillating narrative shocked the Times‘ respectable 

sensibilities and cast aspersions on both the virtue of American actresses and the quality 

of American theatre.  

The first issue that the Times had with Logan‘s speech was simply that it was too 

overt in its accusations, and therefore too salacious for a publication that prided itself of 

its refined editorial character. While Logan‘s appeal to protect feminine virtue was 

typical of progressive discourse, her frank references to sex and sin were not—indeed, 

even fellow suffragist Lucretia Mott complained that her comments were ―coarse.‖263 The 

Times, furthermore, while it frequently criticized burlesque for being low class, 
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unladylike, bad theatre, or for featuring revealing costumes, its accusations were never as 

frankly sexual as Logan‘s. Shocked by Logan‘s relatively explicit references to burlesque 

performers on and offstage behavior, the Times focused its rebuttal almost exclusively on 

these elements and labeled them ―slander.‖264 

This accusation that Logan had slandered ―the theatrical profession‖ was a 

through line in the criticisms of her speech that ran in the Times, and points to the second 

reason that Logan‘s argument was offensive. Logan‘s speech wasn‘t merely vulgar; it 

implicitly attacked the virtue of respectable actresses. If, as Logan had claimed, British 

burlesque was forcing American actresses into prostitution, it followed that these local 

performers must have become prostitutes. This conclusion was a serious concern for 

actresses, intensified, no doubt, by a long history of conflating their profession with a 

much older one. While most mid to late-nineteenth century progressives agreed that 

prostitutes were victims led or forced astray by unscrupulous predators, they did not 

generally believe that the process was reversible. As feminist historian Catherine Clinton 

explains popular wisdom held that ―all prostitutes died of syphilis or became madams,‖ 

and at the very least, that ―prostitutes were ruined women who could never move into 

respectable society.‖ When Logan claimed that in its current state, the theatre forced all 

actresses to compromise their virtue in order to make a living, she intimated that all 

women currently employed there were irrevocably lost. It was for this reason that the 

Times accused her of slandering the theatrical profession, and that an ―American Actress‖ 
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complained in a letter to the Times that Logan‘s argument ―assails the virtue of every 

woman who has ever trod the boards.‖ Logan‘s aim in delivering her speech was to drive 

burlesque from the theatre to reclaim it as a venue where respectable women could work, 

but in practice she consigned it to the brothel.265 

This perception that Logan saw the theatrical profession as akin to the sex trade 

created significant animosity towards her: Logan‘s comments drew the ire of both the 

Times and the ―American Actress‖ because she claimed that a woman could not succeed 

without conforming to such immoral demands. In implying that all successful actresses 

were morally suspect, Logan had touched on what was a sensitive issue for her 

contemporary women‘s rights crusaders, as well as for any woman who—like the 

American Actress who wrote the scathing response to Logan‘s letter—worked outside the 

home. Logan, like many of her suffragist contemporaries, drew on the period‘s 

conceptions of femininity to make her case, but in the end she implied that when women 

encountered the corruption of the public sphere vice would triumph over feminine virtue, 

and thereby offended both the honor of working women and the sensibilities of her 

progressive contemporaries. 

The difficulty for Logan was that, while the Times‘ readership was an important 

public, it wasn‘t the only one she needed to reach. When she made her address at 

Steinway Hall, as well as when she clarified her position in her letter to the Times, Logan 

had to appeal to two audiences. First, she needed to frame her argument in a manner that 
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would be acceptable to the progressive supporters of women‘s rights—including the 

members of the Equal Rights Association and the readers of (mostly) progressive papers 

like the New York Times. At the same time, however, Logan also saw a need to address 

and convince those members of the public who were not yet sympathetic to her position. 

The progressive audience at Steinway Hall already agreed with her, and—since most of 

those assembled were women—few could vote. If Logan wanted to advance the cause of 

women‘s rights, she needed to draw new supporters, particularly enfranchised males, to 

her way of thinking. Logan needed her remarks to reach a wider audience, and 

newspapers were the chief vehicle for this end. If Logan‘s aim was indeed to draw the 

attention of newspapers, her choice to focus her argument on the dangers of burlesque 

was incredibly incisive. While the main thrust of her argument was economic, the 

coverage Logan‘s address received focused almost entirely on the comments she made 

regarding burlesque and its effect on New York theatres.  

Logan‘s decision to focus on the sexual sins of burlesque actresses, then, was a 

deliberate strategy to appeal to those men who had not yet been swayed to the importance 

of women‘s rights. In order to advance the cause, Logan believed she needed to draw 

male voters‘ attention to it, an end she did not think she could achieve through anything 

less than incendiary rhetoric. In an essay entitled ―About Us,‖ in her 1869 book, Apropos 

of Women and Theatres, Logan described the problem. ―I have generally observed,‖ she 

remarked, ―that when there is an article in the paper about Women‘s Rights, men skip it 

quickly…. But if it is some trifling story, derogatory to the dignity of woman, or some 
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stupid scandal about a flirtation, or some hideous relation of conjugal shame, they pore 

over it….‖266 Logan knew that sex sells, and that if she wanted male newspaper readers 

to pay attention to the cause of women‘s rights, she needed to wrap her argument for 

women‘s financial independence in a sexually provocative narrative.  

Such a strategy was typical of Logan‘s approach to the woman question. While 

she believed that women needed to agitate for the vote, she feared that strong rhetoric and 

inflammatory demands would alienate the male voting public. ―The mistake,‖ she 

explains,  

of most ladies who advocate the ‗rights‘ of their sex…is, that their 

arguments are put forward in too indignant and aggressive a manner. The 

result is, an indignant and aggressive reception of them by les autres. I 

don‘t wonder at all (between ourselves) that these ladies are indignant and 

aggressive. (Aside.) But, dears, let‘s wheedle; you see we are not strong 

enough to knock them down, and in some respects they are useful, so let‘s 

gain our point by COAXING! 

 

To Logan, rhetoric was very much a matter of political efficacy. If male voters would 

only read an article if it was scandalous, she would give them scandal. If she could 

―wheedle‖ their sympathy by appealing to their desire to protect vulnerable virgins, then 

she would present them with just such a narrative.267 

When Logan peppered her argument with sex and sin, she embedded her call for 

employment equity in precisely the kind of scandalous story she believed male 

newspaper readers were inclined to devour. The burlesque actress, Logan argued, made 

her living by exposing her body to legions of leering men. Her only qualifications were 
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her physical beauty and her willingness to debase herself for male pleasure. Although the 

actresses were not literally naked, Logan invokes the specter of actual nudity: the 

burlesque actress must be willing to ―expose‖ alluring parts of her body, and appear 

―without a vestige of drapery on [her] person.‖ In Logan‘s argument, burlesque was 

above all else an indecent display of women‘s bodies. Her description of public displays 

of even partial nudity would have been particularly titillating because in the cultural 

context of the nineteenth-century United States, a desirous gaze in and of itself a sexual 

act. As Allen explains, 

Marriage gave men the right to sexually possess women, which included 

the right to the sight of her sexuality. By displaying herself in a way that 

invited men to look on her in a sexual way, that woman ‗gave away‘ a 

portion of her husband‘s proprietary rights. She cracked open the door to 

his secret treasure vault and exposed its contents to anyone who cared to 

peek.  

 

Engaging in this type of ―scopic promiscuity‖ was not as serious as a physical 

transgression, but it was nonetheless morally dangerous. In the theatre, Allen points out, 

inviting a sexual gaze was further complicated by the commercial nature of the 

transaction.268 While the young actress in Logan‘s example may not have been married, 

she lived in a culture in which a woman‘s virtue was indistinguishable from her value as 

a potential wife. In displaying herself onstage, she ran the risk of sharing sexual goods 

her future husband would expect to be his exclusive property. If she did so for money, 

then she added prostitution to her scopic sins.  
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While her salacious public nudity was the burlesque actress‘s primary 

indiscretion, Logan also implies that these performers actively engaged in other wanton 

acts that further damaged their feminine purity. The actress did not merely stand there 

while men looked at her; she winked at them, and flirted verbally with ―disgusting half 

words.‖ A woman who performed on the burlesque stage was actively inviting, rather 

than passively receiving, sexual attention and immediately imperiled her virtue. More 

damningly, Logan suggests, the burlesque actress extended her commercialized sexuality 

beyond the stage itself: when Logan called the burlesque actress‘s claims to chastity 

―dubious rumors,‖ she was at the very least accusing the performer of engaging in the 

―whole actions‖ her ―disgusting half words‖ referred to. At worst, the actress—who 

courted rich men and accepted their gifts—was trading favors for material gain, thereby 

joining the disreputable demimonde and engaging in actual, rather than merely scopic, 

prostitution. 

If Logan‘s goal was to advance the cause of employment equity by embedding 

her argument in a titillating narrative that would grab men‘s attention, she was partially 

successful. On one hand, Logan‘s scandalous narrative did draw newspapers‘ attention: 

of all the speeches given at Steinway Hall over the two days of the Equal Rights 

Association meeting, Logan‘s comments drew the most commentary over the next 

several weeks. In the weeks that followed, the Times alone would publish six items 

regarding Logan‘s speech: a summary of her remarks at Steinway Hall, three editorials, 

one letter to the editor from a reader signing herself ―An American Actress,‖ and one 
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from Logan herself. In addition to the coverage in the Times, Logan‘s remarks also 

caught the attention of the New York Clipper. A gentleman‘s sporting and theatrical 

paper, the Clipper was similar in mandate to the Spirit of the Times, but coarser in tone. It 

routinely published stories about prostitution, adultery, and fallen women, as well as an 

assortment of bawdy jokes and poems. It was not a publication that showed much interest 

in women‘s rights—and yet, it reproduced Logan‘s speech in significant detail. Even the 

Spirit of the Times, a paper that took far too much pleasure mocking Logan to give her 

arguments credence, at least mentioned the speech she gave at Steinway Hall. None of 

the less controversial speeches at the event received anywhere near the same degree of 

attention.269 

But while Logan‘s titillating approach did draw attention to her arguments, they 

ultimately distracted from her point. She may have captured the attention of the Clipper, 

but in a paper that routinely presented tales of debauched women and lost virtue for the 

pleasure of its male readers, it seems unlikely that those readers would take this narrative 

as anything more than at best an arousing diversion, or at worst a confirmation of their 

sexist assumptions. Furthermore, in trying to appeal to a male audience that did not yet 

support women‘s rights, she sacrificed the approval of progressive papers like the New 

York Times. 

The offence Logan caused to the Times‘ notions of respectability was 

compounded, furthermore, by her simultaneous transgression against the paper‘s 
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nationalist sentiments. The third problem that Logan faced was that her argument 

implicated local managers, rather than British performers, in the proliferation of 

burlesque, and in so doing, she contradicted the Times‘ characterization of burlesque as 

primarily an imported problem. The Times had a distinct bias towards American theatre 

and, according to Rothman, promoted it against foreign counterparts with a nationalistic 

zeal that bordered on ―chauvinism.‖ To this end, when the Times grew weary of 

Thompson and her imitators, it defended local interests by depicting burlesque as a 

foreign invasion injurious to the creation of quality American theatre, complaining for 

example, that ―ship loads of them have been dumped on these shores…‖ and that ―if 

many more troupes comes [sic] to this country, the public will be surfeited beyond 

endurance.‖270 United States theatres might have been compromised by the fascination 

with burlesque, but the form was by no means American. Its poor quality only served to 

prove the superiority of American theatre. 

Where Logan had focused on local managers as the perpetrators of burlesque‘s 

indecency, the Times presented a national dialectic in which only a foreign invasion could 

allow bad theatre to take hold of American stages. In a June 7, 1869 article, the Times 

reported that, Henderson—who the paper argued was the driving force behind the 

invasion—brought the Thompson Troupe, ―from a country where theatrical salaries are 

low in proportion to the want of theatrical education and taste, and planted them in the 

midst of a community where… dramatic appreciation has been at least sufficient to 
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enable the members of the profession to sustain themselves.‖ Throughout this article, the 

Times stresses the difference in quality between English and United States theatres. 

Audiences in the United States had an appreciation for dramatic arts that was 

unparalleled in England and, as a result, the theatre in this country was of a distinctly 

higher quality.271  

The problem, however, was that when the Lydia Thompson Troupe struck gold, 

local managers began to ―get rid of their American companies, and to fill their stages 

with cheap foreign importations of the Henderson pattern.‖ ―The result‖ the Times 

argued, ―is that we have today but one, or two at most, theatres in New-York [sic] 

occupied even in part by American actors. Native talent is literally crowded out of the 

market.‖ In contrast to Logan, who argued that New York‘s actors would be forced to 

stoop to burlesques‘ level, this writer argued that they would leave the stage altogether, 

leaving the United States as devoid of quality theatre as England.272 Local managers may 

have allowed their theatres to be overrun, but the author conflated ―American‖ and 

―quality‖ so thoroughly that all bad theatre, by definition, had to be foreign. American 

managers might allow bad theatre to happen, but they could not produce it. 

While the Times conceded that American managers may have been complicit in 

allowing the incursions, their crime was in allowing the British to invade rather than in 

creating bad theatre themselves. In contrast, when Logan described the scandalous 

questions that New York actresses faced when applying for a position, she implied that it 
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was the local managers—rather than foreign producers—who were placing these 

demands on virtuous American women. By making local managers out to be pimps, 

Logan sullied the reputation of the middle-class venues that the Times wanted to promote, 

and suggested that burlesque had become a persistent local problem rather than a passing 

foreign craze. Eventually, the Times did embrace Logan‘s argument, but it did so by 

reframing her in more acceptably nationalistic terms. In ―The Battle of the Blondes,‖ the 

Times quoted Logan‘s list of questions favorably, but it applied her accusations to British, 

rather than local, managers. The Times declared that Logan‘s ―attacks were… wisely and 

well directed against the real culprits, the managerial movers behind the scenes,‖ but 

while both the actress and the manager in Logan‘s speech were implicitly American, the 

―tender herbs‖ the Times describes are the British imports, and the sole example it gives 

of the ―sensual goats who browse upon‖ them is Thompson‘s English manager, 

Alexander Henderson. 273 

Logan‘s speech and the response it inspired, then, reveal the difficult path that 

post-Civil War woman‘s rights crusaders faced in navigating newsprint media. The 

proliferation of newspapers and the presence of reporters at women‘s rights events did 

help to spread their political message well beyond the confines of a given meeting or 

event. At the same time, however, these conditions meant that, to be successful, a public 

speaker needed to consider multiple audiences: it would not do to address only those 

physically present, one also needed to be mindful of those who would read it in the paper 
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the following day. In the end, Logan was partly successful. By invoking the lingering 

assumptions of True Womanhood, Logan was able to frame her argument for 

employment equity in a manner that satisfied the middle-class obsession with 

respectability. At the same time, by configuring her argument about women‘s equality as 

a titillating narrative about a popular performance form, she was able to create a media 

sensation and secure wide attention—for both her ideas and herself—in the popular press. 

But even a cunning media manipulator like Logan could not predict all the forces that 

would shape the response to her ideas. She understood the dynamics of gender and 

politics, but failed to anticipate the hostility to her arguments that nationalist sentiments 

would generate, and while her sensationalism put her arguments in the public eye, it also 

strained the credulity of respondents, encouraging them to question both her facts and her 

sincerity. Logan‘s missteps allowed antipathy to dominate the response in the Times, but 

her insight that capturing the interests of newspapers was a means of reaching multiple 

publics reveals that she was a savvy observer of modern media. She may not have been 

entirely successful, but—Thompson‘s parody notwithstanding—she was certainly no 

frivolous fashionista with a squirrel on her hat. 

CONCLUSION 

When the Lydia Thompson Burlesque Troupe arrived in New York during the fall 

of 1868, they stepped into a culture where questions of gender, citizenship, and American 

national identity dominated the journalistic imagination. Activists like Logan and—to a 
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lesser extent—progressive papers like the Times were questioning the traditional 

conflation of manhood and citizenship, exploring possible models of feminine civic 

engagement and personal autonomy. At the same time, however, patriotic newspapers—

including both the Times and the Spirit of the Times—were also grappling with American 

identity on a broader scale. Concerned with promoting the United States as a culturally 

and politically advanced nation on the world stage, they were invested in a gendered 

vision of American national potency based on a conservative understanding of masculine 

vigor and feminine respectability. The arrival of the Thompson Troupe—a foreign 

company whose edgy burlesques trafficked in both a foregrounding and inversion of 

gender—became both a flashpoint and a convenient rhetorical outlet for writers who 

sought to engage with these issues. As representatives of England, their inversions of 

masculinity gave the Spirit of the Times a ready-made antipode for configuring the 

United States as a vigorously masculine nation. To Logan and the Times, the Thompson 

Troupe represented a dangerous disruption of respectable middle-class femininity that 

could, depending on how local artists and audiences responded, either contaminate 

American culture or prove its superiority. In each instance, the combination of the 

Thompson Troupe‘s foreignness and their deliberate distortions of pervasive gender 

norms encouraged these writers to use them to articulate what ―America‖ was, what it 

was not, and what they hoped—or feared—it might be. 
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Chapter Five 

Epilogue: From Lydia Thompson’s Legs to Janet Jackson’s Right 

Breast 

 

In February 2010, the Huffington Post reported on the renewal of an old 

controversy. Six years earlier, in an attempt to appeal to a wide, intergenerational 

demographic, the National Football League had ended its 2004 Super Bowl half time 

show with a duet between established pop diva Janet Jackson and the much younger 

Justin Timberlake, who had recently left the teen-friendly boy band „N Sync to begin a 

solo career. At the end of the number, Timberlake tore a piece off of Jackson‟s costume, 

revealing her right breast to a television audience estimated at 140 million viewers. The 

exposure, which Timberlake and Jackson claimed was accidental, lasted nine-sixteenths 

of a second, but it nevertheless created a substantial furor. Amid a deluge of complaints, 

the Federal Communications Commission fined CBS and its affiliates $550,000 for airing 

an image that violated decency regulations. The exposed breast, the fine, and the 

implications for free speech captured the imagination of journalists and bloggers. As a 

result of the incident, “wardrobe malfunction” entered the popular lexicon as a term to 

describe ostensibly unintentional nudity, and by the end of the year it had appeared in 

5,028 stories in major United States print and broadcast media.274 
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The Super Bowl wardrobe malfunction is one of the more prominent and recent 

manifestations of a phenomenon by which moments of live performance have been 

eclipsed by media frenzies. In 1926, for example, Mae West scandalized polite New 

Yorkers when she opened her play Sex on Broadway, drawing both obscenity charges and 

substantial attention from the press. In the mid 1950s, moralists fretted over the effect 

Elvis Presley‟s swiveling hips would have on impressionable American youth. British 

rocker Ozzy Osbourne ignited controversy in the early 1980s by biting the head off a 

dove during a visit to Los Angeles. In 1991, a skipping recording during a live 

performance in Connecticut revealed the lip-synching of pop duo Milli Vanilli, and 

prompted arguments that they had defrauded their audiences. During a London concert in 

2003, the Dixie Chicks, a female country band from Texas, drew the ire of conservative 

pundits when their lead vocalist publicly criticized President George W. Bush and the 

Iraq war. In each of these incidents—as with the controversies that are the focus of this 

dissertation—journalists seized on a fleeting event and magnified its apparent importance 

through their intense and sustained scrutiny. Even Jackson‟s nudity, which was witnessed 

by millions of television viewers, only became important when the extensive news 

coverage extended the event from a flash of skin lasting few fractions of a second to a 

story that stretched over a period of months. In each instance the focused attention of 

journalists took on a life of its own, and ultimately created the story. 
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In 2010, with courts reconsidering the FCC fine, Jackson‟s wardrobe malfunction 

had returned to the spotlight. Within hours of an article about the court case appearing in 

the Huffington Post, a site user using the tag “wilray” was one of the many posters who 

left comments expressing exasperation with the renewed interest. “Why,” wilray asked, 

“are Janet Jackson‟s boobs still in the news 6 years after the incident [sic]. No wonder we 

can‟t get anything done. We are still fixated on Janet Jackson‟s boobs.”275 It was a 

comment typical of the blasé dismissiveness of anonymous internet postings, and yet it 

does raise an interesting question. Why do scandals involving popular entertainers 

captivate and sustain the attention of journalists and audiences?  

Wilray‟s comment echoes what media sociologist John Brookshire Thompson 

describes as the prevailing view of scandal among academics, that it “is the froth of social 

and political life, diverting public attention away from issues of real importance [such as] 

unemployment, poverty, famine, and civil wars in distant places [that] are hardly 

mentioned in the daily press….”276 While Thompson is, perhaps, being a touch overly 

defensive in justifying his research—scandals have often provided fodder for cultural 

historians—his observation accurately points to a peculiarly contradictory undercurrent in 

the reception and production of scandal in news media: the tendency to dismiss them as 

trivial while simultaneously making them the target of substantial media attention. Thus 

even though in its coverage of the Forrest/Macready rivalry the Herald remarked that it 
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hoped the showdown between the actors in New York would “be the finale of the 

ridiculous business,” it nonetheless recognized that the conflict had been “made a 

national question, and made to turn on national grounds,” and continued to report every 

detail. 277 Similarly, even as journalists from the Times and the Spirit of the Times 

complained about how tiresome Thompson‟s burlesques had become, they continued to 

review them until the end of the season. Even Kean‟s four-year absence from the United 

States did little to diminish the fascination with his transgressions. Commentators 

continually protest that scandals involving popular performers like Kean, Macready, 

Thompson or Janet Jackson are trivial, and yet their persistence in mass media suggests 

that they play a significant cultural role. 

 In his 2000 study of political scandals in the modern media, Thompson suggests 

what this significance might be. To Thompson, studying the rise of modern political 

scandal (a phenomenon he dates to the end of the eighteenth century) is useful because it 

sheds light on of the nature and tenuousness of power, as well as the systems through 

which it is negotiated. As Thompson observes, political scandals are  

social struggles which are fought out in the symbolic realm…. They are 

struggles which have their own protagonists, each pursuing their own 

strategies in an unfolding sequence of events which often outpace the 

individuals involved and which, thanks to the media, are made available 

on a public stage for countless others to watch or listen or read about.278 

 

While the scandals in my study involve the public behavior of performers rather than the 

private behavior of politicians, Thompson‟s rubric remains informative. Like the 
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politicians he describes, the performers in my study became enmeshed in cultural power 

struggles in which their sins took on a symbolic importance that extended far beyond that 

of the stars themselves. Through their transgressions, these English performers became 

rhetorically significant as examples journalists could deploy in their negotiation of what it 

meant to be “American.” Thus, while media scandals involving these popular performers 

might seem trivial, they are actually an important part of the process through which 

culture and collective identity are negotiated on a national level.  

Above all, what this study reveals is the degree to which journalists used theatre 

and spectatorship to designate where the limits of American national identity were 

located and who deserved insider or outsider status. If, as Benedict Anderson suggests, 

mass media helps widely distributed populations to see themselves as part of an 

“imagined community,” controversies within and across these media are the processes by 

which the boundaries of these communities are negotiated and defined.279 Each of the 

examples in this study represent an instance in which journalists used scandals involving 

visiting English stars as examples in order to articulate what and whom they believed 

belonged inside or outside the bounds of American cultural identity. Watching burlesque, 

therefore, could mark a spectator as too effeminate to be an American, and the Whigs and 

Democrats of Macready‟s era each used the walls of the Astor place Opera House to 

delineate the boundary between their conflicting versions of American identity. When 

Noah defended Kean, he was fighting to keep the actor—and the less damaging 
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representation of Jewishness he performed—a viable and safe object of American 

national spectatorship. 

As O‟Leary and Tamarkin both note, in the nineteenth century, citizens of the 

nascent United States understood what it meant to be “American” primarily in opposition 

to European—and especially English—models.280 The examples in this dissertation 

reveal, however, that the actual process of negative identification was ongoing, and that 

throughout the nineteenth century, white male voices in the United States were 

continually refining their definition of citizenship through added layers of exclusion. To 

these majoritarian voices, “American” remained not-English, but it also became, among 

other things and at various times, not-enslaved, not-black, not-effeminate, and not-

intellectual. What made English stars so useful in this process is that their Englishness 

provided an established base onto which new layers of exclusion could be grafted. 

Macready‟s populist detractors, therefore, could use their domestic enemies‟ preference 

for an English star to argue that their intellectualism and high economic positions were 

not only undesirable, they were un-American. Similarly, the Thompson Troupe‟s 

simultaneous foreignness and counter-normative representations of gender gave the 

theatrical writer of the Spirit of the Times a convenient rhetorical framework for 

conflating insufficient patriotism with effeminacy. Satirical depictions that connected 

Kean both to the tyranny of his native England and to domestic practices of enslavement 
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and servitude allowed Unites States journalists to configure both institutions as equally 

alien to American identity, thereby propagating the myth of a classless society. 

 But while majoritarian discourses continually advanced exclusionary definitions 

of what it meant to be American, this process was neither monolithic nor uncontested. At 

times, opposing versions of America identity came into direct conflict with one another, 

as they did when Macready‟s Whig audiences collided with Forrest‟s Democrat 

supporters, and each side sought to assert its own political outlook as the true spirit of the 

American nation. Furthermore, as evidenced by Noah‟s attempts to Americanize Kean‟s 

less damaging representations of Jewishness, by Rynders and Walsh‟s creation of a news-

making protest against Macready to publicize their radical working-class perspective, and 

by Logan‟s choice to attack Thompson‟s burlesques in order to advance the cause of 

female equality, groups marginalized by dominant discourse also engaged in these 

controversies as a means of carving out or defending their own spaces in American 

culture. Finally, it is important to note that additional voices that lacked access to the 

discursive power of mainstream newspapers also participated in these controversies. 

While their perspectives may not have been recorded, they were, as members of the 

publics who attended and debated these performances, an undeniable part of the media 

formations in which these scandals unfolded, and were engaged in their own struggles to 

assert their place in the American cultural landscape. 

Much has changed in the 135 years that separate the sensations caused by Lydia 

Thompson‟s legs and Janet Jackson‟s right breast. Television and the internet have 
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supplanted live theatre and print journalism as the primary conduits of popular culture. 

The United States, furthermore, has progressed from importing the bulk of its popular 

performances to being the world‟s largest exporter of the same. In the twenty-first 

century, other nations—particularly my native Canada—now express anxieties about the 

United States‟ cultural influence reminiscent those the journalists in this study expressed 

about the cultural imperialism of England. But while the media have changed, and while 

the smaller relative influence of foreign performers and the United States‟ increased 

confidence about its place on the world stage has reduced the number of controversies 

involving foreign stars, scandals involving popular performers continue to play a role in 

the negotiation of American cultural identities. Whether it is a country singer disavowing 

the president while performing abroad or a pop icon challenging puritanical sexual mores 

by broadcasting her breast into living rooms, controversies surrounding stars‟ 

transgressions remain a vital element in debates over what it means to be “American.” 
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Figures 

 
Figure 1: Kean in the United States, circa 1825 

 

This image appears in The Cult of Kean (Ashgate 2006) by Jeffrey Kahan. 

Communications with both the publisher and the author have failed to uncover a 

copyright owner. I have therefore concluded that this image, like most published before 

1923, is most likely in the public domain. 
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